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ABSTRACT 
TEACHERS WHO ARE MOTHERS: PERCEPTIONS OF CONCURRENT CAREER 
AND PARENTHOOD ROLES 
MAY 2005 
MELVA J. MICHAELIAN, B.A. ELMS COLLEGE 
M ED. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
ED. D. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Patt Dodds 
Until fairly recent history the roles of career woman and mother could not be 
undertaken concurrently by the majority of women, at least not while their children 
were young. It is, however, more the norm in modem society for working women to be 
actively parenting. Complications can arise as these women attempt to find a balance 
between their personal and professional roles. If the duties and expectations are found 
to be essentially the same in both venues, as they perhaps are in teaching and parenting, 
then the role juggling can be doubly difficult. It may also be that the familiarity of the 
tasks would make going from the mother role to the teacher role considerably easier. 
This study explores the history of the teacher /mother, the present day experience of the 
teacher/mother, and the perceptions these woman have concerning their two primary 
roles. It is the purpose of this study, using the lens of role theory, to explore the 
experience of teachers who are also mothers as they attempt simultaneously to tackle 
their roles as educators and parents. Secondary school teachers who are mothers to at 
least one child in school and still living in their homes were interviewed, using a 
vi 1 
phenomenological interviewing method, to determine how they perceive their roles as 
teachers and mothers, what importance they attach to these roles, and how they believe 
the two roles interact. Special attention was given to possible instances of role strain, 
and in particular, role conflict. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Today’s women have come a long way from the paths that their mothers and 
grandmothers took regarding career and life choices. Simply stated, more options exist 
for them than for their predecessors, and with more alternatives come more 
complexities in their everyday lives. 
Problem Statement 
Until fairly recent history the roles of career woman and mother could not be 
taken concurrently by the majority of women, at least not while their children were 
young. It is, however, more the norm in modern society to see a woman dashing off to 
work, a child or two in tow, and dropping her brood off at the local daycare center 
before beginning her professional day (Sugg, 1978, Walsh, 1995). 
The complications arise as these women attempt to find a balance between then- 
personal and professional roles. Women daily juggle the parts they play in the scheme 
of their family structures, especially the role of mother, and the roles they play as part of 
their employment (Russel & Fitzgibbons, 1982). If the duties and expectations are 
found to be essentially the same in both venues, perhaps as in teaching and parenting, 
then this role juggling might be doubly difficult. It may also be that the familiarity of 
the tasks would make the task considerably easier. 
Women teachers who are also mothers are administering to the same academic 
and emotional needs of children during their workdays as they are after the day is 
finished and they go home to their families. It would seem that their days and nights 
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just might be a continuous role of educator and nurturer (MacDonald, 1994). The 
teacher who is also a mother seems to have assumed two very all-consuming and 
committed roles. 
As we address the experience of the teacher/mother and how she perceives her 
career and personal roles, we also have to take into consideration that all women in this 
category are not alike. Other factors, such as marital status, as well as cultural and 
lifestyle differences can impact how women view themselves as they perform these 
roles. 
Significance of the Study 
According to the National Center for Education Statistics (2002) approximately 
2.4 million new teachers will be needed in the next 11 years in order to fill the gap that 
teacher attrition and retirements will leave in their wake. Escalating student enrollment 
will make the acquisition of new teachers all the more essential. With factors such as 
high stakes state tests and increased accountability that is demanded of our educators, 
one might speculate that potential teachers would perhaps think twice about entering the 
profession. Indeed, a teaching career can generate stress because of the multitude of 
constituents who are constantly keeping a watchful eye on the classrooms and their 
occupants. 
The role of the teacher comes with a complex and diversified set of expectations 
from these varied constituents. Administrators seek teachers who can conform to the 
rules and accomplish the task of teaching while they adhere to national, state, and 
school system standards. Mothers, fathers, and guardians want a surrogate parent who 
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will send home well-informed and disciplined children at the end of the school day. 
Students want a nurturer, a bottomless information well, a counselor, and an entertainer. 
With the vast number of interested constituents, also known as role senders, 
those who complement or have expectations from the role occupant (Snoek, 1966), the 
pressure rises to meet all these expectations, and this may feel overwhelming. It is little 
wonder, then, that 20% of novice teachers leave their jobs within the first three years, 
and in urban school systems, this number climbs to almost fifty percent within the first 
five years (National Education Association Fact Sheet, 2002). 
With the flight from the profession occurring at such an alarming rate, it 
becomes imperative that we endeavor to retain the teachers that we have and attract 
additional educators. We will need teachers who will continue to adapt to the guidelines 
and standards imposed by states and communities, meet the demands of technologically 
advancing curricula and strive to help overcome such issues as poverty, apathy, and the 
drug culture which continue to threaten the educational opportunities of today’s youth. 
Perhaps a first step in doing so is to look at the situation of today’s teacher and examine 
how teachers respond to these aspects of their working conditions which may be 
contributing to this alarming departure from the profession. We might also attempt to 
determine any cause for distress that teachers might experience so that these issues can 
be addressed and resolved, making the school a more comfortable environment, one 
which would encourage teachers to remain in the career that attracted them in the first 
place. In one large study, working conditions rated as the most consequential motive 
for teacher attrition (Heyns, 1988). 
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Since female teachers constitute a 72% majority of teachers, it is significant to 
put them under particularly close scrutiny. Even on the secondary level, women occupy 
53% of the positions (Grant & Murray, 1999). 
Theoretical Perspective 
Role Theory Defined 
To analyze the circumstances surrounding the experience of teachers who are 
also mothers, I will use the context of role theory. Zurcher (1983) defines a role as 
“what a person ‘should’ do when occupying a position (status) in a specific social 
setting (p. 223).” Of course, each person who occupies or supervises the occupation of 
a role, while likely conforming to a generalized view of what is expected from a role 
occupant, will also put a unique perception on the matter about what the expectations 
attached to that role are. This might be based on past experience, personality, 
prejudices, outside influences and pressures, and/or misconceptions. Since roles are 
most often defined by those who occupy them, examining teacher/mothers perceptions 
of their roles as teachers and parents should yield a very personal view of their 
professional practice and their parenting as well as how these two positions of 
responsibility interact. 
In addition to role occupants characterizing a role, so do those who oversee or 
are directly and marginally affected by the role. For example, teachers come to the 
position of instructor with a certain set of expectations and beliefs concerning the role 
they are about to undertake. Principals, department heads, students, and parents also 
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have expectations that either merge with those of the teacher or conflict with them. In 
the latter case, how does that affect what teachers feel they “should” be doing in the 
classroom? 
The same is true of the mother role. Not only do the parents impose definition 
on their parent roles, but so do other parent, their partners and spouses, their children, 
and society. The “should” here can be as perplexing as it is in teaching. 
In this study I will be looking at what the participants themselves feel they 
“should” be doing in their roles as teachers and mothers and how they balance all the 
tasks they believe are necessary to properly fulfill the two major roles of teacher and 
mother. I will also be investigating how these perceptions may converge or conflict 
with the views of others involved in the roles as well as how the two roles interrelate as 
the participants enact them. 
Role Theory in the Historical Context 
The lens of role theory will help us to understand the views of women teachers 
that were historically held, particularly in respect to their roles as mothers. For centuries 
women were expected to make their first priority the care and nurturing of their own 
children even though the classroom was deemed a good training ground for the role of 
mother (Sugg, 1978). 
Texts that examine female teachers’ evolution as educators usually begin with 
the home tutor and temporary instructor capacities in which they waited for the 
beginning of their roles of wife and mother to commence. Once married, women were 
expected to resign from the classroom. Scholars relate that there was an eventual 
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integration of the roles of mother and educator in public schools in more modem times 
(Beck, 1965; Ellsbree, 1970; Grant & Murray, 1999; Hoffman, 1981; Sugg, 1978; 
Walsh, 1995). Through these histories, we see a certain “feminization” of the profession 
take place (Rury, 1989). Tyak (1967) noted that as early as 1870, as many as 123,000 
women teachers outnumbered their 78,000 male contemporaries. Even today female 
teachers retain a majority over the men although it is by a narrower margin (National 
Center for Education Statistics, 2002) 
Role Strain and Role Conflict Theory 
Some authors have expressed concern in literature about the possibility of role 
strain or role conflict with all working mothers (Apter, 1993; Bolton, 2000; Crosby, 
1987; Frankel, 1993; Sugar, 1994), especially since the advent of the early 1970’s when 
women became a larger proportion of the work force. Apter (1993), for example, noted 
societal concern that they were neglecting their families when women began flooding 
the workforce. The change in family dynamics led to speculation that mothers as 
breadwinners would herald a breakdown in family relationships since the mother was 
the nucleus of the family. Some employers, including school systems, have in the past 
demanded resignations when teachers became pregnant, supposedly ensuring that they 
stay home with their offspring. The usual “excuse” for terminating employment was 
that their pregnant conditions were objectionable in the classroom. Thus employers 
made moves to eliminate any strain that the dual roles might incur. 
Bolton’s study (2000) of 117 working women concluded that women feel 
obligated to take on too much at home, neglecting to delegate and share household 
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responsibilities, an action that could help alleviate any strain that might develop from 
tackling the career role and motherhood simultaneously. 
Frankel and McCarty (1993) ascertained that well over half of women with 
children under the age of one year were employed, and this number appears to be on an 
upward spiral. Nonetheless, there is scant documentation about how teacher/mothers 
see their particular dual roles of having the primary responsibility for children in both 
their professional and personal lives. 
It can be hypothesized that motherhood, which can be a life-altering state of 
existence, might make a major impression on a teacher’s approach to her practice, 
might permeate her pedagogy. We would speculate that an investigation into the dual 
roles of teacher and mother could illuminate how these roles influence each other. 
Uniqueness of This Study 
There are a number of other existing studies that address the issues surrounding 
the mother/teacher phenomenon. One which closely parallels the interests of this 
present research is the work of Judith McDonald in Teaching and Parenting, and it is 
basically divided into four sections, the first one addressing the similarities between 
teaching and parenting, a topic that this study also intends to pursue. McDonald, 
however, used a sampling that consisted of only 65% female participants whereas in the 
present study, all participants are female. 
This has also been explored to some degree in Sugg (1978), but only in a 
historical context, and in Dorothy Lambdin’s dissertation. Elementary Teachers’ Lives 
and Careers: An Interview Study of Physical Education Specialists. Other Subject 
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Specialists, and Classroom Teachers (1992). Although this observation of the 
similarities in the roles has indeed been addressed in these works, it is a merely a 
preliminary portion to this present project, and it does not encompass the entire concept 
of this dissertation. 
This study also recruited teacher/mothers from a wider variety of circumstance 
than did Lamdin’s work since her participants were 90% married parents. This study 
includes married, single, and lesbian teacher/mothers. 
Lastly, an important and salient difference from past studies which of 
teacher/mothers is that this study is grounded in role theory as a theoretical framework 
through which to understand more clearly the ways in which the participants handle 
their roles. 
Personal Significance 
* 
Undertaking this study is also of personal importance to me. As a career 
secondary school educator, I have had struggles with multiple role manipulations since 
my fifth year in the teaching profession when my first child was bom. There were 
always decisions to make concerning which roles should be primary at which times, 
which duties to perform first and which to delay, how to divide my time and 
concentration appropriately according to the needs of all the young people in my life, 
both my own children and my students. I always found that talking to my female 
colleagues who shared similar predicaments and gratification, to be a comfort, a 
support, a bonding experience, and an adventure. It is my hope that other 
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teacher/mothers, both the participants in the study and readers, may find the same 
insights from this sharing of experiences. 
I have chosen to pursue research on the secondary level because it is of special 
interest to me due to my own background in high school teaching. Since it is 
sometimes assumed that teaching teenagers requires a more adult approach to the 
material, I thought that it would be intriguing to find out if some of the nurturing in the 
mother role still manifests itself in spite of the more advanced ages of the students. I 
also wished to examine if the nature of the mother role changes in the home 
environment as the teacher/mothers’ children advance and if such a change impacts 
their role as teachers, since their students usually remain about the same age from year 
to year. 
Research Questions 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the experiences of women in the dual 
roles of teacher and mother. The theoretical framework of role theory will be used to 
explore how women teachers function in two distinct environments (the school, the 
home) which require of them somewhat similar roles in educating and nurturing 
children. More specific research questions include: 
a) How do women perceive their multiple roles when they are both teacher and 
mother? 
b) What strategies do women employ to address their multiple roles? 
c) Do teacher/mothers exhibit role strain or role conflict as a result of their multiple 
roles? 
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Assuming roles in one’s personal life and professional life is necessary to the 
development and socialization of individuals (Zurcher, 1983; Biddle, 1979). Most of 
our lives are spent accumulating, merging, balancing, and deleting roles that we take on 
because we feel we should conform, or we create roles because we have a natural 
inclination toward a particular activity or role. 
Role theory seems an appropriate lens with which to view the dual capacities of 
teacher and mother because it allows the researcher to focus on the manner in which the 
women in the study perceive the tasks they perform in the context of the roles they 
assume. It is possible that the teacher role might be chosen by females because they are 
drawn to the duties and activities associated with that role. In today’s high technology 
world, where pregnancy may be pursued, delayed, or avoided at will, it can probably 
also be assumed that women can choose whether or not to parent. The roles we choose 
to undertake help to make us who we are (Zurcher, 1983; Biddle, 1979), and so the role 
theory lens might help us to better investigate the situations of teachers who are also 
mothers. 
By examining the lives of fifteen to twenty teachers through interviews, our 
comprehension of how these women cope with the multiple roles that they occupy and 
a greater understanding of how they cope with several roles at once will be possible. It 
is also my intention to aid in helping administrators, in service providers, female pre¬ 
service teachers, and potential teachers to become aware of the complexities 
surrounding teacher/mothers’ perspectives on the duties, dilemmas and delights they 
experience. This study is important to administrators to help them understand the 
working conditions under which many of the female teachers under their supervision 
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operate, so that their attitudes and policies might reflect this comprehension. In service 
providers might also benefit from the results of the study so that the activities and 
programs might be formulated that would be salient and relevant to the teachers that 
they address. It is important for pre-service and potential teachers to glimpse 
beforehand the challenges the dual roles of teacher and mother might present. Perhaps 
the resulting awareness will allow them to realize that there are ways to cope with these 
challenges. 
Indeed, teachers themselves would benefit by being allowed a peek into their 
colleagues’ lives, which they may find are not so different from their own. This would 
help to break down the isolation so many teachers experience. Parents of students might 
also benefit from any insight this study provides since they often interact with then- 
children’s instructors. 
If indeed these roles are interconnected, contrary, or only mutually influential a 
portion of the time, it is of tantamount importance that the practitioner be aware of the 
possibilities in order to minimize any negative aspects and take full advantage of any 
positive components. 
I am particularly interested in viewing the situation of the secondary school 
female teacher who is parenting. When her role as a parent typically begins, she is 
working during the school day with students in their teen years, a stage that is vastly 
different from the infant and toddler stage, although they can be equally demanding on 
her time and attention. As she continues to teach and mother, her own children progress 
to the stage of the students in her classes, which presents perhaps a greater similarity of 
roles as she supervises children of the same age in school and at home. We do not yet 
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know what impact the age change of the teacher/mother’s own children has on teaching 
style and the perception of her role as a teacher. 
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CHAPTER 2 
RELATED LITERATURE 
It is of primary importance if we are going to use the role theory lens, to 
understand the conceptual structure and some of the terminology that is used in the 
course of this study. Roles are patterns of human behavior and role theory is “the 
science concerned with the study of behaviors that are characteristic of persons within 
contexts and with various processes that presumably produce, explain, or are affected 
by those behaviors” (Biddle, 1979, p.394). Using this framework we examine the way 
people conduct themselves in various defined situations and how their lives are 
conducted and affected by these role behaviors. In this study I am concerned in 
particular with the female secondary educator who has assumed the dual roles of 
teacher and mother. 
The Theorists on Role Strain and Role Conflict 
Most of our lives are spent acting in and reacting to given sets of circumstances 
(Zurcher, 1983). When a person assumes too many roles or is overly committed to a 
particularly demanding role, he or she can experience “role strain,” an emotional 
discomfort or stress forged by association with one’s role, or “role overload,” as in the 
case of someone who is faced with a set of roles that is too complex to navigate 
successfully. Undertaking too many roles has also been associated with “role conflict,” 
a condition in which two or more people do not share the same expectations associated 
with a given role. The more people who share a certain role, the more interpretations 
there will be of what constitutes occupying that role. Also, the more roles one takes on. 
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the greater the possibility that these roles will conflict with one another (Biddle, 1979). 
Since both teaching and parenting require great amounts of time and commitment, 
teacher/mothers seem to be in a prime situation for this to happen, especially if they 
take on such side duties as coaching for their own child’s team and assuming a club 
advisorship. 
There are disagreements among theorists about what “role conflict” entails. 
Zurcher (1983) views role conflict in terms of incompatibility between the duties of 
one’s role and personal preferences. This is most likely to happen when individuals’ 
roles do not fit their personalities. Similarly, Merton (1968) also mentions that people 
have multiple social roles in which they interact with others, and when these roles are 
incompatible, role strain or role conflict develops. He uses examples such as a 
“catholic/communist” and a “professional/family woman” to illustrate his point. 
Zurcher (1983) and Biddle (1979) both view role conflict as a disparity between a 
person’s own expectations of a role and those of others for the same role. This might be 
true of teacher/mothers with different ideas of what their duties are than their 
colleagues, their supervisors, and/or the parents of their students. 
Grace (1972), on the other hand, breaks down role conflict into subdivisions 
after initially defining the concept as strain or problems involving role incompatibilities. 
He goes on to discuss the subdivisions of role/culture conflict, role/community conflict, 
role/role set conflict, and self/role conflict or person/role conflict (see Appendix A). 
These sub-categories are meant as a means to define very specific forms of 
conflict. Role/culture conflict occurs when there is disharmony between a person’s 
commitment to a role and the culture in which it is performed. If a person’s cultural 
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commitment and role commitment are at odds or if a role commitment clashes with the 
culture in which the person enacts it, the role/culture conflict can result. If an African 
American female teacher, who emphasized the strictness characteristic of African 
American families, for example, is asked by her vice principal to ignore student 
behavior that would be considered inappropriate in her own home, this type of 
role/culture conflict can result. 
Similarly, according to Grace (1972), if the expectations of a community for a 
role are distinct, precise and/or prohibitive, these expectations can cause conflict with 
the role occupant, the person performing the duties of the role, concerning how the role 
should be enacted. Since teachers are public employees, the community often has a lot 
to say about how the role of teacher should be interpreted. 
The role/role set conflict is evident when the expectations of the role occupant 
differ from others in the same role set, those with whom the role occupant interacts 
while performing the duties of a particular role. Grace (1972) used the example of the 
expectations of an educator which might differ from those of the department head or 
principal of her school. 
The last sub-division Grace offers is that of self/role or person/role conflict, a 
circumstance in which the role occupant’s expectations of a role differ from the actual 
performance of the role. For example, teachers might expect to be tireless fountains of 
information when in reality they are human and might sometimes be bored, impatient, 
and limited in certain aspects of their subject matter. 
Grace (1972) concluded that many teachers felt they experienced a definite 
conflict between the traditional expectations of the public servant and what they 
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themselves wished to achieve in their field. So many people appeared to have different 
opinions about what the role of the teacher ought to be, and such conflicting 
expectations seemed to be perceived as problematic to the teacher. 
In numerous professions there is a similarity between the activities performed in 
the workplace and those undertaken at home. Teaching is a primary example of such an 
occupation. Teachers are obliged to educate and nurture children in the classroom, and 
then in the role of parent, they are expected to provide the same services to their own 
children. This leads potentially to a certain amount of role strain or conflict. 
Perhaps this is especially true of the female teacher, whose allegedly natural 
“nurturing” has been supported by a society that has supposed her to be perfectly fit for 
such “mothering” duties as teaching based merely on somewhat archaic ideas that these 
were female tasks (Sugg, 1978). Even though gender roles are becoming more blurred 
in the modern world, there still seems to be a holdover in the attitudes of many present- 
day men and women that the primary caretaker of children in the family is the mother 
(Baruch, Barnett, & Rivers, 1983). 
Early role theorists claimed people are allotted a distinct amount of energy to 
“spend” during the course of a day, no matter what profession or pastime they pursue. 
Later researchers, however, seem to embrace the idea that one’s energy level expands 
when it is necessary to do so. There is always energy in reserve for those activities to 
which people are strongly committed. A natural balancing act takes place in which 
another role makes room for the priority, an internal give and take that allows humans 
to operate in the positions they feel are priorities. Since many teacher/mothers occupy 
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their two major roles simultaneously for many years, one could hypothesize that they 
manage to prioritize in order to be successful at maintaining such a balance. 
Goode (1960) postulated that role strain was simply an intrinsic part of life. 
Institutions are comprised of multiple role relationships in which an individual interacts 
in a constant attempt to reduce role strain. A role occupant is required in any role 
capacity to engage in certain activities, participate in role relationships, give appropriate 
responses, and maintain necessary relationships in order to preserve the role acquired. 
Goode (1960) saw the need for continual “role bargaining” to avoid the strain resulting 
from difficulty in living up to the demands the role requires. He asserted that a problem 
or “strain” would arise when more attention or time is devoted to a role than either the 
occupant or others deem necessary. A teacher might resent, for example, the amount of 
time spent on correcting papers and preparing lessons at home, causing some degree of 
anxiety. 
This is where the negotiation begins and the role structure is manipulated to 
decrease the anxiety. This can be done in a number of ways, such as 
compartmentalization, delegation, the elimination of hindering role relationships, 
extensions, and the construction of barriers and boundaries against the indefinite 
expansion of role strain. 
“Compartmentalization” is meant here as the process of addressing a situation 
on an individual basis, perhaps a crisis that needs immediate and specific attention. A 
teacher/mother might put her problems with her own children on the back burner as she 
deals with a student in crisis. “Delegation” relates to authorizing another to act in one’s 
stead, therefore relieving the original person from having to perform all tasks related to 
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a role. A teacher/mother might relegate some aspects of childcare to her husband or 
partner in order to find time to address career issues. “Eliminating hindering role 
relationships” is the avoidance of those people who might obstruct the performance of a 
role. A teacher might steer clear of a very dependent and needy new teacher who takes 
up too much of her time so that she might attend to her own duties in the classroom. 
“Extension” refers to the act of enlarging one role relationship in order to use it as an 
excuse not to take on or fully participate in another. A coach could spend even more 
time after school than required so that she will not be asked to chair a committee. An 
individual may also actively seek to prevent a prolonging or augmentation of a role by 
taking steps to prevent a continuation of a role situation that can eventually become 
undesirable. A teacher/mother might stipulate ahead of time that she will serve as 
advisor to the chess club for one year only because of family commitments. 
Goode (1960) accepts role strain as a fact of life that must be constantly 
manipulated in order to save the bearer as much as possible from mental and emotional 
upheaval: This all-encompassing theory necessitates acknowledging that a person must 
spend all his or her days avoiding role strain, which can be quite strenuous in itself. We 
do not yet understand which of these strategies teacher/mothers use to cope with the 
demands of their dual roles or how they use them. 
On a more concentrated level, Snoek (1966) examined role strain as it resulted 
from diversified role sets, that is, the total tangle of role relationships a person takes on 
as a part of occupying a single role position. In any career an individual is required to 
negotiate a variety of roles with other people in the work place. The more people who 
are involved in the person’s execution of his or her duties, the more likely intra-role 
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conflicts can occur since the more others hold expectations concerning a person’s 
performance, the more probable it is that these expectations will differ from those of the 
role occupant. The teacher/mother has a multitude of people with whom she may seek 
to reconcile her interpretations of her duties as educator and parent. In school other 
teachers, administrators, the community, and parents all have expectations concerning 
her performance, and at home, her spouse, children and older relatives might very well 
voice opinions about how she should carry out her role as mother. Any of these 
opinions might very well conflict with her own. 
Contrary to a finite time/energy view of role strain and conflict, Marks (1997) 
speculated that one’s energy has great potential to expand temporarily on reaction to the 
demands put upon it. People decide how to expend their energy and what demands will 
be honored. One can minimize attention to one role to augment the amount of time and 
energy that can be devoted to another. Marks advocates a virtual energy mine from 
which one can extract fuel at any time when it becomes necessary, and so he minimizes 
many of the concerns of previous theorists who addressed problems resulting from 
energy depletion. 
Seiber (1974) built upon a positive theme attached to acquiring multiple roles, 
taking note of what he believed to be the actual benefits of accumulating roles. He 
claimed that assuming multiple roles can actually lead to such conditions as role 
privilege, status security, personality enrichment, and ego gratification. Role privilege 
suggests that a person gains liberties and the right to make demands with the acquisition 
of a greater number of roles. For example, it would be difficult for a principal to deny 
an extra preparation period to a teacher/mother who volunteers to advise the school 
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newspaper, helps with after school tutoring, and serves on the school council. Status 
security results from the opportunity to slide into other relationships, organizational 
roles, and secondary relationships that can boost the standing of the primary role as in 
the case of a department chair who serves on a special task force for the principal, 
therefore ensuring the good graces and support of her immediate supervisor. There is 
also the possibility, according to Seiber, that assuming more roles can lead to more 
available resources, possibly eventually culminating in promotion'to a higher rank, a 
more well-rounded personality, and nourishment for self-gratification. A 
teacher/mother may receive great satisfaction in the ability to perform numerous roles 
outside the home, boosting her feelings of self worth. 
With the number of theorists with disparate suppositions and impressions about 
the benefits and perils of maintaining multiple roles, it becomes a challenge to frame the 
situation of the teacher/mother as a dual role occupant. As both teachers and mothers, 
today’s women are expected to be many things to many people, and the methods they 
use to fulfill their numerous and varied roles determines whether or not they meet with 
success, and how they interpret success is probably as complex as the roles they 
acquire. It is possibly ingrained in the fabrics of their backgrounds and in the multiple 
messages they receive from others about what they should do and how they should do it 
as they teach and parent. 
The teacher/mother has wrestled with the dual role concept for centuries. At 
first, teacher/mothers were not allowed to tackle the two sides of the nurturing and 
instructing roles as instructors and parents, and then they were sometimes forced to do 
so in modem times because of financial obligations, emotional needs, and professional 
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necessity. Because there are many ironies associated with how teacher/mothers came to 
eventually assume both the teacher and the mother roles, a brief look at the historical 
context is beneficial to truly understand the multiplicity of these roles and the 
challenges they present. To know from where teacher/mothers came helps us to 
understand where they are now. 
The lens of role theory must be focused somewhat retroactively when we view 
the events and situations leading up to the present day challenge of accommodating the 
major roles of teacher and mother and whatever additional and sub-roles we may find as 
we explore their experiences more deeply. 
Historical Background of Women as Teachers 
Teacher/mothers have had a long record of multiple role expectations. Females, 
it seems, have always been expected to be teachers, whether it was in the formal 
classroom setting or in their own homes. They were to set a model of what was morally 
right for their husbands and children by their example. Based on the assumption that 
most women would marry and be required to educate their own families in times when 
formal schooling was scarce, teaching other people’s children came to be considered a 
proper occupation to prepare the aspiring wife and parent for these two roles (Sugg, 
1978). 
Since the primary qualifications for teaching in Colonial America were piety 
and a sturdy, sound character (Cremin, 1970), it seemed natural that women then were 
regarded as better role models than men (Sugg, 1978). Although many of the early 
teaching sessions were informally held in individual homes called dame schools, these 
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unofficial classrooms began to spring up in many neighborhoods. Here women taught 
basic skills to both genders (Schmuck, 1987). The first real school teaching functions as 
we know them today probably started out as childcare situations (Perlman & Margo, 
2001). More advanced education was primarily available to boys and was delivered by 
male masters while girls learned the skills needed to set up and maintain a home for 
their future husbands and children. 
Over the following decades, women infiltrated the teaching profession in large 
numbers. Although males were teachers for many years in the Early American years, 
probably because they had opportunities for a more advanced education themselves, 
women took on the role of teaching what now would be considered elementary school 
curricula (Ellsbree, 1970). These females began to merge the concept of their primary 
roles as future wives and mothers with that of their more formal roles as teachers. 
Women, and certainly society, saw no conflict since the teacher role was considered an 
extension of the mother role. Ironically, a conflict of roles was seen only if women 
taught in a formal school after marriage and motherhood. Certainly teaching was a 
good training ground for eventual assumption of the wife and mother roles, but the 
teacher role was expected to be given up upon marriage. Role accumulation was 
frowned upon while role exchange was encouraged. Women were expected to trade 
their teacher roles for parenthood. 
By 1820, the United States began to organize its education system more 
formally (Blake, 1962). Before 1839, however, teaching was viewed as work that 
needed minimal preparation as long as teachers had a good general knowledge base. In 
those early years, public education emphasized discipline and basic skill drills for the 
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required reading, writing, and arithmetic (Hugget & Stinnet, 1956). Education was 
meant as a vehicle not only for imparting elementary knowledge, but also as a means to 
instill good moral fiber and a means of social control through ethical enlightenment. 
Local communities fervently supported the teaching of what was “right” as well as what 
was necessary. Women, therefore, who were regarded at that time as the more chaste 
and innocent of the two sexes, were perceived as a better choice for modeling 
appropriate and desirable moral behaviors (Sugg, 1978). Women thus began to enter 
into the profession recognized as paragons of virtue and as those responsible for 
instilling that virtue in the minds of everyone else (Walsh, 1995). 
As public schools became more common later in the nineteenth century, it was 
women who primarily staffed them; early in the twentieth century their number had 
increased to five times the number of their male colleagues (Lortie, 1975). This 
feminization of the profession made many males disassociate themselves from teaching 
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as a career except on the higher level of secondary education where the male was still 
the dominant force. From the mid-nineteenth century, however, women have been the 
largest presence in education (Rury in Warren, 1989). Women had found a profession 
of their own, a role they could accept with the approval of society, acting as mothers to 
the nation’s children, but their primary roles, it was understood, were those of wife and 
mother to their own children (Sugg, 1978). Even though the roles of wife and mother 
were considered mere extensions of the teacher role, women were not expected to allow 
them to coexist. 
The 1940s saw a dramatic revolution in teaching. Married women were finally 
allowed to teach when the ban was lifted in 1944 to recruit women for the vacancies left 
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by those men who had been called to the armed services in World War II (Acker, 1989). 
Once women were in these teaching positions, it was difficult to oust them after the war 
had ended. Women even began to accumulate professional longevity, something new to 
them since they previously had left teaching after a few years when they opted for 
marriage. Their newfound seniority made some of them eligible for promotions 
previously available only to their male colleagues who made careers of education. 
Some women also aspired to administrative roles, upsetting the status quo of 
predominantly male administrators (Reynolds, 1987). 
By the 1950s and 1960s, married women teachers were recognized as 
professionals who had a right to marry and have children. They were even granted 
maternity leaves to attend to the needs of their new families (Rury, 1989). It was still 
believed by male educators, however, that these women with multiple family 
commitments were holding back the profession. It was alleged that women’s roles as 
wives and mothers would always come before that of teacher, that their personal 
responsibilities compromised their professional roles (Leiberman, 1956). 
They spent a couple of hundred years striving for the right to accumulate roles, 
to be allowed to occupy the roles of wife, parent, and teacher at the same time. While 
this may be considered a victory, the situation has a potentially negative side as well. 
Could such role stacking lead to role strain, role conflict, and role overload? More 
research concerning the situation of the teacher/mother could give insight into the 
present circumstances of these women. 
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Career/Life Stages of Women and Roles Associated with Them 
Women teachers’ careers may be analyzed according to age/stage 
developmental theories, with the idea that at certain times personal and professional 
roles are more pronounced and can cause greater stress and anxiety. In particular, the 
concepts of role strain, role conflict, and role overload seem especially significant 
during several recognized career stages for teachers ( Biklen, 1986; Claesson & Brice, 
1989). These aspects of role theory are also more apparent in certain life stages (Berg, 
1986; Crosby, 1987)). 
Since the ‘70s and ‘80s, some observers of economic and career trends noted 
that with growing inflation and the need to purchase necessities for increasing family 
sizes, it often became a matter of survival to add a woman’s salary to the household 
income (Baruch, Barnett, & Rivers, 1983). Women’s careers are also important for the 
significance these give to their sense of productivity and worth. Friedan (1974) 
believed that the only way a woman could adequately exercise her competency and be 
aware of her importance as a human being was through creative work of her own. In 
those decades, women’s professional roles became not just a choice, but a necessity. 
With this in mind, teaching could be a good career choice with much potential to 
be fulfilling since the work itself can be its own reward, according to Bruce and Holden 
(1957). Unfortunately, work has also been observed as capable of invoking a great deal 
of frustration and discontent (Duke, 1984). Whether women choose to enter a career or 
not, according to those who have observed professional women’s career paths both in 
education and other arenas (Deem, 1987), they seem to settle into more serious matters 
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in their twenties. This is often a time that allows independent choices since they are 
usually single and therefore free from family commitment. 
In the middle of the twentieth century, however, women began again to be 
relegated to the confines of the home as society made a retroactive move toward the 
suppositions of yesteryear. Particularly prominent at that time was the idea that women 
fulfilled themselves through marriage and motherhood and that after marriage they 
should be content to live vicariously through the accomplishments of their husbands and 
offspring. The only space women occupied relative to male life cycles was that of 
nurturer and helpmate (Gilligan, 1993). By the mid 1950’s approximately 60% of 
women in institutions of higher education left college campuses for a march down the 
aisle (Freidan, 1974). Because women thus interrupted their preparations for careers, 
this seems to be a giant step back to the past idea that one role for a woman was indeed 
enough. 
Teachers and other career women have cycles and stages that are unique to their 
gender, and these must be taken into consideration when analyzing their career courses 
and the roles they enact during them. Mercer, Nichols, and Doyle (1989) stated that 
women’s development in general differs from men because of different expectations 
imposed upon them by society. These researchers also considered that women’s 
dissimilar development could result from the differential treatment given to them in 
their roles as women, daughter, wives, and sisters. In the past women’s life cycles often 
were connected to and analyzed in reference to the “reproductive events” in their lives. 
For example, women’s stages of development centered on such occasions as marriage, 
children, empty nest, and menopause, claimed Baruch (1983). Further, Wimbush 
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(1983) wrote that a single incident alone, such as the beginning of motherhood, often 
marked a major transition in a woman’s life cycle as much in the latter twentieth 
century as in the more distant past. In this study, some of the important components will 
be discovering exactly what impact motherhood has on women’s views of their 
professional roles and vice versa. 
Baruch, Barnett and Rivers (1983) discovered that, at least in the 80’s, teaching 
was the kind of work that reflects women’s traditional homemaking labor, where family 
can still rank as one’s top priority. Even in other jobs which may necessitate a goodly 
dose of leadership and assertiveness, these researchers found that twentieth century 
women sought out some means to introduce the allegedly female trait of wishing to 
“care for others” into their daily routine. This may point to a possible tendency for 
women’s nurturing roles to take priority, or is this perhaps just a way to integrate the 
“mother” role with the professional one? Since their study was conducted two decades 
ago, perhaps a current analysis of women’s work roles will note a change in attitude. 
Even today, when one explores the range of women’s choices for an occupation, 
as more and more choices become accessible and acceptable, we still see, according to 
Levinson & Levinson (1996), that women are primarily gravitating to such options as 
teaching, nursing and social work. While some scholars place the launching into 
adulthood and breaking away from family as lasting to age 25 (Mercer, 1989), Levinson 
and Levinson (1996) established that seeking and establishing a family or commitment 
takes precedence over other factors during the late ‘20s. After this initial establishment 
they found an age 30 transition in which women tend to reappraise their understanding 
of their positions in the work world and their jobs in relation to their personal lives. 
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Perhaps at this point the emphasis they place on their personal and professional roles 
shift. 
The “trying twenties,” ages twenty-one through twenty-nine (Sheehy, 1976), is a 
time that can be challenging because of the mental and emotional turmoil that 
characterize these years. This is a stage in which doing what one “should” is of great 
concern. It is a time for forging commitments, investigating, and experimenting in order 
to appease what has been termed as the “seeker self’ (Sheehy, 1976). This “trying 
twenties” stage would seem to correspond to the professional stage which other 
researchers have termed the “induction” period, the first few years, common to both 
male and female teachers in which the person seeks to integrate into an established 
system and seeks acceptance from peers and pupils (McDonnell, 1994). For example, 
a great deal of energy is probably required as the new teacher tries to define and explore 
the professional role that has just been undertaken. 
Teachers in this induction stage may not be positive that this will be their life’s 
work, but they attempt to adapt to an environment of textbooks, work sheets, and other 
classroom clutter. These new educators are honing skills they hope will improve their 
approach and knowledge pool, and they tackle the daily dilemmas, such as classroom 
management, that might continue to plague them during the initiation period (Ball & 
Goodson, 1985). They have many people to please other than themselves, and the 
pressure can be daunting to a novice. Teachers must negotiate with the expectations of 
their students, with those of their parents, with their own immediate supervisors, 
coworkers, and with administrators. Teachers’ networks of professional relationships 
provide the potential for the kind of role conflict that Snoek (1966) mentions as these 
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different professional role senders, who may demand different interpretations of what is 
required of people in the teacher’s role. In the late 20’s there can be a succession of 
disappointments in the way teachers’ lives are unfolding, even on the personal front. If 
they are married, have partners and/or children, they may be overwhelmed with the 
attempted coalition of career and family obligations (Mercer, 1989). 
In 1985, Ball and Goodson found that young women teachers involved in their 
study appeared to be satisfied with a position on the figurative ground floor of 
education, thinking this to be an appropriate place. In contrast, men at this time felt a 
need to begin a climb toward a loftier position. As we explore the perceptions of women 
in 2003/2004, this may prove to be an antiquated view. 
A transition is defined as a turning point that leads to a new stage of 
development or activity, and the novelty of a woman’s profession seems to wear off at 
what Levinson and Levinson (1996) called the “age 30 transition.” As professional 
women approach a new era, there can be a time of inquiry and turbulence. These 
women quite probably begin to disassociate from some of the philosophies they held 
dear in the previous decade, and if they are married, this is the time in which separation 
or divorce is most likely. Sheehy (1976) saw the time around 30 as a time when women 
begin to disassemble what they spent the recent past constructing. Much of this is an 
outgrowth of the disillusionment that begins to permeate their existence toward the end 
of their twenties, according to Sheehy. 
This age 30 transition, strangely enough, can also be either an era of content or 
discontent. Women may look to promotion or even defection if they are not satisfied 
with their present positions. They may be motivated by money to seek a greater pay or 
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elevated position. At this point their families may be increasing so that they need extra 
funds (Ball & Goodson, 1985). 
The thirties are described by Sheehy (1976) as “the end of growing up and the 
beginning of growing old.” Females perhaps begin to find their pace in integrating the 
components of their lives that appeared at odds so recently. Sheehy then postulated that 
they allegedly see now how such conditions as marriage, career, and motherhood can be 
consolidated into a workable arrangement. The satisfactory coalescing of all these roles 
was very unlikely in the twenties, is plausible in her early thirties, and quite possible at 
age 35. Women in their thirties are also experiencing a period in which marriage, 
motherhood, and career, or the lack of it, have the greatest impact on women’s lives, 
and so it is possible that role conflict and role strain become more intense, claims Deem 
(1987). The thirties is a leveling off period in which major changes such as marriage, 
divorce, and separation are quite likely (Mercer, 1989). In fact, parenthood has also 
been factored into the transition period, for in the study by Levinson and Levinson 
(1996), women still felt that having a child provided a necessary piece of life structure. 
There again we see many women choose to accumulate the mother role even though in 
today’s society it is quite optional. 
It is expected that women in their thirties come to grips with what they have or 
have not achieved. They may feel locked into their present situations because of 
financial and familial responsibilities. The thirties is an era in which some female 
teachers decide to cut down on some of the activities that make day to day life 
especially difficult. Some manage to fulfill themselves with in-school cliques, and there 
are those who take the leap of faith to a different career. Many women, however. 
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continue to plod along and manage to manipulate their diversified distractions by 
devoting more time and energy to their home lives (Ball & Goodson, 1985). The phase 
between 30 and 40 finds many women subordinating teaching in favor of family ties 
(Sykes, 1985). Another role priority shift, it seems. 
Even making such “sacrifices” to their careers is not as absolute as it once was. 
With the fairly recent advent of smaller family units, the days of women being chained 
to their children have lessened (Fitzgibbon, 1982). Being back in the classroom sooner 
after childbirth than some of their forebears, however, does not mean they have not lost 
some of their connection with their classroom clients. Women teachers’ rapport with 
students might suffer some diminishing due to the fact that their ages at this point have 
driven a generational wedge between them and those they teach (Ball & Goodson, 
1985). 
Unlike males, who Mercer (1989) suggests tend to formulate their permanent 
goals and dreams in their early twenties, women often look upon their approach to age 
40 as their first chance to indulge in such long range personal planning since their 
families have taken precedence before. This a time in which they are likely to make 
significant alterations in their lives. This is a liberating time for many women in which 
consequential choices can herald a new era (Levinson & Levinson, 1996). 
Unfortunately, people in general, male or female, are forced to face the probability as 
40 approaches that there is a chasm of difference between what they envisioned as their 
age 40 selves and what they have actually become (Mercer, 1989). What roles have 
been successful as they now see them? Which have not been so successful? What roles 
have they not undertaken that they could have? Which have caused a problem in their 
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lives? Have the dual roles teacher/mothers undertake caused role strain, role conflict, or 
role overload? 
Women teachers’ new freedom could spill over into their work environment. In 
spite of the fact that they probably do not have small children at home any more, they 
still have their students. Unlike any children they may have raised, those pupils in front 
of them never grow up. They are annually replaced with a new batch the same age as 
their former students were the year before. They do not have to fear that any nurturing 
chores during the day will detract from the energy they might need for their own 
progeny at day’s end. In fact, they often can find themselves feeling maternal toward 
younger faculty members as well as their students, Sykes (1985) proposed. It would 
appear that their “mother” roles can continue in a different form, although more 
research is needed in this area to determine the specific nature of these roles. 
Sheehy (1976) also relates that with the forties’ loss of youth, there is often seen 
a moving away from the “people’s agenda,” those things others wanted them to do, that 
they followed so religiously in their twenties. They may now concentrate on the 
secondary interests that they might have abandoned in their earlier careers to negotiate a 
balance of the manifold roles and expectations with which they might have been 
burdened. Levinson and Levinson (1996) also saw this period as “becoming one’s own 
person,” where women establish themselves as unequivocally in adult status. 
Teachers at this point might realize that the time is opportune for getting more 
involved with extracurricular activities at school or perhaps even pursuing a hobby that 
has long been beckoning. Their energy level has picked up, and they sometimes seek 
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out opportunities to improve and elevate their level of teaching (Burke, Christensen & 
Fessler, 1984). The teacher role can be stronger than ever at this time. 
Women teachers probably feel more comfortable with their function as an 
instructor, for in their forties and fifties they are possibly more preoccupied with 
internal matters. Generally speaking, they no longer compare themselves with others, 
and they do not feel the necessity to be liked by all those around them. There is also 
possibly another pleasant side effect of the forties and even fifties in that even the hustle 
and bustle of family life has presumably subsided (Levinson & Levinson, 1996). If their 
marriages have weathered the problem-riddled first score, they are more likely in this 
later period to be happier and more content with their spouses (Sheehy, 1976). 
For whatever reason, female teachers have in all probability come to terms with 
their domestic life at this point in their careers, whether or not they are still married, and 
the emotional harmony, in turn, would perhaps lead to a better classroom attitude. It 
seems that when the pressure diminishes in one role, the other primary role becomes a 
bit easier. They might also be “stable and stagnant” at this time when teachers go 
through the motions of instruction with diminishing enthusiasm. Sometimes termed 
“teacher wind down,” the more advanced pre-retirement time can often be an era of 
reflection. This retrospect can lead to feelings of bitterness or pleasantness depending 
upon the overall circumstances of the career’s end (Christensen, McDonnell, & Price, 
1988). For women teachers, this time would seem like a deflating of both of the 
important roles that drove their actions. 
Though not true of all women teachers, the fifties probably see them in a 
mellowing period, where friends and privacy are very important. They may not be 
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actually happy, but they are mellower than they were before. They often slow the pace 
toward the end of this chronological era in preparation for the detachment they expect to 
experience with retirement (McDonnell, Christensen, & Price, 1988). There might be 
some teachers striving for total detachment, but I have lately seen many a retired 
teacher re-enter the schools in a substitute capacity, where they claim to have the best of 
both worlds. It is easy to imagine that they can associate with the faculty, their former 
comrades, and the students without the responsibilities of homework and assessment 
issues. It seems to be a chance to revisit a role they enjoyed without the strain or 
conflict that they might have previously endured when they were struggling with both 
the teacher and parent roles. They probably do not anticipate any more major shifts in 
their lives except perhaps, in roles they have decided to voluntarily undertake (Lopata 
&Barnwolt, 1984). 
From ages sixty to sixty-five, Mercer (1989) points out, there is a regeneration 
and reduction period that can take place shortly after teacher retirement. Now the 
major burdens of family and career roles have been lifted and teachers may reap what 
they have sown during the long years of being classroom instructors. They occasionally 
might meet former students who have perhaps become professionals or solid, 
dependable members of the community and feel a sense of satisfaction at their 
contributions to these individuals’ present places in society. As semi-retired parents 
they can enjoy contact with their children on a less intense basis since they are no 
longer responsible for their day to day care. Their two careers, which they may have 
fulfilled equally in the home and the classroom, have come full circle, and they may 
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even attempt to immerse themselves in yet another career. They have graduated to the 
next level in their existence where they are free to accumulate whatever roles they wish. 
Partners. Parenting, and Pedagogy 
Since we are presently addressing what is usually considered the traditional path 
to parenthood, we must note here that not all female parenting is a product of the 
conventional “marriage to motherhood” route. In fairly recent history and the present, 
many women are experiencing motherhood while in same sex unions or as singles, and 
these aspects demand exploration as well. 
We have seen through history how women educators struggled to secure a place 
in the classroom after they had taken on the roles of spouse and parent. Female teachers 
are struggling still with the issues associated with the environment they sought and the 
personal lives they chose, just as many working wives and moms in all professions 
wrestle with the many roles they occupy. 
Women do not need to be wed, nor do they need to be mothers to experience 
desirable relationships. Some experts on the subject tell them, however, that these two 
factors make such things more likely (Baruch, Barnett, & Rivers, 1983). Even though 
this is not true in all cases, more and more women want to have it all, basically, because 
they now can, and teachers are no exception. Teaching would appear, then, to be the 
perfect profession for wives and mothers who feel the need to work outside the home. 
Since women seem to be considered perennial nurturers, teaching is a career that they 
can combine well with their family lives (Rosenblum, 1997). Surprisingly, women on 
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the whole seem more satisfied with the profession than their male counterparts 
(Huberman, 1993). 
The traditional roles of women have altered somewhat; women no longer feel 
they must remain home to bake, clean and procreate. The origins of the traditional roles, 
however, are still with us, and so present day women teachers still run into some 
conflict in attempting to consolidate their traditional status with career goals, at least as 
recently as the 80’s (Russel & Fitzgibbon, 1982). 
Women were still encouraged only a couple of decades ago to think of marriage 
as the most suitable lifestyle even though there was the danger of accepting a spouse as 
the basic solution to any dilemma they might have about their futures (Baruch, Barnett 
& Rivers, 1983). This might hearken back to the old and often mistaken adage that a 
husband is the answer to a young woman’s dreams. With half of today’s marriages 
ending in divorce, (U. S. Census, United States Department of Commerce, 2002), some 
of these dreams seem to have become nightmares from which women do not emerge 
unscathed, and yet the myth of the happy ending husband continues. 
Today’s women are entering into relationships with a different set of 
expectations, though, than their mothers and grandmothers. These women look at then- 
new husbands as comrades, soul mates, and partners. As we have seen, in the past 
women’s roles in male life cycles were as nurturers, caregivers, and helpmates 
(Gilligan, 1993), but today wives pretty much expect the same set of qualities from their 
spouses. Indeed, there has been a degree of conflict in today’s marriages when an 
oblivious husband, fresh from the altar, has inadvertently carried with him the same 
expectations as his father before him. He is in for a surprise when his new wife is not 
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meeting household chore deadlines with the same dedication that his mother did (Russel 
and Fitzgibbon, 1982). 
The contemporary union is ideally perceived to be a partnership in which both 
parties share responsibilities and are equal in worth and value. As usual in most cases, 
however, it is difficult to live up to an ideal, and because of this, problems can arise on 
the domestic front as a young teacher strives to integrate her school and home roles in a 
harmonious way. Once the melding of minds and lives has taken place, women are still 
sometimes programmed to begin to think of the next stage in the development of 
traditional wedded bliss, and that is the addition of children to the family unit (Russel & 
Fitzgibbon, 1982). The expectation that women will naturally want to consider 
parenting, however, seems to overlook the fact that not all women are made for 
motherhood. 
Teachers appear to be in the consummate career for motherhood, though, if they 
should exercise the parenting option. The hours of the day and months of the year in 
which schools operate have allowed women to fit their degree of involvement to their 
engagement in family life (Lortie, 1975). The teaching schedule also coincides with the 
times in which women’s own children will be occupied with their studies. After all, 
many women continued in the recent past to enter the work force with the lingering 
notion that their first profession was that of homemaker and primary caregiver of 
children (Stinnet, 1970, Paludi, 1998). In choosing teaching, women select an 
occupation that imitates motherhood in some ways. In her study of women physical 
education teachers McDonald (1994) observed that women teach and nurture in both 
roles, and the same kind of energy is required for both positions. Baruch, Barnett and 
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Rivers (1983) cautioned, though, that women’s urge to nurture can be traditionally so 
strong as to be self-destructive when they continually place the needs of others before 
their own. Certainly with both the private lives and the vocations of women teachers 
requiring such a drain on their nurturing energies, we would assume there would be a 
double hazard for these women. They would have to prioritize their roles, as Grace 
(1972) suggested. 
As we saw in previous research on the subject, becoming a mother constitutes a 
major life alteration for women, and they and their husbands, if they do marry, must 
carefully ponder the decision and its impact on their lives. One might wonder why 
women choose to become mothers. Especially if married women have reached their 
early thirties, they might begin to think that the biological clock is ticking, and this is 
when the pressure from families begins to mount as the casual inquiries about when 
they will have children turn to concern. They, in turn, begin to panic and make the 
ultimate decision of whether or not to have children (Russel & Fitzgibbon, 1982). 
In 2001 approximately 78% of working mothers were parents (U.S. Department 
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2002) and so by choosing to parent they begin a 
long time period of priority juggling. Past studies noted that women do, however, return 
to the work force more as mother figures than when they left, and as we recall, teaching 
especially was once viewed as a surrogate motherhood, configured not to make 
education effective, but to breed more effective mothers (Ball & Goodson, 1985). 
Whatever the motivation to return to work, it is said that the majority of women 
experience some guilt about the separation from their children. There might be some 
role conflict as the parent and career roles war within her, and role overload might arise 
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as she deals with children in the home and the workplace. This guilt is often reinforced 
by the disapproval of mothers, grandmothers, aunts, and other role models who 
steadfastly cling to the views of the past (Russel & Fitzgibbon, 1982). Teachers may 
feel the added guilt of leaving their own children in the hands of caregivers while they 
tend to the needs of other people’s children. Teaching is a job that requires labor, albeit 
intellectual, outside the home, pulling their attention away from their offspring. 
However they may deviate from the norm of the past, when women become mothers, 
they still view their roles in the family as more important in life than any role they 
might assume in their careers (Levinson & Levinson, 1996, Pratt & Hanson, 1993). The 
lifestyle which includes merging all these roles would appear to be a situation ripe for 
role strain and role conflict. 
It seems that teacher/mothers are in a somewhat unique position, for they are 
faced with the same types of duties and expectations in their homes and in the schools 
where they work. Perhaps their roles are beginning to merge and/ or conflict. They feel 
a great responsibility for the outcome of their own offspring, and their relationship with 
their students is considered the “glue” of a successful school (Weisner, 1974). Their 
focus for both is the enhancement, nurturing, and education of children who are in their 
care. They must maintain a vested interest in both, and so it must seem to them that 
they are never “off duty.” After all, they “teach and nurture in both situations. Both 
venues require similar intensity, and there is no release of responsibility from one to the 
other” (McDonald, 1994) for in both roles they need to be a good influence. How are 
their relationships with their own children affected by what they do during the 
workday? Do they feel they get the “leftovers” of their mothers’ interest and bonding? 
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Are teacher/mothers more or less rigid with their own offspring depending on how their 
workday with other people’s children went? Can they leave school mode behind and 
become more mother than teacher in their own living rooms? These are questions the 
teacher/mother might on occasion ponder. After a full day of court, a lawyer might 
consider it an infringement to be forced to discuss torts and injunctions at the dinner 
table. A chef might opt out of his own kitchen at mealtime, and certainly a psychologist 
would not feel compelled to analyze her family members after hours. Teachers, 
however, move from one set of role expectations to another with similar responsibilities 
when they leave school behind and enter their own homes (McDonald, 1994). This can 
perhaps contribute to a feeling of being overwhelmed by the roles they enact. 
Strangely, in fact, they might feel even more pressure to maintain the perfect 
mother mode in school, since fairly contemporary literature portrays the ideal teacher to 
be a paragon of patience and deportment, far removed from the flawed and frustrated 
mom she might be at home. She must be a “model of morality” by community 
standards (Waller, 1965), and she is expected to fill in the gaps that other people in her 
students’ lives have managed to create (Joseph & Bumaford, 1994). One can only 
wonder if teachers’ dedication to their students could produce a few cracks in their own 
children’s lives by doing so, and if so, are other teachers repairing them? As they take 
up the parenting role slack from where her students’ parents fall short, are their own 
children’s needs being accommodated by a surrogate role model? 
It is easy to see that now the emotional and physical demands on teacher/ 
mothers are manifold. Both teaching and motherhood tend to isolate women from the 
adult world as they seem to give of themselves in both roles and have little left for the 
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grown ups in their lives. The obligations to administrators, peers, and husband or 
partner could easily lack priority during this teaching/active parenting phase of their 
lives although there are still advantages to the dual role. Some teachers find that when 
they returned to teaching from maternity leaves, they detected more flexibility, 
sensitivity, and tolerance in the manner in which they worked with students as well as a 
better understanding of the students’ mothers and fathers with whom they came in 
contact (McDonald, 1994). Teachers’ new dual role appears to lead to a type of role 
compatibility, when one role enhances the other. Since McDonald’s study included 
Australian teachers, a repetition with United States teachers may enrich the knowledge 
base about how teachers’ dual roles may reciprocally influence each other. 
Teacher/mothers might also wonder how or if they should separate these two 
roles. Although many teachers like to keep their after school lives personal, some are 
tempted to share with their students verbal snapshots of their own families. Often 
students view their glimpses into their mentor’s motherhood as having a humanizing 
effect, and it allows them to better relate to the teacher (Rosenblum, 1997). There are 
some, however, who could use the students in the classroom as a convenient escape 
from the turmoil they might be experiencing in relation to the roles they encounter with 
their sons and daughters (Schmier, 1995). Baruch, Barnett, & Rivers (1983) concluded 
that it is often the job as mothers rather than the jobs for which they are paid that are 
more likely to add stress and a feeling of being overwhelmed. This leads to role 
overload, too many roles for a person to handle. Perhaps this is because the dismissal 
bell never rings on the home front. In their roles as mothers, women teachers cannot 
relegate the problems of their offspring to an office hour session or take a summer break 
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from them. Even if teachers become involved in some of their students’ personal 
problems, they are not there at the breakfast table first thing in the morning for years at 
a time. They do not have to permanently live with the consequences of what they do or 
don’t do. Teachers, for instance, can send a troubled teen to a counselor or vice 
principal, but their homes are not usually provided with a well-staffed guidance 
department. 
Teacher/mothers are now working women as well as mothers. The cherished 
roles as teachers need not be sacrificed once tljey have biologically created their own 
lifelong students. As we have seen, historically women were told they would be the 
perfect teachers because they would someday be mothers, but after they attained 
motherhood, they were originally denied access to the public classroom. Now they 
have both the mother status and a paycheck for their academic contributions to today’s 
youth. The question still remains, however, whether or not they will survive the 
triumph when role upon role accumulates as they live their dual lives. 
Even today the school environment and schedule can be said to mimic the 
private life many women teachers have chosen. It is a situation in which they are called 
upon to care for 20 to 30 evolving beings at a time and address their academic, 
emotional, and spiritual needs as they impart knowledge, comfort bruised child and 
adolescent egos, and encourage the expansion of self-esteem. The school year is 
approximately nine months in length during which their students develop in the class 
“womb” and are then released to their summer vacations, allegedly more mature and 
enlightened beings than they were in September. They are ready to move to a newer 
level, just as infants are expelled from their mother’s warmth and brought forth into the 
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world after developing to a viable state. The mother and teacher roles seem irrevocably 
intertwined, but are they? 
Women fought for centuries to be allowed to occupy themselves with two 
simultaneous careers that some may still feel are almost the same. How contemporary 
teacher/ mothers perceive their roles in today’s families and classrooms is the specific 
topic of this present study. 
Different Kinds of Mothers 
Although many studies about parenting in the past have focused on married 
women, we cannot overlook the fact that many women now become mothers through 
less traditional routes. The fact that they may be single or divorced does not negate 
their parenthood, and it may even intensify it if the father is not available to assume 
some of the responsibility. 
Another component we might consider as we look at the role perceptions of 
teacher/mothers is differences in cultural and lifestyle. While the vast majority of 
women teacher/mothers are white, 20% are of other racial/ethnic origins and other 
under-represented groups (National Center for Education Statistics, 2002), and so I 
worked with a diverse sampling of teacher/mothers. Black and Hispanic mothers appear 
to perceive their roles differently at times than do their Caucasian counterparts in the 
United States. (Bouser, 1991, Julian, Malson, Mudimbe-Bogi, O’ Barr, &Wy, 1998, 
McKenry, & McKelvey, 1994, Wilson, 1995). There is also much evidence that 
supports the idea that although lesbian mothers might have the same quality of 
parenting as those mothers who marry or have active male role models in the lives of 
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their children, their lesbian lifestyle cannot help but affect their children in some way 
just as one’s ethnicity does (Arnup, 1995, Rafkin, 1996, Schulenberg, 1985, Howey & 
Samuels, 2000, Jullion, 1985). It is interesting to investigate if these factors, the 
married and divorced states, membership in a minority culture, and lesbianism influence 
these women’s perceptions of their own role strain and role conflict. 
Single Mothers 
Although women can come to single parenthood by numerous paths such as 
divorce, separation, or death, the group that shows the most steady increase is the 
“never- married” group (Mulroy, 1988; Ludtke, 1997). In the late 1980’s the number of 
married women having children began to be relatively steady, but births to unmarried 
women rose by 64%, and the unmarried women who actively chose to become mothers 
were usually white, educated, and without pressing financial need (Miller, 1992). 
Into the 1990s the trend continued, with the number of births to never married 
women at an historic all time high (Dowd, 1997). Teen mothers still accounted for more 
than half of first births to unmarried women (Ludtke, 1997). 
Even if women become single mothers by such relatively conventional methods 
as separation or divorce, they still seem to carry the majority of the childrearing tasks or 
at least perform them on a more consistent basis than the men (Dowd, 1997). This 
might very well intensify their perceptions of their mother roles. If this is so, perhaps 
this intensity also affects their attitudes toward their roles as teachers. 
Both men and women seem to acquire ready skills that allow them to succeed in 
their roles as parents, but women appear more likely to gravitate to roles that are 
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communal in nature in order to fill the expectations of what society identifies as typical 
“female” roles. Women are expected to be social and nurturing with or without a 
spouse (Eckes & Tautner, 2000). When women are divorced or separated, statistically 
they still carry the bulk of the caretaking activities for children (Dowd, 1997), and when 
they become heads of households they often assume the role of primary or sole provider 
of income on top of the role as primary nurturer (Mulroy, 1988). What happens to 
women who are single parents when they add the role of teacher for other people’s 
children? These are some of the issues to be addressed in the current study through the 
constant lens of role theory. 
The Lesbian Mother 
In 1997 Harbeck claimed that of the approximately 2,787,000 teachers in the 
United States (from public, private, elementary, and secondary schools), at least 
278,000 were gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender. Since teaching is a profession 
that historically is attractive to single women and nontraditional men, gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, and transgender representation can be expected to be rather high. In spite of 
this, community pressure and homophobic attitudes have kept gay and lesbian teachers’ 
voices silenced (Harbeck, 1997). 
This study includes a lesbian teacher/mother as a participant because we cannot 
overlook these women who have overcome socially negative attitudes in order to be 
counted as members of the teacher/mother group. Researchers who have studied 
children of lesbians concluded that lesbians are doing quite well in their parenting roles, 
and the families they have created are thriving. While the children tended to be aware 
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that their families were different from what is considered the mainstream social norm, 
they appeared content with their situation (Rafkin, 1990). 
Additional challenges may exist for lesbian teacher/mothers beyond those faced 
by other teacher/mothers. Sometimes it is necessary to “fight to love a child” (Harvey, 
2000). Since most children of lesbian mothers are the result of a previous traditional 
marriage, custody problems may result. Married women who came out to their male 
spouses were inclined to separate and divorce, presenting the former couple and the 
courts with custody issues (Harbeck, 1997). It was not uncommon even in the 80’s for 
a divorced former husband to refuse to pay child support, using the threat of exposing 
the ex-wife’s sexual orientation if she should pursue collection. As a result many 
lesbian mothers supported themselves on their own incomes (Schulenberg, 1985). If 
these women were teachers, the primary income provider role most likely added to the 
stress of worrying about their families and may have influenced how they saw to the 
task of educating their own children as well as their students. 
Many lesbian mothers have been forced into courtroom battles to remain the 
custodial parent. Jullion (1985) relates the trial she endured as a lesbian ex-wife when 
she attempted to retain custody of her two children. Like many lesbian mothers in the 
recent past, she faced a court that could not envision the possibility that she could be a 
good parent while in a lesbian relationship. The conflict between these two roles, 
parent and lesbian, seemed irreconcilable to the judge and even to her parents, who 
wrote a letter to the court suggesting that her former husband, would make a better 
parent. It is conceivable that many formerly married lesbian teacher/mothers 
experienced the same internal family conflicts while still coping with school systems 
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that may have in the beginning even questioned the appropriateness of their being in 
education. Such situations are ripe for a great amount of role strain and role conflict as 
these women try to prioritize their roles and still defend all of who they are. 
Even lesbian teacher/mothers who have a supportive partner and well adjusted 
children are challenged with issues ranging from preparing their sons and daughters for 
possible questions about their family situation to finding a suitable daycare facility that 
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does not foster homophobia (Schulenberg, 1985). These are issues that can plague them 
from day to day as they attempt to maintain stability and harmony in the roles they have 
undertaken in their daily lives. 
Although lesbian teacher/mothers may still struggle with such situations today, 
great progress has been made in the last thirty years. As more lesbian educators have 
challenged the communities and school systems that have imposed limitations on their 
lifestyle as a condition of employment, they have earned their right to be honest and still 
retain their positions (Harbeck, 1997). School systems are apparently becoming more 
comfortable places for lesbian teacher/mothers who are perhaps adding yet another role, 
that of defenders of their nontraditional family, to their already heavy loads as educators 
and parents. 
Ethnic and Cultural Influences on Teaching/Parenting 
One of the factors that can vastly influence the way a female views her role as 
educator or parent is her cultural background. School systems are attempting to achieve 
more diversity in teaching staff, but it appears even in the 1990’s that the prototypical 
teacher is still white, probably in her 40’s, and parenting approximately two children 
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(Dilworth, 1992). Minority group representations in teaching are dropping, and it is 
speculated that the nation’s teaching force will remain somewhat homogenous with the 
white female comprising the largest percentage (Houston, Haberman, & Sikules, 1990). 
According to the National Center for Education Statistics (2000), 90% of the teachers in 
the United States were white and over 74% were female. Women may have different 
cultural perspectives rearing their own children and educating the children of others, 
and these perspectives might differ slightly from those of their Caucasian peers (Julian, 
McKenry, McKelvey, 1994). 
The two most common minority groups in the Northeast (the geographical area 
in which my study takes place) are African American and Hispanic. Past researchers 
have recognized variations in maternal role perspectives that might especially influence 
women educators with the same cultural identities as those students they teach (Julian, 
McKenry, McKelvey, 1994). If this is true, then it becomes important to become 
familiar with ways in which minority women teachers view both their roles as parents 
and teachers. 
The African American Teacher/Mother 
African American parents appear to emphasize strictness, taking responsibility 
for one’s own physical and emotional needs at an early age, and perhaps even asking 
older children to accept partial obligation for the raising of younger siblings. This can 
be partially explained by recognizing that 63% of births for African American women 
are to single mothers. It is understandable, then, that older children aid in the care of 
the younger ones. Even when African American mothers were married and/or working 
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full time, it was expected that they take on the majority of the household tasks, thus 
creating a need for support from their older offspring. These women have also reported 
that they experienced role strain quite frequently because of the great number of duties 
and tasks for which they were responsible (Wilson, 1995). 
While one could lament the lack of literature on African American teachers, 
especially since teaching is given a high degree of significance as a profession in the 
Black community (Foster, 1997), there still are quite a number of studies that have been 
made about the African American mother and her family dynamics. Some of these 
women feel that they are victims thrice over because of their race, class, and gender, 
and at times feel some guilt about parenting. While they express the importance of 
promoting a positive African American cultural identity, there Are some second 
thoughts about sending their children, especially their sons, into a system that can be 
considered “irrational and dangerous” (Bouser, 1991). 
When they do become mothers, African American women often depend heavily 
on extended family to help with the everyday coping of crises that may arise and for 
socio-economic support should it be necessary. This extended family may even reach 
beyond parents, grandparents and siblings to friends and neighbors (Wilson, 1995), and 
allow the African American mother to more effectively address her role as parent. 
There is some concern that efforts should be made to encourage more female 
African American college students to enter career paths that transcend those they have 
chosen in the past. They have traditionally been steered toward first jobs that are low in 
status and show little potential for mobility. Although achievement in these young 
women is greater when they have close successful female role models to emulate, too 
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many tend to choose careers in what they consider classic and traditional “female” 
occupations (Molson, Mudimbe-Bogi, O’Barr, & Wy, 1998). Teaching might very well 
be a reasonable option as a career since it does have a certain distinction in their cultural 
community, and it has for centuries been considered a female profession. 
Given the characteristics that have been identified in the African-American 
mother role, if African American women become teachers, they might approach their 
classrooms in a family oriented manner, but maintain the same strictness and high 
expectation they employ in their parenting roles. Direct study of African American 
women who are teacher/mothers, to better understand how they handle their multiple 
roles, can expand our knowledge base beyond the few studies that are currently 
available. 
The Latina Teacher/Mother 
Of even greater concern among those who are trying to promote diversity in the 
teaching profession is the apparent lack of Latina candidates. Of all college students in 
the early ‘90s who intended to enter teaching, only 1.5% were Latino or Latina 
(Dilworth, 1992). Arends, Clemson & Henkleman (1992) noted that while interest in 
the teaching profession at that time was increasing overall, the number of minority 
candidates was declining. 
If we look at the parenting characteristics of Latinas, the family seems to be all 
important. Although there are sex-role distinctions in child rearing, and the male 
usually establishes himself as the head of the household, the mother has a positive, 
though traditional, role. In their child-centered families Latina mothers place great 
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emphasis on independence, obedience, social skills, and self-control. Although Latino 
approaches to bringing up their children may seem permissive to the more discipline- 
oriented Caucasians, the relationship between parent and child is usually close and 
loving (Julian, McKenry, & McKelvey, 1994). 
It is interesting to listen to how Latina teacher/mothers themselves view their 
various roles. If the male is the head of household at home, how does that affect the 
woman's role as head of the classroom? Is the w'arm, loving, somewhat permissive 
approach of the Latina mother carried over to the relationship betw een student and 
teacher? These and other questions may be answered through direct focus on 
understanding Latina teacher/mothers’ perspectives on their various roles and the 
relationships they see among them. 
The Chinese Teacher/Mother 
Asian teachers are perhaps more rare than other minorities represented on the 
faculties of American schools, with such teachers comprising only a little over 1% of 
our present educators (NCES, 2002). Reasons cited for such a circumstance are that 
teacher education programs do not make more of an effort to recruit minorities and that 
those minorities enrolled in such programs felt that the programs were Eurocentric and 
not sensitive to the needs and contributions of Asian and other minority pre-serv ice 
teachers (Lorenzo, 1997). As a result, little has been researched about the Chinese 
educator. 
The Chinese mother, however, is known to be a part of a long history of 
definitive roles that are played out in the family setting. Historically the Chinese family 
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has been guided by the tenets of Confucianism and Buddhism, with the dominant being 
the former philosophy (Cole, 1998). In both of the philosophies women were still not 
the equal of men in the family hierarchy. In fact, the notion of female compliance 
within the family was very much accepted until recently (Meredith & Abbott, 1995). 
In the 1920s and 1930s, a progressive Chinese feminist movement began to take 
place (Barlow, 2004). In 1949 the Communist Revolution gave women a new status 
that encouraged marriages based on mutual attraction rather than on the arrangements of 
their families. These changes, however, did not alter the fact that Chinese women tend 
to develop strong ties with their children, relationships that continue to their elderly 
years when the children are then expected to take care of them. It is a bond of 
interdependence, a reciprocal giving of care that is transferred from the parent to the 
child (Meredith & Abbott, 1995). 
The Chinese family is still somewhat patriarchal in nature with the father’s duty 
considered to be attending to the financial and physical needs of the children, including 
the discipline, according to the research of Wong (2003), and the mother was 
responsible for the care of the offspring. She also mentions that Chinese children 
conduct themselves according to a sense of shame or guilt that disobeying a parent 
would entail. 
Although Chinese parents allegedly have more interest in the obedience of the 
children than in their feelings, perhaps some changes result when adult children become 
more westernized (Wong, 2003). How then would these philosophies translate into a 
school setting? Would obedience be a priority still, or would their presence in a 
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westernized classroom influence the manner in which Chinese women would see her 
role as a teacher? 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
Addressing the topic of the experience of teachers who are also mothers must be 
done in depth and in detail. A qualitative, interview driven study to examine the 
situation through the lens of role theory helps to focus on a number of particular aspects 
of the circumstances that surround this topic by concentrating on what female 
teacher/mothers perceive as their roles in both the personal and professional venues. 
Their perceptions of their roles might also determine what strategies they use to 
negotiate and manipulate these roles in order to meet their own needs and the needs of 
their students and their own children. 
Why Interview? 
A fully developed picture of the rich details in the lives of teachers who are 
mothers can best be achieved by means of a qualitative, phenomenological study 
through interviewing. Qualitative research is a method with which a researcher attempts 
to comprehend the “observed regularities in what people do, or in what they report as 
their experience” (Locke, Spirduso, & Silverman, 2000). Qualitative research can be 
used to extract a portrait from these shared experiences of what is happening to 
participants in a particular context. If we are looking at the lives of teacher/mothers as 
they perceive their two roles as educators and parents, gathering their recollections and 
reflections first hand and in their own words appears to be the best manner to collect 
such data. We must also remember here that these participants might very well see 
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themselves enacting other roles than two on which this study is focused, and a one-on- 
one conversation could yield innumerable and astute insights in this area as well as they 
reflect on their primary and secondary roles. 
A phenomenological study may be defined as one in which the experiences of a 
sampling of people are fore grounded and scrutinized. Personal engagement with the 
participants is usually necessary to comprehend the full meaning of the participants’ 
experience (Rossman & Rallis, 1998). Since my topic deals with such personal issues 
as females’ perceptions of their roles as teachers and mothers, such a method of data 
collection is most appropriate. 
The in-depth interview appears to be the most valid procedure to follow in 
pursuing this research since the core of such activity is a genuine interest in 
understanding what these teachers’ lives are like and how they see their roles as 
interacting with and influencing their experiences. Also, as Seidman (1998) and 
Merriam (1999) suggest, it is necessary to examine what meaning they themselves 
attribute to their life roles, both at home and in the classroom. The researcher’s 
interaction with the practitioners, asking them to reflect on their roles, allows the 
researcher to put these roles into the contexts that the teacher/mothers impose upon 
them. 
If this present research is to reveal the significance of the simultaneous roles of 
teacher and mother, the best sources are those who have lived these roles and who 
already have reflected on the significance of these roles. Of importance also is how the 
teacher/mothers interact with their environments and the people in them (Locke, 
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Spirduso, & Silverman, 2000). Those who are engaged in this interaction are the best 
ones to describe these interactions. 
Gaining Entry 
In the interest of achieving the most comprehensive understanding of this topic, 
I used three specific methods of data collection. I gathered participants by word of 
mouth in different school systems through initial contacts whom I have either met or 
who have been suggested to me by colleagues. I asked the original contacts either to 
give my phone number to the potential participants, or I asked for the number or email 
of these people and made direct contact. In some schools where I might not have any 
previous contacts or connections, I had received names from contacts from friends, 
colleagues, and acquaintances at the University of Massachusetts. My first contact was 
by phone or email. A questionnaire was then used to help determine the potential 
participants’ suitability for the study. This questionnaire allowed me access to 
information that ascertained whether or not the person met the guidelines I had 
predetermined. They had to be a veteran of at least three years experience, and they had 
to have at least one child of school age still living with them. 
A series of three interviews apiece with female teachers who are practicing 
teacher/mothers was used to collect the majority of data, and my third method was a 
rainbow graph of life roles, adapted from Super (1980), that addressed the priority the 
participant gives to the roles she performs in different stages of her life and career. I 
asked the participants to fill out the graph at the first meeting at which a consent form 
was signed and a date made for the first interview. 
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Informed Consent 
Since I was working with human participants, I asked those who were involved 
in the study to read and sign an informed consent agreement (see Appendix A) which 
introduced me as a researcher and advised them of their rights if they chose to 
participate. The informed consent document also informed them of the expectations if 
they chose to commit themselves to this project. They were told of their right not to 
participate, their right to anonymity, and their right to withdraw without prejudice at 
any time. This document also mentioned the intended uses of the information gleaned 
from these interviews. Participants were told that the resulting data would be used for a 
dissertation and that it might become part of later published texts or presentations. No 
participant was interviewed until the consent form had been signed. 
Participants 
I worked with fifteen to twenty female teacher participants in this study. I 
sought participants with at least three years of experience in the classroom who are still 
actively parenting at least one child of school age, who was presently residing with 
them. 
Since I intended to work with a culturally diverse sampling of teachers who are 
mothers, I used a questionnaire (see Appendix C) for the first communication with the 
potential participants in my research study and made a record of the backgrounds of all 
my contacts. 
The possible participants’ responses allowed me enough information to choose 
some participants who were culturally and/or racially diverse. Since, as we noted 
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before, most teachers in the United States are white, African American, and Hispanic, 
with white being the predominant percentage (Center for Research on Education, 2002), 
I wished to include teacher /mothers from all three cultures in the study. I also 
happened to have as a volunteer a woman with a Chinese cultural background. 
I also wished to include teacher/mothers whose circumstances might differ from 
the traditional married female with children. One of the questions asked contacts was 
their marital status, and with this information I was able to identify a diverse group in 
this as well, choosing at least one woman who was divorced or separated and another 
who was single through never having been married. I also planned to interview at least 
one teacher/mother who was a lesbian parent. The responses to the questions in the 
questionnaire helped identify these potential participants. I was thus able to gather a 
diverse group of female teachers who were also mothers. 
Why Not Ethnography? 
Although I did desire a group of participants who were diverse in nature, I 
deliberately made the decision not to include a deep ethnological component. While it 
is intriguing to explore the various ethnic backgrounds as they relate to the roles of 
teacher and mother, I felt that doing justice to such an approach would require a more 
detailed look at the cultural environments that nurtured the participants as well as the 
ethnic factors that motivated them in their practice. This, I believe to be a different 
research project entirely. I wished to look at the people in the teacher/mother 
experience as women and as part of a universal group. 
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The lure of pursuing ethnography as mode of investigation is appealing, but it is 
a different focus than my original intent of observing teacher/mothers as women and not 
as people influenced by their ethnicity. It was with regret that I chose not to pursue that 
avenue, but my focal point was elsewhere. 
Data Collection 
The primary purpose of this study was to explore the teacher/mother experience. 
It is an investigation for discovery, not to prove a theory or make broad assumptions 
based on information gleaned from the data collection. Because of the exploratory 
nature of the research, the combination of questionnaire, interview, and role rainbow 
seemed most appropriate. It is also important to keep the data focused on role theory, 
and so it was advisable to concentrate on the four theorists whom I thought would yield 
a wide-ranging perspective in looking at the data. They are Goode (1960), Grace 
(1972), Marks (1997 and Seiber (1974) (See Appendix B). 
The Questionnaire 
The questionnaire (see Appendix C) gave me a written record of each of my first 
contacts. After it was used to help me in the selection process, it also served as a 
springboard to initiating and sustaining an interview that was in-depth and as 
comprehensive as possible. With some of the basic information already collected, more 
time could be used during the interviews for exploring more deeply into the experience 
of the participants. 
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Interviews 
When I made initial contact with the sixteen participants, either by phone, email, 
or personal visit when necessary, I selected those whose backgrounds and 
circumstances fell within the predetermined guidelines I had set to obtain a diverse 
group, and I made appointments to meet with them. At this first meeting I asked them 
to read and sign the informed consent agreements. I also gave them a copy of the life 
role rainbow to fill out before the next meeting, and I made appointments for three 
ninety-minute interviews, which were audio taped. 
After the contact had been made, the interviews had been scheduled, and the 
informed consent had been signed, I met with each participant in a mutually agreeable, 
private, and quiet location. The various venues included the participant’s school, home, 
or a library, taking into consideration what the participant felt was the most comfortable 
for our conversation. 
I explained to the participants that the interviews would be taped and that I 
would remind them of the nature of each of the three interviews we were about to 
undertake since this information also appeared on the informed consent document. (Ex. 
“In the first interview I would like you to talk about how you came to be a teacher and 
about your path to motherhood.”) 
I prepared for each interview by creating a list of questions that pertained to 
what I wished to address during that session, but I also added any probe questions I felt 
might be needed to further explore a statement made by the participant. I took notes on 
the participant’s nonverbal reactions to what was asked and what she discussed if I felt 
it might be significant. (Ex. Participant smiles when she speaks of her job stress.) 
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Methods, suggestions, and information from other sources on qualitative 
research and interviewing were used to facilitate in expanding and focusing the 
interviews. These were also employed as resources to help extract relevant and salient 
data from the participants (Bertaux, Kahn & Cannell, 1958; Locke, Spirduso & 
Silverman, 2000; Merriam, 1998; Merton & Kendall, 1956; Patton, 1989; Rossman & 
Rallis, 1998). 
The specific interview format I used to conduct these interviews was the method 
discussed in Irving Seidman’s The Interview as Qualitative Research (1998/ The first 
interview concentrated on constructing a context for the experience of the participant. 
Using the role rainbow as a tool to launch discussion, I delved into the past settings and 
the life incidents that led to the participants’ present situations. I inquired about the 
circumstances that brought them to teaching as a career as well as the particulars that 
led to their motherhood. Open-ended questions were employed to extract information, 
and this personal and professional history laid the groundwork for the second interview. 
Sample probe questions were: 
> How did you choose to become a teacher? 
> Can you describe specifically how you prepared to become a teacher? 
> What did you hope to achieve by choosing education as a career? 
> When did you first decide to become a mother? 
> How did you feel when you realized that you were about to become a 
parent? 
> How did you envision your role as a parent in the beginning of your 
experience? 
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Interview Two explored the details of their present experiences, inquiring into 
what their relationships are with their students and their own children. It focused on the 
day to day reality of their lives in both the roles as teachers and as mothers as well as 
any other roles they felt were significant. In this interview participants were asked to 
elaborate on the details that comprised their everyday experience as teachers and 
mothers. As proposed by Seidman (1998) they were asked to describe their normal day 
from dawn to down time before going to sleep. This yielded a clear picture of their 
lives in the classroom and on the home front and whether or not these two environments 
overlapped. Sample probe questions were: 
> What tasks do you perform on a regular basis as a teacher, a mother? 
> What are your relationships with your children like? With your students? 
> Describe your classroom. 
> What activities during your day give you the most stress? The most 
pleasure? 
> What activities in school do you feel interact with those at home? 
> What activities do you perform at home that you feel interact with those at 
school? 
The third interview asked the participants to discuss what significance they 
imposed on their experience. After the first two interviews, enough background had 
been brought to the fore for a meaningful base on which to formulate such an opinion. 
Participants were encouraged to talk about the specific ways they viewed their teacher 
roles, their mother roles, and the interaction of the two as they experienced it. What 
definitions did they attach to these roles? 
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Sample questions were: 
> Why do you use your particular approach in the classroom? 
> How are your roles as teacher and mother important? What circumstances 
or factors make them so? 
> How do your roles as teacher and mother interact with other roles you 
fulfill? 
> What impacts do you have on your students? 
> What impact do you have on your children? 
Role Rainbow 
In a graph that uses age segmented arcs to indicate the passage of time (see 
Appendix D), I asked participants to shade in the intensity they felt toward their roles 
throughout their teaching careers and lives as mothers as they had experienced them 
thus far. There were separate arcs for the defined roles I was investigating specifically 
and blanks to accommodate other roles that the participants felt were important. 
Data Analysis 
After each session I listened to the resulting tape and recorded verbatim what the 
interviewee had related, not judging or contemplating what might have been implied. I 
then made a hard copy of the interview and read it through, including in the margin any 
notes I may have made during the original interview session. 
Using the lens of role theory, I highlighted sections that pertained directly to any 
indication of role conflict, role strain, and role overload as they were discussed by 
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Goode (1960), Grace (1972), Marks (1997), and Seiber (1974) as well as Biddle (1979), 
Merton (1956), and Zurcher (1983) and as they related to the dual roles of teacher and 
mother. Yellow highlighting was used to indicate role stress and role overload, blue 
was used for role conflict. I used green to highlight any strategies that the participant 
might employ in order to cope with the two roles. The examples were then recorded on 
a separate grid (see Appendix E and Appendix F) that allowed me to view them at a 
glance. 
Each alleged example of the role concepts that was encountered and placed on 
these grids, a separate grid for each participant, was cross referenced with the others to 
view similarities and differences in frequency and intensity. I then made a list of all 
instances of role conflict or strain and role overload and decided whether there was 
sufficient evidence that the performance of the dual roles of teacher and mother actually 
contributed to instances of these concepts. I also was attentive in acknowledging any 
new concepts that emerged from the narratives. 
After examples had been pulled and pondered, the ethnic and lifestyle factors 
were investigated to see if there were any alterations or peculiarities due to these 
differences that might prove to be enlightening. Were there fewer or more examples of 
conflict, in particular, caused by one’s perception of parenting due to these elements in 
their lives? It was also interesting to note if the information that the minority groups 
gave about their views of parenting coincided with what has been previously written. 
I used the transcripts to draw some preliminary conclusions about the dual roles 
of teacher and mother as they were seen by the participants in this study. I use the term 
“preliminary” because no definite conclusions can be drawn about any situation unless 
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it has been visited by more than one research expedition. Various components of this 
study have been explored in the past, and it is my hope that any information I provided 
will fuel future researchers’ interest in this subject. 
Trustworthiness 
“The basic issue in relation to trustworthiness is simple: How can an inquirer 
persuade his or her audience (including self) that the findings of an inquiry are worth 
paying attention to, worth taking into account?” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 290). In 
order to test the trustworthiness of research, both credibility and transferability must be 
considered, and steps must be taken to ensure as much dependability as possible in the 
conclusions. 
Credibility 
The reliability of an inquiry may be tested through several methods such as 
triangulation, member checks and prolonged engagement (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, 
Rossman & Rallis, 1998)”. Since the trustworthiness of data is always a concern, I have 
taken several steps to increase the reliability of this study. First and foremost, I drew 
from several data sources, a method known as triangulation. 
Triangulation 
“Several strategies help to establish the truth claims of qualitative research” 
(Rossman & Rallis 1998, p.45). The first method used was the questionnaire; this 
established the suitability of the participants as outlined by my pre-constructed 
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guidelines for eligibility (e.g., Participant must be parenting at least one child still in 
school). I followed the questionnaire with interviews and the role rainbow. These 
practices provided a vehicle to cross check the information that was gathered. The 
interviews provided the bulk of the data, but the role rainbow was used as a reference to 
initiate discussion and promote a better understanding of how the participants viewed 
their roles. 
I also believe that the choice of role theory as a theoretical framework imposed a 
consistent and objective focus on the topic and served as yet another form of 
triangulation. By investigating the experience of the teacher/mothers using the work of 
previous researchers as a backdrop, it added credibility to the findings that had already 
been established. Although the results of this study were not a perfect match to earlier 
research outcomes, the conclusions of previous researchers served as a standard by 
which I could measure the trustworthiness of this research. 
Member Checks 
A procedure that added another tier to trustworthiness was the use of member 
checks, which is “sharing your interpretation of the emergent findings with the 
participants (Rossman & Rallis p. 45)”. I communicated my understanding to the 
teacher/mothers of what was being stated or suggested in that interview or those 
previous and ask for verification or discussion on what I had comprehended. 
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Prolonged Engagement 
I found that the interview method itself greatly facilitated the accuracy of the 
data. Since there were three interviews per participant, the extended time spent with 
each participant permitted me a chance to verify what I had heard in the preceding 
session. In the discussion during the interview process, I made reference to the roles 
that the participants had identified on the role rainbows, and I asked them to talk about 
and define these roles as well as to explain the time line they had given for the 
enactment of these roles. This gave the women a chance to expand their perceptions of 
these roles and to put them into perspective in relation to significance, thus allowing 
them to rethink what they had identified again a member checking process. I also made 
a list of the roles named by the participants in the interviews and double checked them 
against the role rainbows. 
I also discussed some of my general findings from other participant interviews 
and asked the present participant for comments on what I had presumed from this 
previous data. Such techniques provided, among other credibility checks, a chance for 
respondents to confirm, refute, or elaborate on data from previous participants. This 
gave me another opportunity to assess the general efficiency of the information I was 
assembling (Lincoln & Guba 1985). 
It was also my intention to choose participants with whom I have had no 
personal or social history so that I could minimize any assumptions that I might make 
due to prior knowledge of their careers and personal lives. A certain objectivity comes 
with interviewing those with whom you have had no prior association. 
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Transferability 
In order for a study to be of service to readers, there should be an element of 
transferability, the capability of the study to establish data that will applicable in a 
similar context or in the same context at a different time (Lincoln & Guba 1985). It is 
what Rossman and Rallis referred to as the “application to other situations” (1998, p. 
47). Are the findings rich and descriptive enough to provide a working understanding 
of the situation under scrutiny? Can the findings of a study relate to not only the 
particular situation being studied, but also to similar situations? If the descriptions of 
“the theoretical and methodological orientation and the process as well as the results are 
thick and rich, then this can be accomplished” (Rossman & Rallis p. 47). This study 
has provided the abundant and intense description that served to achieve this standard. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS: WITHIN CASE ANALYTICAL PROFILES 
All of the participants in this study were practicing teachers who worked on the 
high school level, and all of them had at least one child they were actively parenting. 
The ages and number of children varied, but they all had at least one child who was still 
in school. 
In this chapter are abbreviated accounts of the three interviews from each 
participant. The words that are quoted in the passages under the participants’ names 
may not always be in the exact order in which they were spoken, and some words have 
been added in parentheses to help the reader better understand the context of the 
passage. Also, some repetitions and idiosyncrasies of speech may have been eliminated 
in order to provide a smoother flow to the passages. In all instances, however, great 
care was taken to maintain the integrity and the significance of the participants’ words. 
Immediately following the individual profiles of those interviewed for this study 
are the initial observations on the general presence of role strain and role conflict 
observed or inferred by the researcher from the interviews of each participant. Direct 
references to stressful situations were recorded in the grid as were any implications that 
were made due to the intensity of a participant’s addressing of a topic. For example, a 
teacher/mother might not have overtly stated that the care of a parent was demanding, 
but the amount of time she spent discussing it indicated that it was. Therefore, both 
direct and indirect allusions to stressful situations were recorded. 
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Participants 
Tablet. Participant Descriptions 
Code 
Name 
Marital 
Status 
No. of 
Children 
Subject Area Age Type of 
School 
Ethnic 
Association 
Connie Same 
Sex 
Partner 
2 Science 40- 
45 
Urban Caucasian 
Amanda Married 4 Special Needs 40- 
45 
Urban Caucasian 
Antonia Married 3 Science 35- 
40 
Urban Latina 
Jenny Married 3 English 35- 
40 
Parochial Caucasian 
Emma Married 3 Art 35- 
40 
Urban Caucasian 
Lindsay Married 3 Consumer Science 40- 
45 
Suburban Caucasian 
Louise Married 2 Spanish 50- 
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Urban Caucasian 
Melissa Married 2 English 45- 
50 
Urban Caucasian 
Brenda Single 1 English 25- 
30 
Tech Caucasian 
Colleen Married 2 Business/T echnology 40- 
45 
Urban Caucasian 
Janet Married 2 Life Skills 40- 
45 
Urban African 
American 
Wendy Married 2 English 35- 
40 
Voc Caucasian 
Carla Married 1 Computers/Chinese 35- 
40 
Voc Asian 
(Chinese) 
Allison Divorced 2 Spanish 40- 
45 
Voc Caucasian 
Nora Married 2 Spanish 35- 
40 
Suburban Caucasian 
Hannah Married 2 Physical Ed./Health 45- 
50 
Voc Caucasian 
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Participant Profiles 
Connie 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Connie is a science teacher in her forties 
who has adopted two children, one in elementary school and one preschool age, with 
her female life partner. She has been the guardian to her teenaged niece since shortly 
after her daughters came to live with her, and before that she and her partner had been 
foster mothers as well. Her foster parenting had been a way for her partner and her to 
test the waters before they made the decision to adopt. She and her partner have been 
together for nineteen years, and before Connie brought up the subject, her partner had 
never really thought about having children, but Connie was determined. She had also 
made up her mind that adoption was the only acceptable way for her. 
I always intended to be a parent and I always intended to adopt, even 
before I realized I was a lesbian. I remember reading The Family Nobody 
Wanted. It was one of those books that never left me. When I realized I 
was a lesbian, the other choices for having children I was not too crazy 
about. You’ve got to find somebody to father the child or pay for some 
unknown sperm. You can’t bring a child into the world like that unless 
you’re completely comfortable with it. 
Background and Path to Teaching. Connie’s path to teaching was a rather long 
and rocky journey. The child of a highly educated mother and father (“Both of my 
parents had a couple of degrees.”), she was the only one of four children who went to 
college, but before she could graduate, she dropped out and went to Europe. She spent 
seven years in Spain where she taught English as a second language, both as a house-to- 
house tutor and as a staff member in an academy that hired Americans as English 
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teachers. “I was thrown into a room with people that spoke no English, and I was told I 
was not allowed to speak Spanish to them. That was my first teaching experience.” 
She enrolled in a school at the University of Grenada, but again her education 
was interrupted, this time by the death of her brother. Her first job upon her return to 
the United States was as a special education paraprofessional in a self contained 
classroom. The teacher there taught her as well as the children. “She taught me that a 
good teacher teaches. I learned a lot about behavior management, which I use with my 
own children and in the classroom.” 
Connie also was hired as a Spanish teacher at a progressive school while she 
was still engaged as a paraprofessional, and she eventually enrolled on a scholarship to 
a rather prestigious college not too far from where she worked, and she finished her 
education. “My parents couldn’t believe it.” She switched her focus from languages to 
science. 
She completed her practice teaching in a middle school and put out applications 
for several positions on the middle school level, but somehow a high school principal 
found her application and called her to teach science on the secondary level, an 
opportunity she accepted. “At the time I didn’t realize the difference between working 
at the middle school and the high school. I love what I wound up doing.” 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Connie admits to being a bit overwhelmed by so 
many children in her life making demands on her time and attention, but she does not 
seem to view it as insurmountable. With her live-in niece, two young children, and over 
a hundred freshmen with whom to interact, she finds one of the biggest problems to be 
having some time for herself. Her partner does help in that department, however, by 
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taking over on Sunday mornings so that Connie can escape for some much needed 
solitary time. 
Still, she feels that her role as teacher to teens will definitely become too much 
when her own children become teenagers. “I’ll take a sabbatical,” she stated seriously. 
She also sometimes feels that not everyone in her household is being cooperative in 
pulling a fair share of the household tasks, and the pressure builds. 
I blew up at my family. I told them I was not going to do housework for 
two weeks. I was overwhelmed. I let things become too much, taking on 
too much at home. Sometimes that’s what happens. It feels like I’m never 
doing anything for myself. 
There is also a conflict of roles when she feels she must take time off from 
school to care for a sick child. She feels especially guilty if the child does not turn out 
to be as ill as originally feared although she does not feel she has much choice in the 
matter, since she emphatically states that family will always come first. 
There also seems to be a bit of a conflict in her “mother” role as she attempts to 
parent her niece. She feels unsure of exactly where her role lies. She is her guardian, 
but yet she is not truly her parent since the child still has a father. The fact that her 
niece lives with her, however, requires her to act in the parental role with this child. 
There also seems to be a bit of conflict as Connie deals with her charge’s teachers, 
especially when she disagrees with the approach they use. As an “insider” she knows 
how things work, and she also knows what motivates her niece. Even though her niece 
does not attend the school that employs Connie, she finds it awkward to oppose those 
she considers her colleagues. 
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Connie also feels somewhat conflicted about how far to take her duty as a 
teacher and role model. As a lesbian, she feels some obligation to teach tolerance to her 
students, but she is unsure of how her efforts would be viewed by school authorities. 
Even when she is beginning to sag under the pressure of so much responsibility, 
she seems to have managed to take a philosophical approach to the matter when she 
worries that she is neglecting herself and her spiritual life. “It hits me very strongly that 
almost everything I do is a prayer. I’m taking care of my kids or my mother or my niece 
or my students. All of it is sort of putting the best out of myself for people who can 
hopefully use it for the future. That makes everything I do valid. Whether they want it 
or not, whether they listen or not, it feels important to me.” 
Table 2. Connie’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Time demands from over one hundred 
freshmen and her own children 
Taking time off from school to care for her 
own sick children 
Has little time to herself Parenting her niece - Is she a “mother” or 
an aunt? 
Not as much time to interact with her 
partner 
Speaking to the teachers of her niece and 
children -sometimes disagrees with 
approaches they use 
Cannot imagine teaching high school 
when her own children are teen-agers. 
Anticipates taking time off 
Feels she ought to make more of a 
statement about acceptance although she is 
not sure the school environment would be 
a secure place to do it 
Her schedule means she gets more 
household chores to do 
Feels an obligation to be a role model of 
tolerance 
Amanda 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Amanda is in her late forties and has been 
teaching in a special education classroom for fourteen years. She is married and has 
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four children, ranging from thirteen to twenty-one, all of whom live at home. She has 
one boy and three girls, the oldest of whom was adopted. 
At the beginning of her teaching, she and her then fiance enlisted in the Peace 
Corp, but to enter as a couple, the regulations stated that the couple had to be married. 
They were engaged, but they had a civil ceremony, without telling their families, to 
qualify for the jobs they hoped to undertake. While she was in the Peace Corps, 
stationed in Costa Rica, she and her husband decided to adopt one of the children with 
whom she had worked. 
“She (our adopted daughter) was in the hospital a lot, so we got to know her. 
She was in the hospital at four months, and she came back again. When she came back 
again, one of the nurses said she was going to the orphanage. We asked why, and they 
said the parents just can’t take care of her.” It was then that the idea of adopting took 
shape. “They said she would never go back to the parents at all. Her sister was also 
taken away. My husband brought up the subject. Cara was considered un-adoptable in 
Costa Rica because she was developmentally delayed. She was also blind in one eye.” 
They left Costa Rica with their baby after filing papers in that country and in the 
United States. When they broke the news to their parents, there were mixed feelings. “I 
think my mother was in a state of shock when I called and said we were bringing home 
a baby. My mother-in-law was thrilled. She didn’t ask any questions. She was just 
thrilled she was going to be a grandmother.” 
Upon their return home, they were married in their own church, since their 
parents were still under the impression they were merely engaged. Not too long after 
their official wedding Amanda became pregnant with her first biological child, another 
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daughter. She continued to work until that child’s birth, but quit after the event. The 
couple had two more children after that. She did not return to work until her youngest 
was three years old. 
Background and Path to Teaching. Amanda first started to “teach” when she 
volunteered at a camp for handicapped children when she was still in high school. She 
very much enjoyed it, and continued to work there for some years. She admits to 
having problems with her schoolwork as did a couple of her six siblings. 
Probably three of us have learning disabilities if we were diagnosed today. 
You will never see me read out loud to a group unless it’s been totally 
prepared. If I write a very simple note in a hurry, I have half the words 
spelled wrong. 
In spite of her difficulties, she applied to college and was accepted. Her mother, 
a reading teacher, and sister helped her with her papers by talking her through the 
process of writing and editing the drafts. “A lot of things (my mother) did helped me 
through college,” she proclaims. She also went on for a master’s degree. 
She worked at the camp and for group homes for those who had mental and 
emotional disabilities. It was while working at the latter that she met her future 
husband. When both of them were out of college, they applied to the Peace Corp and 
were eventually sent for a twenty-seven month stint first in Chile and then in Costa 
Rica. 
The first full time offer was the Peace Corp, so I went in with my husband. 
Ninety percent of the time I worked in a special education school. My job 
was to observe and make recommendations. I was young, and I was going 
into a school where people had been working twenty or thirty years. 
There weren’t any paper written lesson plans. They didn’t have a lot of 
materials, so we (the kindergarten teacher and I) made a lot of the 
materials and that was put into a book. We gave a name to the book and 
school, and the Peace Corps copied it and every special education school 
in Chile was provided with one. 
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Amanda spent much of her time in these countries working in the schools, and 
she became very involved with special education students. This interest continues in 
her present position. She took some time off after her children, and when she returned 
to work, she took some substituting jobs in various schools and eventually received a 
position as a high school special education teacher. She has been at her present school 
for nine years. 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Amanda feels some role strain in her struggle to 
balance family and teaching. For example, she finds herself repeating the same 
“household” duties at home and school. As a special education teacher, she tries to 
impart to her students familiarity with certain tasks as cooking, washing, and cleaning 
up after an activity. She even finds herself supervising basic hygiene. These tasks are 
also performed in her own household, with her own children, although now that her 
children are older they don’t need the latter as much. Because she has students the 
same age as some of her children, she feels that sometimes she has spent her tolerance 
at school and her family feels it. 
My daughter will say, ‘Ma, you have so much patience at school, and you 
don’t have any with me.’ It’s true. I’m coming back into the environment, 
so I’m not getting a large break at times because I am dealing with kids 
except when it’s your kids, it’s harder. The kids in my classroom I don’t 
have to worry about once they’re on the bus. There’s not that big 
emotional aspect. 
She stated simply, “(When you’re at home) I think you are still in school 
teaching.” She feels that there is just not enough time to switch gears. She feels as if 
there is not much transition between school and home, and so the “teacher mode” 
lingers. She says she often gets comments from her daughters such as “Mom, I’m not 
in school” or “I just wanted you to listen, not to teach.” 
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Amanda has the added strain resulting from teaching special education students 
and mothering three children with learning or emotional challenges. After attending 
several educational plan meetings for her own offspring, and questioning constantly if 
she is “fighting hard enough” for what she feels is the best situation for her daughters, 
she finds she is well equipped to advise parents, ’’Don’t go to the meeting. I’ve almost 
been in tears. It’s been that emotional. No meeting is easy when you’re talking about 
someone’s child.” 
She often feels conflict when she believes she has missed something as a parent 
that she feels she should have detected as a teacher. Her second daughter always did 
well in school, but it took a student teacher to conclude that the girl had a learning 
disability. It was a situation all of the other teachers had also missed, but she was upset 
that she hadn’t realized the compensations her daughter was making to do as well as she 
did. She also feels the pull as she tries to get what her daughter needs from the school 
system. “You’re understanding both the teacher working with your child not being able 
to do everything, and yet, on the other hand, you have to say, ‘Do that.’ You’re really 
playing a variety of roles.” 
Amanda often feels she is beleaguered by the weight of the roles she has 
undertaken. 
On a weekly basis I feel overwhelmed sometimes at school, or sometimes 
it happens at home. More times it’s at home. That’s why I try to get over 
to Curves or go walking, to get out of that combination teacher role, just 
getting a break from it all. 
She concluded, 
(Teaching) is a perfect profession for someone who likes kids, but doesn’t 
want (their own) kids. It makes it really hard if you’re with kids all day 
and you’re with them all night. As a single person, I could be the best 
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teacher in the world. On the other hand, if I were just a parent and not a 
teacher, I could probably be a wonderful parent. 
Table 3. Amanda’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Teaches special education and has children 
in her own household with learning 
disabilities and emotional needs 
School work can take up time at home 
when her own children need her 
It is primarily her responsibility to make 
“special needs” decisions for her family 
Attending IEP meetings for her own 
children are especially difficult 
So much time is needed to prepare 
individual plans for each of her students 
Can sometimes disagree with her 
children’s teachers 
Little time for transition between school 
and home 
Feels she is too close to the situation as a 
parent to see what she should being a 
teacher 
Emotional demands of all her children - 
sometimes has to teach things a parent 
would teach (hygiene, etc.) 
Has a tendency to “teach” to her children 
Not enough time to do everything that 
needs to be done 
Must tiy to keep from being too much of a 
“mother” to her students 
Antonia 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Part of a fairly large family with five 
children, Antonia was bom and raised in Puerto Rico. She is in her later thirties and 
teaches bi-lingual science. She is married and has three young children. Her husband 
came to the United States at about the same time as she did although they did not know 
each other in Puerto Rico. They met at a McDonald’s where they were both working 
while they prepared for other jobs. He is now a middle school teacher. 
She and her husband had their children very close together, two girls and a boy. 
Her mother role seemed quite demanding since she was taking care of her ailing mother 
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when she had her second child and when she was pregnant with her third. Both roles 
of mother and daughter were very intense at this time. 
I was taking care of my mother and my daughter at the same time. The 
only daughter she had here was me. She stayed with me, and it was easier 
for me taking care of her. Though we had busy years, we were still 
handling the situation. I tried not to think at work of my personal life. 
Her mother passed away three months before her last baby was bom. 
Antonia did have to take a leave of absence from school when her son became 
ill, and it was necessary for her to be a full time mother temporarily. This same son was 
later diagnosed with autism, and she could not return to work until she felt she had 
someone she could trust to take care of him. The discovery of her son’s special needs 
did require the family to pull together in order to meet the challenge of his education 
and care. 
Background and Path to Teaching. Antonia got her bachelor’s degree in 
microbiology in her native Puerto Rico. “I would like to be a researcher. I would like 
to be in the laboratories doing different kinds of research, but in my country, the only 
places we could work required English. I decided to come to the United States and stay 
with my aunt for a year and learn English and then go back to Puerto Rico.” She took 
English classes and never did return to her original home. 
She went to a job service and was told that she should apply to be a bi-lingual 
teacher because there was a demand in Massachusetts. She filled out an application and 
within days received an offer to be a long term substitute. She visited the school and 
“found a person who motivated me to stay.” This person would act as a mentor to her 
for the days to come. She tried the position for three months and enjoyed it immensely. 
“The students were great,” she said. “I had big classes, bigger than I have now, and the 
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students were eager to learn. It made me so happy that I was transmitting my 
knowledge, so I decided to stay.” 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Antonia feels that there is a very busy life while 
she is actively engaged in parenting and teaching, but she does not seem to feel much of 
a strain on the roles themselves, but certainly on her time and energy. Even her time 
spent in church activities, which are important to her, have diminished because of time 
constraints. She believes that the fact that she has young children and she teaches high 
school makes for two different scenarios in dealing with children, but both of the roles 
are equally demanding. She also states that her husband is very helpful, and he assists 
in the care of their children, which relieves some of the strain. Although their busy 
schedules, however, do not allow much of a social life outside of family activities, they 
do take some consolation in the fact that they are together, sharing equally in the 
parenting experience. 
Antonia feels strongly that she also has to be a role model for both sets of 
children. At home and school she makes certain that the children are well disciplined 
and goal oriented. She also feels that she must be a good example as a Latina. Students 
and her own children need to have someone after whom to pattern themselves in a 
society in which they are a minority. Her cultural heritage leads her to accept certain 
responsibilities she might not have undertaken otherwise, such as being involved in the 
annual cultural heritage ceremonies at her school, which add to her workload. 
She does regret and has some conflict over the fact that she cannot spend the 
kind of time with her children that her mother did. “My mother stopped working when 
she was taking care of us. She was always with us. When we finished school, food was 
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ready. Our clothes were ready. Everything was ready for everyone. I am missing that 
part now with my children. I have to do the same thing, but I have to be faster.” 
She does, however, try to reason that her life is different than her mother’s was. 
“Because I have a profession, I see things differently than my mother did; I try to make 
a balance in my house.” 
She also feels some conflict that her husband, while an excellent caregiver, 
sometimes seems closer to the children than she is. Probably a fall-out of the helpful 
modern husband situation, she feels that it seems more natural that the mother is the 
closer one, but with the father taking a more active role, she can at times feel displaced. 
Antonia also feels liberated by the freedom that teaching can give to be a parent, 
but she is still a bit burdened by the fact that the profession also takes time away from 
her family during the school year. She acknowledged that even though research is still 
appealing, her present job is better for now. 
The good parts of teaching are the Saturdays and Sundays off and the 
vacations because I have a family. I need time to spend with them, so 
right now this is the way I have to be. We both stay home in the summer. 
Our children are more important than any job or making money. 
Jenny 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Jenny is an English teacher in her early 
forties with three children, ages 13, 11, and 7, all boys. She teaches at a parochial 
school and claims she has always wanted to be a teacher. “I would play school with my 
sisters at about 7 or 8. I had two older sisters; one would be the principal and one 
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Table 4. Antonia’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Feels need to be role model for Latina 
children - including her own 
Home problems led to leave of absence 
Has special needs child at home and 
children at school who need attention and 
to be nudged to mainstream 
Feels she cannot stay at home with her 
children the way her mother did 
Feels obligation to be a part of cultural 
heritage programs at school 
Feels husband sometimes is closer with 
the children 
Feels need to get as much done as possible 
at school so she has little homework 
Feels she cannot participate in church 
activities the way she once did 
Parent and teacher roles both take a lot of 
time, but since her children are young, 
they are two different types of need 
would be the teacher. I’d be the student then, but eventually my little sister came along, 
and I got to be the teacher.” 
Her mother was a stay at home mom, and her father worked in a local factory. 
“We were middle class. We lived in a three family house in a Polish neighborhood. “I 
went to parochial schools until high school. Then I went to (public school). You could 
see it from our house.” This was quite a culture shock for her although she managed to 
adjust. “The worst thing they (the public school students) ever did was steal my English 
homework. I had to tell my teacher who was a mother, so she understood.” 
She met her husband in high school although she didn’t start dating him until 
she graduated from college. Five years after they began dating, they were married, and 
three years after that they had their first child when she was thirty. “We pretty much 
decided to have them.” Insurance, however, was a problem since she carried it at the 
time, so she had to keep her job. She took three months leave of absence and returned 
to school. The baby was cared for by a friend until the caregiver became pregnant with 
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her own third child. Her son then went to the wife of one of her colleagues when jenny 
had to work. 
Jenny had another child about two years later, and a former school friend 
watched the both of them until her mother and mother-in-law both retired and took up 
the job. “It was always someone we knew.” The third child arrived about three and a 
half years after the second. The arrival was a bit of a surprise since they had given 
away all of their infant furniture and clothes, but they managed to borrow some things. 
Although her children and students keep her busy, she likes to do creative 
writing in her spare time. In the summers she likes to become involved in a “Teachers 
as Writers” program. “I love going. I like the ride up there (to the university). I love 
going there. I think I’d enjoy being a student if I ever got the opportunity.” Although 
she enjoys her get-away, she has to make arrangements for the children, and this year it 
just didn’t happen. 
Although her husband helps a bit, she finds herself doing most of the domestic 
and parental duties. “I make more of the rules and discipline because I’m with them 
more. He helps some with the housework, but he kind of expects me to do it. I attribute 
that to our age. Our mothers did all the stuff. He kind of looks at it as a woman’s job.” 
Background and Path to Teaching. Besides playing school with her sisters, 
Jenny exhibited other signs of turning to teaching as a career. She would go into school 
in the summer during her elementary years to help the teachers get the rooms ready. She 
was also inspired by her fourth grade teacher who used to bring the students souvenirs 
from the various places she visited. Although history was a primary interest through 
elementary and high school, English was her favorite subject. 
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After high school Jenny went to a state college. “I wanted to teach the little 
kids, fourth grade, actually. I took journalism classes, but I didn’t like that, so I wound 
up taking secondary education. I could do that and still graduate in time. I always 
thought I could go back and take courses to teach in other grades.” Her father tried 
unsuccessfully to talk her out of going into education. He did not feel that it was a very 
lucrative profession. 
Upon graduation Jenny applied to several schools, most of them parochial. She 
was also considering working in a residential halfway house or joining Vista, a Peace 
Corp type of organization that worked through sites within the United States, but the 
program was cut. Somewhat despairing in the summer after graduation, she quit her 
waitressing job and went to the Cape Cod with friends. 
While she was there, she called her mother and found that she had an interview 
at a parochial high school. She came home, interviewed, and was hired for the position 
of English teacher. She also received an invitation to teach seventh grade at a junior 
high school, and she turned it down. “I every now and then wonder what would have 
happened if I had gone in the Peace Corp,” she said. 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. The greatest strain Jenny feels is the expectations 
that she do most of the domestic chores even though she teaches full time. 
I worked full time my whole marriage except the months off for maternity. 
When he comes home, he doesn’t have work to do, and I come home, and 
I don’t just sit there and watch TV. I’m doing school work and this and 
that. He’ll be just sitting there watching TV. My husband expects me to 
do everything in the summer. He kind of expects that he’s not going to 
have to do anything. During the school year he’ll put the laundry in, but 
he doesn’t do any of that (in the summer). It sounds kind of selfish, but 
after school ends, I have things to do. 
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Jenny feels rushed in the morning having to wake her sons, feed them, and get 
them to where they need to be. She longs for the freedom of her husband, who 
awakens, showers, and leaves the house, all within a half hour. 
Jenny also feels that even during July and August she is not completely free 
from her duties as a teacher. She is constantly reading for school or meeting with 
people for the yearbook production, which she supervises. Even here there is some 
conflict when she fears she may be too close to those students on the yearbook staff 
where her “mother” instincts are most prominent. 
Although she is reasonably comfortable being the teacher/mother, she has found 
herself being a little too helpful with her sons’ homework on occasion, and once or 
twice questioning the policies of her son’s teachers. She found it difficult to be in such 
a situation with another teacher. 
There have also been times when her maternal instinct has caused her to get 
perhaps too close to a student, but she also feels that there are times in which this might 
become necessary if the child does not have another advocate. 
Emma 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Emma is an art teacher who has three 
young children, only one of whom is old enough to attend school. She is thirty-six 
years old and works very hard to balance her fledgling family and a full time career. 
She and her husband do share some of the household duties, but the bulk of the 
childcare during the week is hers since her spouse works much later than she does. 
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Table 5. Jenny’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Feels she has to make most decisions 
when it comes to her children even though 
she deals with other children all day 
Feels guilt for taking summer writing 
course because she has to leave children in 
someone else’s care 
She is often “volunteered for extra 
domestic duties and family responsibilities 
in summer because she is allegedly “free” 
Feels she may sometimes get too close to 
her “advising” students 
Domestic chores are hers on a regular 
basis because she gets home earlier than 
her husband 
Sometimes mothers students if she thinks 
they need it 
Advisorship adds to her responsibilities Sometimes acts “the teacher” with her 
own children 
Feels she must do “school work” even in 
summer 
Feels awkward when her ideas of what is 
“fair” do not coincide with her children’s 
teachers 
She grew up in a single parent household with her sister and brother. Estranged 
from her husband, Emma’s mother established a daycare center in her home and 
presently takes care of her granddaughters as well as the other children who are enrolled 
in her program. Emma grew up with child care being a natural part of her life. “When I 
turned twelve, one of my mother’s customers asked me to go away with them for the 
whole summer, three kids. I pretty much made my own salary from the time I was 
twelve years old. I babysat almost every night all through school to pay for everything 
that my mother couldn’t with three kids. We weren’t allowed to turn down jobs.” 
Emma met her husband when they were in high school. He was a year younger, 
and so they broke up when she went on to college, and he had a year left in order to 
graduate. They reconnected in college. Since she spent an extra year in college in order 
to do a practicum she had not originally planned, she and her future husband eventually 
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graduated in the same year. They became engaged in the spring of what she considers 
to be her “second” senior year. 
She believes that she and her husband complement each other in personality. 
“My husband is a leader. He has always been in management. I like to take direction 
and implement it. I guess I am a follower, even though what I do in my (classroom) I 
would be considered a leader.” 
Emma admits to being super-organized in order to keep her career and home life 
running smoothly, to obtain a balance. 
I don’t know how it all fits in my head. At the end of the day, I feel both 
things are on my mind, the things I have to do for my family and the 
things I have to do for school. It is sort of like a constant mate. They are 
just there in my thoughts all of the time. In my plan book I run a list of all 
the things I have to try to get done for the whole week and all of the things 
I have to accomplish. In my day timer that I keep in my purse, I keep a 
list of things I have to accomplish all week long for my family. When I 
am at school, I make a phone call every day to my kids to check on them. 
Aside from that phone call, for the entire day all I am doing is focusing on 
school. I forget about all my life. When I get home, about 3:00 until 8:00, 
it is the same way at home. 
Because she did not have outside activities as a child, she tries to get her 
children involved in sports or after school activities such as soccer, dancing, and 
Brownies. Because of her busy schedule and concern for her children, however, she 
allows her oldest daughter to make one choice per season so that she does not have too 
hectic a lifestyle. It is she who is responsible for shuttling the children back and forth to 
the appropriate places at the correct times. 
Despite the fact that her husband now has weekends free, it was not always so. 
He once worked a demanding schedule in the restaurant and hotel business, and that left 
little time for family. He has, however, since taken a position at an establishment that 
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allows him to spend more time at home. They have also since settled in an affluent 
neighborhood where they feel the school system will accommodate the needs of their 
children. 
Background and Path to Teaching. 
I spent three and a half years at college in the art department not knowing 
what to do. (My counselor) told me that I had enough credits if I did a 
practicum and one more year to actually graduate. I came across it by 
accident. I really did not want to teach. 
Emma had always loved art, but she felt that her art was a personal thing and did 
not want to enter a field in which she would be forced to compete for jobs and 
promotions based on what she could produce artistically. She attended college for five 
years in order to get her pre-practicum and practicum completed on her counselor’s 
advice, but as she said to her mother, “I got the degree, but I will never teach.” 
She earned money during college and after graduation as a waitress in an 
upscale restaurant, where her husband also worked for a time. “One day I said, ‘I don’t 
want to do this anymore. I want to teach.’” She quit her job the Friday before Labor 
Day and put in her resume at the school in which she now teaches. The principal called 
her and asked her to take over as a long term substitute for one of the art teachers who 
was stricken with a disabling physical condition, the teacher who had mentored her 
through her practicum. 
“It was a very quick thing. I was not sure I was even going to like it. I was 
petrified. Every day I came home and said, Tm not going back there tomorrow.’” The 
absent teacher was never able to return to her position, and so Emma finished out the 
year as a substitute and was hired full time in the fall. Fortunately, the other art teacher 
on the premises helped her though the beginning years, and a close friendship was 
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forged through this process. Even presently she feels that this other teacher helps her in 
allowing a few snatched moments of adult talk. 
Although she originally had doubts, her mother always thought it would be a 
good career for her. 
My mom thought from my make-up that I would be a good teacher. I 
played teacher all the time when I was a kid. As far as it being a real 
obvious thing in my mind, it wasn’t. My husband, finally, was the one 
who was a proponent in it also. I guess they saw something in me that I 
couldn’t see in myself. 
Now, though, she feels it all worked out well. “I feel whole having this life. I feel like 
I’m doing what I was supposed to be put on earth to do.” 
On the whole, Emma likes both of her roles, the mother and the teacher. She 
also feels that parenthood has given her a different perspective. I used to think of (the 
students) as kids. When someone is rubbing me the wrong way or acting foolish, I 
don’t think of them as kids anymore. I think of them as somebody’s kid. That is not 
something I ever thought of. All of a sudden I don’t see the kid as much anymore as I 
see the parent. I definitely feel differently than I did before I had kids.” 
In spite of the fact that she started out in her career with art as a focal point, she 
now believes that if she could study something more, it would be how to connect even 
better with her students. “Teaching feels like more of a part of me.” 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Emma feels some tension when her husband 
does not acknowledge the stain she is constantly under by being an educator. 
“Sometimes my husband has said to me in the past that he doesn’t think it’s fair that I 
only work nine months of the year.” This is a feeling that is echoed by people such as 
her brother-in-law who has repeatedly said, “Why do you get so worried about it? All 
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you have to do is go into school and pass out crayons.” This misconception of the 
stressful nature of the job is a cause for frustration. 
She also feels some strain in the fact that her life seems to be consumed by 
children, and she feels a need for communication with adults. Sometimes a quick 
conversation with her colleague in the supply closet or a difficult to schedule evening 
out with friends is a treasured source of relief. Even though her husband is home at 
night, it can also be a source of some disappointment. “Sometimes my husband will 
come home after I have gotten (the children) to bed, and he’ll want to talk to me. Here 
is my one chance to talk to an adult, and I’m too tired.” 
Emma also considers her career intrinsically stressful since there are times that 
the children she encounters during the day are as much in need of attention as her own 
offspring. “Just being a teacher is a dual role. You feel sometimes you have to mother 
these kids.” 
There is also some degree of conflict when she is fraught with worry over how 
to approach unmotivated students or other classroom issues while she is driving home 
or is with her children. Her constant concern about the stability of her position 
sometimes intrudes on her concentration when she is with her children also. “I get very 
nervous about school because of the situation that the city is in fiscally. My department 
is an elective. A huge part of me would die if I weren’t here.” 
Her impending parenthood when she was first pregnant gave an opportunity to 
connect with some of the pregnant students in her class, an opportunity she chose not to 
take advantage of since she felt it would be inappropriate given her position. Her 
subsequent pregnancies provided the same conflict. As a potential parent and later as a 
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full parent there is a connection with these young mothers, a knowledge of what they 
will be facing, and yet she was aware that these students did not fully comprehend the 
responsibilities they would be undertaking. She did not want to talk about it with them, 
however. Perhaps it was an attempt to keep the two lives separate or maybe she felt that 
it simply crossed the line between teacher and student. “Not that I don’t want then to 
know I am a person. I feel I have to leave that home.” 
The sheer fatigue that she experiences and the overwhelming commitments of 
supervising students and her own children interrupts her relationships with her friends 
and even her husband at times. “I feel like we are living in a tube, separately.” 
Table 6. Emma’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Her students and own children are both 
needy at times 
Thinks about school at home when she 
thinks her mind should be totally on home 
life 
Finds it difficult to supervise her 
daughters’ assignments after a long school 
day. Feels she must be calm at work, but 
stress comes out at home because of it 
Had pregnant students while she was 
pregnant - felt she should not share 
experiences because it would glorify what 
is a difficult situation 
Feels her communication with adults is 
limited 
Sometimes morning needs of her family 
prevent her from getting to school as early 
as she would like 
It is often stressful to rush to pick up her 
children after a long day and assume the 
major responsibility until her husband 
arrives home 
As an artist she sometimes feels others 
view it as detrimental that she is not 
working in the art world 
Feels isolation in job because all contact 
during the day is with students 
Child care often fatigues her to the point 
that she often cannot communicate as 
much as she would like with husband and 
friends 
Fatigue can cause her to “let some things 
slide” by end of the week 
Difficulty in scheduling meeting with 
friends because of conflicts with her 
children’s schedules 
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Lindsay 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Lindsay is a married woman and has three 
children, ages 22, 18, and 16. She presently teaches baking and entrepreneurship at a 
regional high school. She is in her upper forties, and has been married to her lawyer 
husband for twenty-five years, twenty-two of those years she has been a parent. 
Lindsay was raised in a relatively quiet community, which she did not leave 
until she attended a rather exclusive two year college in another state. She had one 
brother who was older than she by ten years, and so she did not really have a 
relationship with him although he seems to be reentering the family fairly recently after 
his divorce. Her mother was stricken with a debilitating illness that prevented her from 
having a normal rapport with her only daughter. Lindsay is quick to point out that her 
mother was always there with meals and domestic responsibilities, but there was an 
emotional distance because her mother was consumed with her illness. She died soon 
after Lindsay’s first child was born. “I guess I was very strong and somewhat self- 
sufficient in the sense to kind of pull through that and think that this was what my life 
was like, and I just learned how to deal with this.” 
Her roommate at college invited her to attend a party that was being held in 
town. It was there that she met her fixture husband who was back from a college a 
distance away to apply to a facility more close to home. They dated for quite a while 
before marrying. 
Lindsay became pregnant after the first couple of years of marriage, and she 
took a prestigious job in marketing before caring for her first infant. “I enjoyed it. 
There was never a dull moment. Then I ended up getting pregnant at that time. I took a 
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leave, to begin with.” Eventually she quit the job when she decided that parenthood 
would not accommodate the high energy world she had left. She also did not at that 
time have anyone with whom she could confidently leave her child while she continued 
the long hours needed for the career she left behind. After a year and a half, the 
company called and offered her another position. 
I really wanted to take it, but being a new mother with kind of a baby at 
home, I was really very hesitant. I didn’t have family around here, and 
even though (my husband’s) family was around, they weren’t the kind to 
say, ‘We’ll take care of the baby for a while. You go back to work.’ 
Eventually she went back, but she became pregnant once more, five years after 
the first. 
When I got pregnant the second time, I knew that would be it. (My 
husband) and I talked and said that this isn’t going to work. I don’t want to 
be driving on the road; I don’t want to be coming home at 6:00, 6:30, 
leaving the house at 7:30 in the morning and not being with my children. 
Her husband’s practice was not yet thriving, but they decided her staying home 
was something they needed. “One was in school now, kindergarten. I’ve got a baby at 
home. Our family values were more important at that time - we were going to sacrifice 
a lot.” She had another child two years later. 
Although Lindsay’s husband was supporting the household financially, he was 
still a support at home, but they got the feeling that their friends were moving on with 
their lives, moving forward, and they were limited because of their single income status. 
It wasn’t until she started teaching full time, adding to the earnings, that they were able 
to purchase a home in a somewhat upscale community. They finally felt that they had 
“settled in”. 
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Lindsay claims that she is a strict disciplinarian, but she is willing to be 
reasonable. Both she and her husband strive to make the family unit the most important 
priority in their lives. Most of their activities revolve around their roles as parents and 
the needs of their family even though one of their children is now on her own. 
Background and Path to Teaching. Although she claimed to be a “bossy” child 
who liked to play school and tell others what to do, Lindsay originally went to a two 
year college to study marketing. She later moved on to a university to achieve a four 
year degree in home economics. Student teaching was part of the program and yielded 
a teaching degree. She had a wonderful internship, but did not teach directly after. “I 
didn’t even apply for teaching positions after I graduated. I didn’t know what I was 
going to do at that point in time, but I knew that I really didn’t want to teach.” She 
married her fiance immediately after graduation and took a job with a marketing firm 
where she was in charge of an extremely important account. After motherhood 
eventually triggered her resignation, she stayed at home as a full time parent. As her 
children grew, she did do some volunteer work for her church teaching Sunday school. 
Even though I said I would never teach, it came back to me. It came back 
to haunt me. The certificate was sitting in the bottom of the drawer, and I 
knew exactly where it was. I pulled it out for the heck of it when (my 
youngest) was going to start kindergarten, and that’s when I went and 
looked at it. I said, ‘Well, maybe this is the right time.’ 
The home economics teacher at her daughter’s middle school was going on 
maternity leave, and this was her first real teaching job. From there she was asked to be 
part of the staff of a soon to be opened inner city middle school that was supposed to be 
state of the art. She spent a very miserable year there with supplies dribbling in, over¬ 
crowded classrooms, and little support, before resigning. 
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She later had an opportunity to enter an 80% position in a suburban 
environment, still middle school, which she loved. From there she was recruited for a 
fill time position at the high school in the same town. She has been there for ten years. 
Lindsay views her role as a teacher is very important and would hope that she is 
someone who contributed to (her students’) lives. Someone who made a 
difference in the respect that improved the quality of someone’s life, that 
they can go on and remember some of the things that we did in the 
classroom and transfer it to reality; transfer it to their own life. 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Lindsay does feel that there are times that her 
career leaves her very tired because she deals with so many personalities in a day 
although she admits that her strain might not be as great as some of the other academic 
teachers who have more students than she does since her main course is an elective. She 
also feels that as she gets older, she is less able to cope with the manual labor involved 
in her particular classes. 
It’s physically demanding. I feel like I’m getting older. I’m still picking 
up heavy boxes, and I’m still doing a lot of stuff. It’s not just picking up 
papers and passing them out and going over them, or reading in class and 
that sort of thing. It’s physically demanding. How much longer can I do 
that? 
She also feels that some of these children, both her own and her students, 
sometimes need parenting. 
I find that now a teacher’s role is more than just teaching, that you’re 
really playing a lot of different roles in the classroom. Sometimes you’re 
like a clergy, and you’re like a parent, and you’re like as counselor, and 
you’re just everything to these kids at times. It’s all encompassing. I think 
being a mother certainly helps. 
There is also some conflict when her tired state from her work day prevents her 
from looking over her son’s homework or even creating the kind of meals that she 
would like for her family. Since she spends her day cooking and baking, she finds little 
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enthusiasm for it at meal time although she says that her family seldom complains about 
it. Even summers, traditionally a family time for her, have been spent in course work. 
There were also times when her role as teacher over-ruled her domestic roles. 
“There wasn’t always that great balance. I would say that there were some years that I 
was more school-oriented than family-oriented.” There were also the times when the 
fact that she was a student council advisor took over her time. She admits that she has 
had to skip a few family activities because of her responsibilities to the students on the 
council. 
On the whole, however, she has found the inter-relation of teaching and 
parenting rather beneficial. “It’s really been rewarding as far as relating, being a 
teacher and bringing it home to my family and helping my kids out and vice-versa, 
understanding the growth of my children and relating it to the kids at school.” 
Interestingly enough, however, she also stated that if she had to do it all over 
again, she probably wouldn’t teach, but rather would go into a private business where 
she could be her own boss. Her original training in marketing and entrepreneurship 
seems to still beckon to her. 
Louise 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Louise is a Spanish teacher and 
department chair who is married and has two sons. One is grown and out of the 
household, and the other is a student at the high school in which she teaches. She has 
been in education since she graduated from college, first in a junior high school and 
then at the high school level. 
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Table 7. Lindsay’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Her busy day and home life make her tired Her cooking classes make creating another 
meal at home unappetizing 
Feels she sometimes must act as counselor 
and parent to her students 
Advisor role on occasion takes priority 
over parent even though she tries to plan 
events around her children’s schedules 
Finds it difficult to be alone during her day She hears things from students she feels 
required to respond to as a parent 
Her role as teacher can be both 
emotionally, academically, and physically 
demanding - feels she may not be able to 
continue as she gets older 
Took time off from work for her children 
although there was financial strain on 
family 
Her summers were sometimes spent doing 
course work for her master’s degree 
Because she is now working full time, she 
no longer can see her own children off to 
school or cater to them as much as she did 
while working part time 
She and her older sister were brought up in what she describes as a “small, but 
very poor family.” It was a close family, but space and money were limited. 
My sister slept on the couch in the living room until she was thirteen, and I 
slept in a room with my parents until I was eight. My mother graduated 
from high school and went on for another year to get a certificate in 
homemaking, which apparently at the time was a big deal. My father 
never went beyond the eighth grade. He left because his father had died 
when he was about that age, and he went to work. 
She mentioned that her parents didn’t talk to her about education, but they knew 
it was beneficial to go to school. She did, however, decide to apply to college, perhaps 
because her friends were talking about going, even though her sister opted to go to work 
right out of high school. She originally wanted to be a nurse although her plans 
changed abruptly when she witnessed a child’s minor accident. The sight of the small 
trauma convinced her she did not want to enter the medical field. It was then she 
decided to be a teacher. 
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Louise met her husband after she had been teaching for about four years. She 
attended a minor league baseball game with a friend. There was a dinner following the 
event at a local hall, and her future husband was helping to serve the food. He was an 
electrician, and they dated for three years before they married. 
Two years later they had their first child. He was bom in April and she stayed 
out of school until the following September, and she was on maternity leave with her 
second son, who was bom in August, until after the Christmas vacation in December. 
She was forced to bring them to a childcare situation after her return to school since her 
mother refused to baby-sit, citing the fact that she had raised her own children and that 
was enough. Having to search for childcare was a bit of a problem because she did not 
really want to entrust strangers with the supervision of the two most important people in 
her life. 
Louise was still very family oriented, taking on the responsibility of helping her 
elderly parents adjust after her father had a series of heart attacks. Since she was the 
only one in her family, besides her husband, who could drive, she had the responsibility 
of taking them everywhere they needed to go. 
When (my father) stopped driving, I drove the two of them. That was for 
many years. My sister didn’t drive either, so I drove them, and then had 
kids and worked. I taught ‘English for Recent Arrivals’ at night school. 
That’s why I never went back to get anything beyond (my master’s 
degree) because I had so many responsibilities. 
She still always put her sons before anything else. “I think when you have your 
first child, you feel like you have this huge job in front of you, and then everything else 
becomes a part time job.” She feels that she is a very nurturing person, and she quickly 
adapted to having a house full of males even though she never had brothers. 
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The children demanded a lot of her time as they grew older, and the nurturing 
became more complicated. “(The early years) were tough years, but much simpler. 
They re (older years) are tough and complicated.” She soon found herself in a situation 
where her children were students in the same school in which she taught, something she 
views as a mixed blessing. Although she was able to watch over them more easily, 
there was the complication of their teachers often reporting to her about their behavior 
and effort. 
Louise feels that she has an excellent rapport with her sons in spite of the fact 
that she admits she really did not like children before parenthood. 
I don’t think I was much of a nurturer before I became a mother. I think it 
was in me, but I don’t think I knew the needs, until you have your own, 
what the needs are. The needs are so crystal clear from the first day, but 
they’re not clear before. 
She sees herself as a valuable resource to other mothers in her role as teacher, 
and she can relate to what they are thinking and feeling since she is in the same 
situation, especially since her younger son is still in high school. She regards the 
circumstances of her students’ parents very similar to her own. “I’ve told them I can 
feel their pain.” 
Background and Path to Teaching. Louise fell in love with languages at an early 
age. 
My father was French, spoke French. My mother was Italian and spoke 
Italian. My father, we always heard him speak French. He was an 
interpreter during the war. I took French from fourth grade on. I was 
going to be a French teacher until I took my first Spanish course. The 
only difference is pronunciation, but Spanish was easy, so I said, ‘This is 
for me.’ 
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At the time she was thinking about a career, she considered that her options as a female 
with limited funds were the choices of secretary, nurse or teacher. 
Louise points to her ninth grade algebra teacher as the true inspiration for 
entering teacher, however. It was she who also motivated her to assume her present 
philosophy of being “gentle, but firm” in her approach to her own students. Louise was 
not a stellar algebra scholar, and her instructor spent a lot of time helping her. “I could 
have stayed after school until night fell, and she would never give up on me. I 
remember that.” She admits that to this day she sends that teacher flowers on occasion 
to thank her for all that she did. This teacher’s inspiration she kept as a model, so that 
she could perhaps have the same influence on others. Her sons, however, never felt the 
passion for language or teaching that she modeled. 
She applied to state colleges because she wasn’t sure how she was going to be 
able to pay tuition bills. Her mother eventually took a second job in order to cover the 
bills for her courses, and she managed to get her bachelor’s degree, even spending 
months in both Mexico and Spain to immerse herself in the language. 
Upon graduation she was hired as a Spanish teacher in a junior high school in 
her home town. “I loved junior high. I was young, so I could handle things differently 
than today. It was all I knew. I loved every minute of it.” She did, however, feel it was 
time to move on as she got a little older, and she applied for a transfer to the high school 
where she presently works. She became the department chair only a year and a half 
after her arrival. 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. When her boys were younger, Louise often felt 
the pressure of having to be constantly “on” until her children were finally put to bed 
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for the night. The “show” began during the day in the classroom where her students 
had to be taught and entertained, and then she would perform the same functions at 
home with her two sons. 
She also felt strained under the duties of the multiple roles she performed 
because of her duties as teacher, mother, wife, daughter, and sister. Although her 
husband was a good father, she was considered the “expert” on children and so most of 
the obligations that went with the children fell to her. She was the one who supervised 
homework sessions, brought them to the doctor, and other such tasks that dealt with the 
health and maintenance of the boys. She was forced to spend any spare time she had 
during school, including lunch periods, to keep up with her schoolwork so that she 
could concentrate on her family after school hours. She did, however, sometimes take 
private evening teaching assignments to get out of the house. 
There was also some strain as she felt a commitment to helping those students 
who seemed to be heading for trouble. Ironically, it was her parenthood that made her 
aware of the need to nurture some of these individual, but some conflict arose as she 
kept some of her activities from her children. 
I have a boy I was very close to for a long time. He was a member of a 
gang. When he was fifteen, he was locked up for drugs. I visited him in 
every single youth facility he was in, from here to Boston and back. He 
ended up in jail when he was seventeen or eighteen, real jail. I visited him 
every week for six months. (His probation officer) and I got him into 
(community college). Three years later I attended his graduation. I was 
never so proud of him. 
The source of some of her main role conflicts seems to be the fact that she 
teaches in the community in which she lives. The presence of her own children in 
school often engendered some struggle as she noticed that other teachers would report 
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back to her about her sons’ progress or indiscretions. He also feared that if a teacher did 
not like her, they might subconsciously take it out on her child. There was also some 
pressure from friends who would ask her to keep an eye on their children while they 
attended the high school. This was often followed by a further conflict of how much to 
tell these parents without violating the privacy of these students whom she had 
befriended. 
She was sometimes also placed in the position of having to attend the schools 
open house as both a teacher and a parent. She used her free blocks to visit the 
classrooms of teachers who were instructing her sons. She then had to go home and 
address with her sons issues she had discovered as a parent, but with the perspective of 
a teacher. 
Table 8. Louise’s Profile 
Role Strain Role conflict 
Felt need to be always “on” while children 
were younger 
Sons never really had the same interests in 
language, her first academic love 
Overwhelmed by performing multiple 
roles at once (Ex. Mother, teacher, wife, 
daughter) 
Could not pursue further education for 
professional development because of 
family responsibilities 
Must use all free time at school to do 
professional work to free time for family 
Parents ask her as a friend to keep a 
professional eye on their children 
Colleagues’ reports about her children put 
strain on both roles 
When she doesn’t see son during the 
professional day, she worries as a mother 
Knows too much about her own and 
friends’ children 
Took extra assignments in the evening to 
get out of the house 
Thinks about her children constantly 
throughout the day 
Concerned that those who may harbor ill 
feelings toward her as a teacher or 
department chair might be influenced to 
act negatively toward her children 
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Melissa 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Melissa has been married for twenty-two 
years, and is forty-five years old. She has two children, an eighteen year old daughter 
and a son who is sixteen. She grew up in a very small town. “It was sort of an idyllic 
life, not much pressure, not much anxiety. Very quiet, country kind of life where you 
sneezed and everybody said, ‘God bless you!’” There she went to school where some 
of the grades were combined because of so few students. She graduated from eighth 
grade as valedictorian in a class of ten. “Everybody made it in the top ten.” 
She had a younger sister and a very supportive mother and father and life was 
simple. “My dad was sort of well known. You walked everywhere. It was a really nice, 
quiet kind of life. I wouldn’t go back there for a million dollars now. It was very 
confining, but it was a very safe place to grow up.” 
Right after the eighth grade, her family moved to a big city, where she attended 
a junior high school for ninth grade. She found school life very different in the urban 
setting, but she claims she was not traumatized because in spite of the fact that some of 
the other students made fun of her, a “couple of people validated my existence.” They 
had also moved into a neighborhood where all the children were very compatible, and 
she had plenty of friends. She also started in a parochial school for the remainder of her 
secondary education. She held her own academically, her only challenging subject 
being Latin. 
Melissa found a new perspective of herself in college. Her mother insisted that 
both of her girls get some kind of education or training, and both eventually became 
teachers. “The guidance counselor at (my high school) didn’t think I was that smart. I 
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wanted to major in math. The counselor said she didn’t think I was smart enough to 
major in math. She didn’t let that deter her, though, and she became very involved in 
activities at the state college she chose to attend. She felt she had to prove her 
counselor wrong. 
I came home crying. My mother said, ‘You can do anything you want to 
do. Who the heck is she to say you can or can’t do something?’ So I was 
on a mission. When I made the Dean’s list first semester, I went right 
back to that guidance counselor. “Hello, how are you doing,’ she says. 
‘I’m doing just fine. I’m on the Dean’s List! ’ It was something I had to 
do. 
She met her husband after she had begun teaching. She still feels that it was 
“kismet”. “I just met him. I didn’t know his name, and I dreamt I married him.” They 
became engaged nine months after they started dating, and nine months after that they 
were married. 
Approximately a year after their marriage, and well into Melissa’s first few 
years of teaching, she became pregnant with her first child. Since she had moved to 
another school system when she became engaged, she did not have tenure. She quit her 
job to concentrate on parenthood, and in another year after her daughter’s birth, she was 
expecting again. 
Her second bom, a son, was diagnosed with a learning disability when he 
attended school. She feels that this helped her to be more tolerant with her students 
who have such problems and made her much more aware of the frustrations some of her 
students encounter in her class. 
Now, with two children and a full time career in teaching, she finds that she is a 
parent who is strict in some ways, but does not rely on heavy discipline in her dealings 
with her children. “I pick my battles,” she says. She often finds herself making many 
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of the important decisions concerning the children, and her husband defers to her in 
these matters, trusting her experience as a teacher and mother. 
Background and Path to Teaching. Melissa attended a state college with the 
express purpose of being an educator. “I always wanted to be a teacher. I can’t 
remember not wanting to be a teacher. My sister and I were always playing school.” 
She was originally headed toward elementary education until two professors 
recommended that she switch to secondary. She related what the high school guidance 
counselor had told her about not being qualified, and they told her that she was more 
than eligible to be in the program. She didn’t know what to choose as a major since she 
had lost her original interest in math. One of the professors suggested that she major in 
English, and she agreed. “I just kind of went along with the flow. I never made a major 
decision in my life. They all just kind of happened.” 
She practice taught for eight weeks, and after graduation she took a job in 
another state as an adventure with two other beginner teachers. She found the first year 
oppressing since she never had much time for a social life, although on one trip back 
home, she met her future husband. When they decided to get married, she changed 
school systems, but went into a district in the same state in which she was presently 
employed. It only took another year to realize that she needed a job in her home state in 
order to simplify her life. 
The births of her two children, however, put her on hiatus from education even 
though she did work on her masters’ degree while she was home with her son and 
daughter. When her children were four and two, she applied for a position as a 
substitute at the high school in the city in which she now lived. 
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I got called in and I thought it was because I was a sub, and in the paper - 
no one told me -1 saw in the paper that I was elected as a permanent sub. 
When I walked into the building, they said, ‘No permanent sub; you have 
a job for a year. I was wise enough to know maybe I wouldn’t get another 
chance. I ended up with a permanent position. 
She did struggle about leaving her toddler son. 
She now teaches English at the high school level, but she no longer lives in the 
same city. She tries to get the bulk of her work done on Sundays or in school. When 
her children were little, if there was still homework, she attempted to get it done after 
they were in bed. She cooks regularly only on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, 
with Friday being a take-out day since she is busy most of the time with school or her 
own children’s activities. 
She feels that her role as a teacher is 
responsibilities at home diminish. Although 
role in the classroom. 
Kids that have personal problems will often come to me and talk and ask 
advice. Every year I seem to have the lost children cozying up to me at 
my desk. I think I catch them off guard a bit. They say to me, ‘You’re 
nice, but you’re tough.’ That’s very hard for them to equate that. I pat 
kids on the back. I touch them. I’m not supposed to, but I’m never going 
to stop. 
It used to irritate Melissa when her father would make remarks such as, “Being a 
teacher is such a good job for a woman.” Now, however, she tends to agree with him. 
Your summers erase some of the guilt. You have all your summers with 
your kids. When they go to school, you have the same vacations they do. 
As horrible as it sounds, it’s probably the best match. If you’re going to 
work, being a teacher is a very good match for being a mother. 
She realizes that her children are not interested in education as a career, mostly 
because they tell her that she works too hard, and the pay is not very rewarding. She, 
becoming more and more a priority as her 
she does see herself often in the “mother” 
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however, disagrees. “I just think it’s been a wonderful trip, and I wouldn’t have 
changed it for anything. If I had it to do over, I’d be a teacher again. I’d be a mother 
again.” 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Melissa found the time in which she was 
pursuing her master’s degree very stressful, but contrarily, pursuit was also beneficial. 
While she was teaching and parenting very small children, it took its toll on her 
physically and emotionally, but she did find the nights that she and her sister went to 
class and left the child care to her husband were also a type of escape from the pressure 
of the dual role of teacher and parent. 
That pressure nowadays includes a large allotment of time driving children to 
various sport events, dance lessons, and social gatherings, something she feels is worth 
the extra time, though. She feels that this helps to alleviate any problems with her own 
children feeling cheated out of her presence due to her involvement with school 
activities. 
These days she also finds that while she is interacting with her own children and 
her students, the students are getting bolder in how they treat their teachers, adding to 
the strain of her continual contact with teenagers. “Now, I find kids are more willing to 
attack you personally, verbally. Confront you, so that your position and respect is sort 
of attacked, whereas before it was just silly, goofy garbage that you were dealing with.” 
Melissa also feels that she is caught in the web of knowing too much about what 
teens do from school, and it has made her more aware and more watchful at home. She 
views this as strain, but it also borders on conflict because it is what she learns in her 
role as teacher that makes her enforce rules around her home a little more strictly, such 
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as not allowing her children to have a car while they attend high school. Similarly, it is 
what she knows as a parent of a learning disabled child that puts her on permanent alert 
to the needs and problems of her students. There is always the feeling of being “on 
guard”. This feeling has also been extended to her nephew, who sometimes has 
problems with his parents. 
She also related that one of her son’s teachers called to complain that he was 
inattentive in class and lazy in his school work. When Melissa explained that his 
behavior was the result of a learning disability, he replied, “I don’t believe that.” The 
next making period, she came to an IEP meeting at the school, and this same teacher’s 
son had just been diagnosed with the same disorder. He told her, “I got it now.” As 
both a parent and teacher he finally understood the nature of the problem. 
While she is complimented by her husband’s confidence in her ability to make 
decisions regarding the children, she often feels that it is too great a responsibility. He 
feels that she is better equipped to deal with these problems because she is involved in 
children and their education in her profession in spite of the fact that her husband’s 
family often criticizes her vocation, “hey’re not too fond of teachers because we cost 
them a lot of money.” This also leads to some conflict as pride in teaching wars with 
the attitude that it needs to be defended against negative comments from the public. 
She feels it can be wearing. 
Her high expectations of herself and her colleagues can cause a strain to meet 
these goals. “I think every teacher is a role model or should be. I think every teacher 
should love learning. I think a teacher should have that passion. I think teachers should 
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love their jobs and love kids. You’re like a parent.” She also expects teachers to be 
role models for social behavior. 
Like some of the other teacher/mothers, she feels there is a conflict when she 
tries to integrate the two roles by helping her children with their homework. They argue 
against accepting her help even if the assignment is in the subject she teaches. They do 
not view her knowledge as a benefit and often are vexed by the fact that she learns too 
much about student behavior at school. 
She also does feel some conflict when students approach her about how their 
parents will react to a poor grade they earned in her class. She sympathizes with the 
student because she knows how she would react as a parent, but she also realizes that it 
is necessary to not indulge too deeply in that sympathy as a teacher who must maintain 
standards. She also feels that although she has a definite connection to the parents of 
her students, she feels that this enlightenment also allows her to see that teachers put 
more pressure on their children to do well academically. 
Some of her strain and conflict has been lifted as her children have grown older. 
When they were young, a lot of my energy went into caring for them. I 
still did a pretty good job teaching, but I think it was more pronounced 
that Job One was at home. As they got older and more independent, I find 
I can give a little more to the job because they don’t need me in certain 
ways like they did when they were babies. 
According to Melissa, the balance of attention and effort shifts as the teacher’s 
children age toward adulthood. She claims that the lessons she learned as a parent 
always stay with you as a teacher and will be there as a resource, a mixed 
blessing. Even after the critical years of watchfulness are over as a parent, she 
still feels on guard constantly as a teacher. 
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Table 9. Melissa’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Teaching, pursuing master’s degree and 
taking care of children demanded 
extraordinary time and attention 
Felt she was limited in her career choice 
by guidance counselor - had to work 
against counselor’s original assessment 
Has high expectations of her and her 
colleagues’ roles as teachers - make it 
difficult to accomplish to perfection 
What she knows as a teacher affects 
judgments she makes as a parent 
Makes most of the decisions regarding her 
children 
Sympathizes with parents about student 
problems, but struggles to not let this get 
in the way of what she must do as teacher 
Feels a need to be a role model at home 
and in the classroom - extends the role 
modeling to social behavior and 
appearance 
Rules say that she should not touch 
student, but often she finds they need a 
verbal or physical “hug” 
In the beginning, felt she was playing a 
“role” in the classroom until she let her 
own personality emerge 
Relatives demean the importance and 
impact of teaching 
Must find “relaxing” time while attending 
her children’s activities 
Feels guilt over leaving her son so early to 
teach full time 
Her son’s disability made her very alert to 
student problems, resulting in many 
students demanding her attention 
She tries to relate to students, but feels 
they are more bold than they used to be 
Feels constant need to be a role model 
Brenda 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Brenda is thirty years old and teaches 
English in a technical school. She is a single parent of one seven year old son. She was 
bom in a suburban community, but her parents moved her to a more urban setting when 
she was very young where her younger sister and brother were bom. There are large 
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age gaps between the children with Brenda being eleven years older than her brother, 
the youngest. She claims to have been closer to her brother growing up, but she now 
has a much better bond with her sister since they are now both adult women. 
Brenda’s mother was always home for the children, becoming a daycare 
provider in her home after her second child was bom. Although it was some loss of 
privacy always having children in the home after school, Brenda credits her mother with 
finding a way to always be available to her children. Her father was home at night, but 
worked full time during the day and also attended a community college to obtain an 
associate’s degree. 
Later on, while Brenda was still in school, her grandparents moved into her 
house as well. At this time all of the benefits and problems with having an extended 
family on the premises emerged. They converted the duplex into one large unit. One of 
the situations that was difficult was that the children were subjected to two sets of 
“parents”. “Mom would say ‘no’, and Nana would say ‘yes’. It was almost like if Nana 
was happy with you. Mom wasn’t. Either you were playing the two against each other 
or you were caught in between the two of them a lot of the times.” Eventually her 
grandparents passed away and the house was divided again into a duplex. 
She was on a pretty steady path with nothing too eventful happening until her 
senior year of college. She and the man whom she had been dating since they were 
fifteen discovered they were to become parents. “One of the most difficult things was 
going home and telling my mother that, ‘You guys are going to be grandparents,’ and 
dealing with that.” She graduated with a bachelor’s degree in May of 1996, and her son 
was bom the following July. 
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Brenda and the baby’s father lived together for almost a year and a half after the 
baby was bom, and it was then that they broke up. 
It was a four or five days before Christmas and his father said, ‘I can’t do 
this any more. ’ I put the baby and the dog and a few things in the car and 
went home to my mother and have just been there ever since. 
The baby’s father was seeing his son on an erratic basis after that, and Brenda 
decided to deal with the issue in a straightforward manner. 
I felt that I had to protect this child. I just felt - it’s on a regular basis or 
nothing - and he chose nothing. Everything that I have done for the last 
six years has been for John and me and John and me alone. There’s no 
child support. There are no visitation rights. I’d rather have it that way 
than have his mother or him trying to tell me what to do with my child. 
Since Brenda’s mother was in the childcare business, it was convenient to leave 
her son with her while she worked. “I wish I could have been there instead of 
Grandma, but what working mother doesn’t? Grandma is the next best thing to being 
there yourself.” 
Now her son is in school. She gets up, wakes him up and gets him prepared 
before dropping him off at his school and proceeding to her own. He attends an after 
school program with the YMCA, and this allows Brenda to spend some time helping 
students after school and to attend to her duties as an advisor to the yearbook staff 
Some days she brings her son to Kung Fu classes after dinner. 
There are times that she must leave school, pick up her son at the after school 
program and bring him back to her own school. She feels that this helps to show him 
her work and to permit her more time with her child. He sits in her classroom with the 
yearbook students until it is time to go home. She also thinks that the students exposure 
to her son makes her seem more “human” to the students, and they treat him well when 
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he is in their midst, including during the other school related activities he has attended. 
She has even brought her son as her date to the Senior Prom. 
Even though Brenda and her son still share a house with her parents, she 
occupies one side of the duplex and her mother and father the other. This gives all of 
them coveted privacy and yet the convenience that comes with such proximity. “My 
son and I are one side, and my parents and sister are on the other side. There’s a door to 
shut. You still have the issues of three generations in the house.” 
She claims to be a stricter parent than her mother was. “I think I have to be 
because I’m his only parent. I try to be indulgent, but I also feel I have to be stricter 
because I’m the only one. I have to do both. And sometimes there are conflicts about 
which one I should do.” 
Background and Path to Teaching. Brenda attended parochial schools 
throughout her elementary and high school years. She applied to and was accepted to a 
private local college. 
I really don’t ever remember having one particular career path. When I 
went to (the college I attended), I went because they had the best financial 
package. It was close to home. I didn’t have to move, and I really didn’t 
know what I wanted to do. I went into my freshman year knowing I had 
to go to college because if I didn’t go right after high school, I would 
never go back (to school). I went in undecided. 
She finally settled on English as a major, and when her child was bom shortly after her 
college graduation, she still had in mind to go back to school and to get a graduate 
degree in library science. She soon became aware, however, that she would have to 
travel to earn that degree, and having a child complicated the situation. 
She was trying to decide what to do in the meantime when her father, a 
substitute in the local school system, suggested that she fill out an application for the 
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same position. She had taken a couple of education courses along with her English 
classes as an undergraduate, and it seemed like the practical thing to do since she was 
presently employed at a McDonald’s, not something she cared to do forever. 
She substituted in the school in which she is currently employed. She was later 
hired full time, and she now has a master’s degree in education because she needed the 
degree to fulfill her requirements for certification. She regrets not getting her certificate 
immediately following her graduation because the delay put her into the category of 
those who had to take the teacher test in order to become certified. 
She seems to have a relative satisfaction with the profession of teaching. 
It’s doing something I enjoy. I think I make a difference with some of my 
students, but like any other teacher, I wish I could do more. There are 
days when I get really bummed out and frustrated. You hear a lot of 
negativity, and you can’t help but have some of that stuff rub off on you. 
As a result Brenda sometimes put out a resume to explore her options. Just in the last 
summer break she interviewed for a job in marketing, but when she discussed the 
possibility of leaving teaching with her son, she decided against it. “Right now, while 
he still wants to be with me, I think it’s the best place to be so that I have the time to 
spend with him when he wants to spend it with me.” 
She is a union representative and a former class advisor as well as being a 
yearbook advisor, which takes up quite a bit of her time. She enjoys working closely 
with the students on her staff, and she feels closer to these students than she is with 
those who are in her classes. She admits, however, that she often feels the urge to 
“mother” both sets despite the fact that she is not too far removed from their age group. 
She feels especially strong about warning them about becoming parents too early. 
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They say, Oh Miss, I can’t wait to have a baby. ’ I say to them, ‘I’ve got a 
seven year old. You can borrow him any time.’ I’ve been there and done 
that. It’s not that easy. They don’t listen, but that’s all right. I have to 
back off and not lecture because I probably wouldn’t have listened back 
then, either. 
Although she does consider that she might someday move on to a different 
career, she feels she has created a niche for herself as a teacher. Not only does teaching 
fit well with her role as a mother, she feels that she owes something to those who taught 
her so much. “A lot of people made a difference in my life when I was growing up and 
in my education, and I just want to pay it back a little bit.” 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Brenda really feels time-tom as she attempts to 
give attention to both career and motherhood. “I do tutoring on Wednesdays and office 
hours are on Thursdays. I also have yearbook meetings on Thursdays. I have to be out 
for 4:30 to pick up my son by 4:45 at the Y program.” On weekdays she manages to 
have some time for herself after nine o’clock, following sitting with her son until he is 
almost asleep. 
There is also some fin strati on as she attempts to fulfill her regular role as 
teacher, especially to students whose priorities do not lie in the academics. On one 
occasion, the principal made an appearance and asked the students what they learned 
from their teacher. They responded that they had learned to say ‘please’ and ‘thank 
you’. 
I’m supposed to teach them four subjects, and the one thing that they got 
was to say ‘please’ and ‘thank you’. I was embarrassed, but now, looking 
back on it, if that’s what I taught them, then they’re better people, and 
they’re more considerate because of it. 
She came to the conclusion that “You can’t teach 100% of them all the time.” 
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Some conflict occurs when her roles merge. A student recently complained, 
“You don’t need to be my mother, nagging me.” She recognizes, though, that she 
cannot be all things to her students. “I try to be their friend. I try to let them know that 
they can talk to me and they can discuss things, but there is a line between teacher and 
student that we can’t cross.” 
She experiences a definite energy drain as she deals with young people all day. 
I see sixty personalities a day, and I have to adjust to those sixty 
personalities, be on overdrive all the time when I’m at school, adjusting to 
those different personalities and learning styles, and then go home to a 
child whose personality is completely different from mine, but who also 
knows exactly where all the buttons are and knows how to push them. 
At school she also feels the adjustment is hampered by cultural differences and by the 
fact that some of the school rules are not enforced as strictly as they could be. 
At home she experiences the dilemma of allowing her “teacher” side to emerge. 
He son has protested, “Stop it. Mommy. At home you’re a mommy; at school you’re a 
teacher,” or, “I wouldn’t have to do this if you weren’t a teacher.” Such occurrences 
have led her to believe that teaching is inherent in parenting. 
I don’t think you can be a parent without being a teacher, but he (her son) 
wants you to separate the two, like you can stop being a teacher now 
because you’re at home. He doesn’t see that they are not separable. They 
can’t be separated. You have to be a teacher. 
As an “insider” she also turns a professional judgment on her son’s teachers. 
“Last year was a really hard time for me because I didn’t think the teacher was doing as 
much as she should.” 
Some conflict also materializes occasionally when she attempts to discipline her 
son in front of her parents. She is caught between the roles of parent and daughter. She 
points out that one time during a battle of wills with her child, her father ordered her 
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into another room and admonished his grandchild not to speak to his daughter in such a 
disrespectful tone. Although grateful for the help, she felt the incident had the potential 
to diminish her effectiveness as a disciplinarian at that time. 
She also feels a tug in two directions when she thinks about teaching in the same 
school her son might eventually attend. She turned down a chance to apply to the city’s 
high school because her brother was a student there. He told her he did not want her in 
the same school. “I just don’t want your role as a teacher to interfere with your role as 
my sister. It’s too close for comfort.” She did not apply. If she taught in her son’s 
school, she feels it would interfere in her role as his parent. Such conflict would be 
overwhelming. 
Colleen 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Colleen was raised in a city by middle 
class parents who both worked in factories. Her mother quit school in the sixth grade to 
take care of her family, especially her handicapped father. Both her mother and father 
had come from large families, and Colleen was the middle child of three, with an older 
sister and a younger brother. 
Her parents had considered moving to a suburban community when she was 
young, but the mother’s mother was part of the household, and they thought it would be 
too upsetting if they moved too far away from where the grandmother had lived all her 
life. They did, however, relocate to a more residential part of the city. 
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Table 10. Brenda’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Teaches all day then returns home to be 
sole parent to seven-year-old 
Lives with parents -sometimes “mother” 
and “daughter” roles are in conflict 
Supervises yearbook production after 
school hours - also a former class advisor 
Feels she must be more strict than her 
parents were, yet she feels the need to 
indulge her son on occasion 
Feels frustrated because her role as a 
teacher is not always as effective as she 
would like 
Feels the negativity of her colleagues, but 
enjoys teaching 
Sometimes has to bring son to school to 
fulfill yearbook obligations 
Sometimes has to bring son to school to 
fulfill yearbook obligations 
Feels she must mentor pregnant and 
parenting teens because of her own 
experience 
Sometimes she feels that she does not 
understand the culture of her students 
Feels that her school is not enforcing all 
rules - so students try things with her they 
might not otherwise 
Feels conflict on her roles as a teacher and 
parent - which role is appropriate when 
addressing academic and emotional needs 
of son? 
She is also a union representative and must 
field questions and complaints from 
faculty members 
Doesn’t always keep teacher and mother 
separate when dealing with students 
Often feels overpowered by so many 
different personalities in her day 
Role as sister interferes with career as a 
teacher 
Sees what can happen at school and 
anticipates anxiety when her son is same 
age as her students 
Does not want to miss any of her son’s 
activities because of school related duties 
Would change schools to avoid teaching in 
a school where her child was a student 
Colleen attended parochial schools until she was high school age. Although her 
sister had chosen to attend a Catholic high school, she opted to enroll in the public high 
school. “When it came to my turn, I was a rebel, and I went to public school because I 
was sick of taking a bus. They (my parents) didn’t want me to do it. They just thought 
it was a horrible place.” 
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When she was twenty-six, she met her future husband at a party, unaware that he 
worked as a night custodian at the school while he waited for a better paying position 
with the government. Two years later they were married. It was five years, however, 
before they had their first child and another three before their second son was bom. 
It was something that I always wanted to do. It was hard to juggle 
everything, but my parents helped with that, with the baby-sitting and 
stuff. It wasn’t so much of an adjustment for me as it was for my husband. 
He never felt the warm fuzziness in a family that he experienced in my 
family’s home and in their presence. 
Although the close family experience was new to her husband, she worked hard 
to make it easier for him, eventually delegating duties to him that she couldn’t do 
because of circumstance or other commitments. 
When I was in a car accident and I just physically couldn’t do all the 
things I used to do, I finally had to say, ‘I can’t do this anymore. You’re 
going to have to pick up and start taking care of yourself a little more. 
You’re going to have to start taking care of them more.’ 
At the moment her older son is in high school and the younger one is in middle 
school. She has managed to juggle some of the numerous appointments, sport practices 
and games and other obligations by also asking the older son to transport his brother to 
where he needs to go if she cannot do it. She states that the older boy’s friends do not 
have a problem with that, and she keeps a constant supply of snacks and soft drinks at 
her house to accommodate her sons and their friends after school. 
Colleen is quite emphatic that her family comes first in her priorities. “My 
family always comes first. I always thought my job came first until I had a family, and 
then I realized that my family comes first.” She cites a time when she was expected to 
be at her school’s open house on the night that her son had an open house at his school. 
She chose to attend her son’s. She feels that parents might have been disappointed by 
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her absence, but she feels she made the right decision even though she wondered if 
some of her childless colleagues disagreed with her. 
While she does think she has a good understanding of how school systems work, 
she defers to her sons’ teachers if she is in conflict with their suggestions, assuming that 
they know what they are doing since she is confident of her own knowledge in her 
subject area. She wishes that were also the case in her own school, where she does not 
always seem to be supported by parents or even administration at times. 
Background and Path to Teaching. “I actually became interested in teaching as 
a result of spending time with a former teacher. I had her for shorthand and business 
math.” This teacher came along in her sophomore year when she was at the time still 
getting acclimated to public education. “They were very strict, regimented teachers and 
they didn’t appear to get to know the kids at all. There was no warm, fuzzy feeling. It 
was strictly, you follow the rules. You do the work. I found that difficult.” 
She became very interested in business subjects and decided to go to a two-year 
college and become a secretary in Boston. Her father, however, refused to pay anything 
but a four year stint because of a problem her sister had to overcome when she attended 
community college and tried to transfer. It was her teacher who suggested a full 
curriculum state college that would give her what she needed even though her guidance 
counselor discouraged her, claiming that she would not be able to get in. Encouraged 
by her teacher, she did manage to receive an acceptance, however. “I really rather 
enjoyed it, bringing that paper back to the guidance counselor, and saying ‘Look what 
I’ve got!”’ 
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She finished her course of study in three and a half years because her prior 
knowledge of several subjects she had taken in high school exempted her from some of 
the required courses. She did her student teaching in a small, business focused post- 
high school institute run by nuns that centered on secretarial skills. She had all of her 
degree requirements completed by December of her senior year. 
She was then able to procure a position in an alternative school that catered to 
pregnant and parenting teens. She was the business component of the teaching team. It 
was during this time that she received a call to finish out the year for a teacher who was 
leaving her own former high school. She declined because she had already committed 
to her present job, but the position in her home city remained open in the fall, at which 
time she accepted it. She was a mere twenty years old when she began her full time 
career. 
Colleen has to be to school rather early, and she is often faced with technical 
difficulties when she arrives. Since the courses in her department, where she teaches 
accounting and software programming skills, are very dependent on computers, if there 
is a technical problem, it affects the curriculum. She often has to trouble-shoot 
computer problems before she even begins her day. She also finds that since the 
department must have the latest programs and the information to back these up, there is 
sometimes the predicament with the texts not necessarily matching the latest version of 
the software. 
She teaches approximately eighty-five students a semester, one hundred and 
seventy a year. She admits it is difficulty to get to know the students that well. 
I see the backs of their heads because for demonstration purposes, you’ve 
got the TV over there so that I can see what’s on their screens, so I’m 
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looking at the backs of their heads. Sometimes it takes me a bit longer to 
know their names. 
She does not see that to be a total disadvantage, though. 
These teenagers, their lives are very complicated and it’s painful 
sometimes to hear some of the horrible lives they have and what they 
endure. If you keep it simple and keep it about accounting and you try to 
get them to focus on why they are here. They’re here to learn. 
She admits that she has forced herself to draw a line between her role as mother 
and that of teacher when she is with her students. 
Some of the stories, they are heartbreaking. They’re wrenching. It’s hard 
to believe that someone could get up in the morning and come here. I give 
them a lot of credit. I’d like to make their life better, but you know. I’ve 
finally come to a point where I realize I can’t. I can only do so much. I 
can help them out of where they are, but I can’t get them out of where they 
are. It’s beyond my control. 
Although she tries to keep her students’ minds on the subject matter, she feels 
obligated, like a parent, to address ethical and moral issues. 
I think the problem I am running into is I think we have such a diverse 
population that my value system is no longer their parents’ value system. 
I used to feel like I could relate to some of them, but now I’m realizing 
that they have different kinds of lives than mine, and maybe the subject 
matter is all I can hope to get across to them. 
It makes her feel out of date, that honesty, integrity, and values are very different than 
they used to be. 
She also feels more and more isolated from their lives when she found out that 
according to a survey, over fifty percent of the students did not live with parents, but 
rather with an extended family member or they were part of the foster care system. She 
feels that it is difficult to fill that void in a child’s life, no matter how “motherly” you 
may feel toward them. She has even limited the amount of time she spends in school 
after hours. “I don’t feel safe in the building after school. I’m afraid of taking on the 
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responsibility of being responsible for these students. The most honest, genuine 
meaning, feeling, or expression is just so misinterpreted these days.” 
She does not feel that the distancing has been limited to her relationship with her 
students. She does not socialize with her colleagues or administration. “I think we’re 
just so wrapped up in trying to do the right thing. There is so much to do that the 
closeness, the friendliness is gone.” 
Colleen is also considering giving up an advisorship because the responsibility 
is too overwhelming. She does not view the student participants in this activity as doing 
their fare share of the work, and she is fearful that if something goes wrong, the 
consequences could be dire. 
She does not feel her energy is depleted by her dual role of teacher and mother, 
but rather she considers her time spent with own children a completely different 
experience that boosts her in mind and spirit. 
» 
My children are refreshing. Compared to what I have, the tolerance level I 
have to meet here at school, my children are delightful. They can come 
home with attitudes because they are tired and stuff like that, but they get 
good grades. They do chores around the house, and they’re pretty 
respectful, so I find they are the bright spot in my day. 
She works under the premise that the biggest favor you can do your children is to teach 
them to be self-reliant. 
She sees her own children heading in that direction, but she has great concerns 
that particular lesson might be lost on her students even though she does try to teach 
them the same thing. She perceives her students as being very needy and taking up a 
lot of her energy trying to wean them away from this condition. She does not see her 
classes working as a unit the way her family does. 
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She does admit, though, that her family sometimes relies too much on her 
presence. “My life is about compromise. At this point it’s not about me. I figure at 
some point I’ll get my life back.” She had to fight a bit to get one day to herself to 
accomplish personal business. “I had to get assertive. It was very difficult, and your 
family and all these people expect you to be there for them every waking moment.” 
She still has a social life that revolves around people she knows through her children, 
but someday she hopes she will be able to touch base more often with her former close 
friends. She is prepared to wait for that. 
Colleen concurs with some of her colleagues that teaching is a great profession 
for someone with a family because of the time off to spend with children, but she is 
quick to point out that anyone who will be teaching and parenting should look for a 
school system that respects their teachers and where the parents think of the teacher as 
valuable. 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Most of Colleen’s role strain seems to be a result 
of being forced by her principles to play parent to her students despite the fact that she 
feels such role modeling ought to be done by their own parents, also a conflict situation. 
Simple concepts such as manners and moral obligation she believes are missing from 
their domestic training, and she attempts to take on the frustrating task of teaching them 
the missing elements. 
They just think it’s okay to do whatever they want, whenever they want, 
say what they want, whether it’s appropriate or not appropriate. Like the 
time and a place, they don’t understand that concept. I believe they don’t 
understand it because someone hasn’t taught them that along the way. 
Further complicating her role as teacher is a physical injury that makes both teaching 
and parenting a bit more difficult due to chronic pain. 
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Most of Colleen’s role conflict comes from her belief that the students, the 
administration, and the urban community in which she teaches do not value the role of 
teacher as much as they should. Her view of the importance of education is not 
supported by those who should be the most encouraging. 
I think the guidelines have just—even though they’re in a book—they’ve 
just been disregarded or are not being followed so that—I know they’re 
not being followed, and so I’m confused. If I’m confused, then the 
students must be confused, too. 
She also spoke of her own values conflicting greatly with those of the teenagers for 
whom she is responsible. 
She also mentioned that her own life has more or less been put on hold until her 
two boys are on their own, or at least old enough to not need her as much as they 
currently do. 
Janet 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Janet is an African-American, forty-year- 
old educator who teaches five classes of career skills. Her job is funded partially by the 
urban school system in which she works and partially by a program that lends support 
to at-risk students. She comes originally from a relatively small town in the South, and 
moved to New England when her husband found a job in that area. 
She came from a close knit family with several older brothers. Her parents were 
very exacting and severely limited her social opportunities as a child and teenager. 
My parents were very, very strict. I wasn’t allowed to receive phone calls 
from guys until I was probably seventeen. I certainly couldn’t go on a 
date until I was eighteen. They were just very church oriented. That was 
my life, really - church. 
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Table 11. Colleen’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Parents no longer look after her children - 
all care during day falls to her 
Feels she must try to teach students 
manners although she should only be 
teaching them accounting 
Had to struggle to get her “day off’ Finds herself in the role of teaching her 
husband how to take care of some roles 
at home 
Feels she does not get the respect at school 
that she sees her children giving then- 
teachers 
Feels she does not get the respect at school 
that she sees her children giving then- 
teachers 
She has been physically unable to do all 
required of her since her accident - very 
discouraged by this 
Her role as “friend” to colleagues and 
administration has been reduced to school 
relationships only because of family 
She does not always feel supported in her 
efforts at school. 
She does not see her value system meshing 
with those of her students or their parents 
Feels both her children and students 
demand a lot from her although it does 
seem more manageable at home 
She cannot be the type of advisor she used 
to be because of lack of student effort 
Feels that there is a gap in student learning 
she has to attempt to fill 
Does not always understand what the 
students expect of her as a teacher 
Her role as parent has taken over her 
social life 
Sometimes has to make a choice between 
commitment to school and to family 
Although her husband grew up in large cities, his family roots were in Janet’s 
home town, where his grandmother lived. It was his grandmother’s illness that brought 
him home, and it was there the couple met through a cousin. Two years after she 
graduated from college, they were married. When her husband’s mother spoke to the 
couple about an education career in the North where she presently lived, it was decided 
that he would move north, and Janet would remain to take care of their first child. 
When she became pregnant again eighteen months after the first birth, Janet, her 
husband, and their first son moved back to where the husband had been staying in the 
North. It was there that their second son was bom. Her sons are now fourteen and 
twelve. 
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She worked shortly after each son was bom. “That’s never been an option for 
me. ‘It takes two,’ my husband always says. With the older one I may have taken three 
months, but I was antsy. I had to do something other than take care of a baby.” 
Her sons attended parochial school in the elementary grades, but the older one 
now is a freshman in a public high school. “It was actually part of our plan when they 
were babies to keep them in parochial - and it’s weird because we’re not Catholic, but 
we like the structure, and it seemed like they were a grade ahead.” 
Her husband is usually away on business during the week, so most of the 
parenting falls to Janet. “Really, the parenting is my job because he’s never home.” 
She feels, though, that he does appreciate her efforts in that department, especially after 
he gets a taste of it on the rare occasions when he’s home on a weekday. 
During the school year, Janet has little time to herself. 
It’s back and forth. You have to bring this one here and the other one 
there, and then you go home. You sit down, and it’s time to go get them. 
I don’t have a network of family and people that I can depend on to help 
me. I don’t have that, so I basically have to do everything myself. 
As a parent she feels she is “very, very tough. Once we’ve taken care of 
business, then we can have fun, but I’m all business first.” She also stated, 
I think they think I’m a pretty cool mom. I can be tough, though, and 
most of the time I am. They’re not offended by it. My older son says, 
‘You’re tough on us because you want us to do better, or that you care 
about us.’ I appreciate hearing that. A tear almost came out. I’m very 
proud of my children. I feel like they’re gifts from God. I just feel blessed 
that I was even able to bring these two beings into the world, so just the 
fact that they’re here makes me proud. 
Background and Path to Teaching. Although neither of her parents finished 
high school, Janet’s original goal was to become an elementary school teacher, and she 
attended undergraduate colleges that historically provided education to predominantly 
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African American students. Her future mother-in law, however, persuaded her to 
change her plans. “She sort of talked to me about social work and influenced me. I was 
so impressed with the opportunities, because it was so versatile, as opposed to 
elementary school teaching. So I sort of changed my mind, and I wish I hadn’t done 
that.” 
Before receiving her degree, she transferred back home, out of the big city 
where she was going to school, because of financial reasons, and it was there she 
finished her degree requirements. Shortly after graduation she obtained a job with the 
Department of Mental Retardation. She burned out of that job within a year. “It was 
sort of like a day school, almost. They would come in and receive job skills training, 
things like that. I was a social worker and advocate for probably a caseload of about 
120 clients.” She went on to work for another government agency. 
After moving up north, she took a few jobs before finally landing a job teaching 
career kills to high school students as part of an at-risk program. 
Most of these kids have issues. The majority of them do not go on to four 
year colleges. We always try to push them to try to seek out some formal 
training outside of high school. We’re keeping our fingers crossed that 
they graduate. 
Working to prepare for five classes and run a household almost single-handedly 
is stressful. “My day in the morning is always hectic because we are so slow. I have to 
tell them at least six times to get up.” 
She also feels that she treats her students quite differently from her own 
children. “I give more chances here because they aren’t my children. I give more 
chances to these kids, and they don’t appreciate it. They take full advantage of it.” 
Although she feels a bit negative at the moment about student attitudes, she admits that 
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it has been an exceptionally grueling year for her and that the more relaxed nature of her 
class might contribute to students’ mindsets. “I go out of my way for them all the time. 
I provide an atmosphere that is not strict. I bend over backwards all the time. I think 
that I have been too accommodating, and I think I’ve been too nice.” 
She is surprised on occasion with the empathy of her students. When her 
brother was terminally ill, one class suggested that they write to him, an act that touched 
her deeply. They also listened when she was stressed out during the grieving process 
following her brother’s death. 
She does feel that there are some benefits to teaching. 
I like the schedule. That’s the biggest benefit for me. The schedule 
accommodates my family. There are some (students) who genuinely want 
to get something out of this program and they genuinely want to be a part, 
and they want to participate. 
That, she feels, keeps her going. “Teaching is an honorable profession; it really is. 
Everybody needs to respect teachers.” 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Janet’s job feels stressful because of the fact that 
she deals with children throughout the day who do not necessarily value what she tries 
to teach them. She confesses that she is not certain that they even value her as their 
mentor. “I think the majority of these kids are out for ‘self, the ones that I deal with. I 
honestly believe that. I mean, if it came down to me or them, they’d choose themselves, 
obviously, no matter what the situation.” 
She also feels isolated from the rest of the staff because her position is not 
funded completely by the school system, and other teachers do not feel she teaches a 
hardcore subject, so she usually does not associate with other faculty members at 
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length. “I choose not to have lunch in the teachers’ cafeteria.” She also is distressed by 
the fact that her pay scale, because of the funding, is less than that of other teachers. 
Her relaxed classroom approach differs from her strict parental stance, a conflict 
she sometimes regrets. 
They (the students) know that it’s not so strict, but respect must always be 
present. I always impress upon them that they must respect each other, 
themselves, and me. I just find that so disrespectful. I recognize that 
these are other people’s kids. If it were my kid, I probably would have 
said, ‘Sit your butt down right now.’ 
Because of the nature of the classes she teaches, she finds herself acting more 
parent than teacher at times, and this upsets her. “When I’m trying to discipline - 
automatic parent role. I don’t know if that’s a cultural thing. When I’m really upset, 
when I’ve really had it, automatic parent role.” 
She also feels that although she is a great listener, she should not offer the 
advice they often seek from her. She will instead refer them to teen services at the high 
school. “I’ve had to in the past, take on hearing other people’s problems. I guess it’s 
expected of me still, and I just can’t do it. I can’t take it on.” 
Wendy 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Wendy, the mother of two boys, teaches 
English in an urban vocational high school. She is the child of European immigrant 
parents who were very strict in their parenting. 
What philosophies they passed on to us were religiously based, but it was 
a hard work ethic more than anything else. We learned that we didn’t 
have a lot of free time for not doing something. We had to be productive 
most of the time. My father was a big proponent of education and going 
on to college. 
Table 12. Janet’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Has continuous contact with teens 
throughout her day 
Her role as parent differs greatly from role 
as teacher - sometimes creating internal 
conflict about personal philosophy 
Feels she must teach them manners and 
social skills as well as career related skills 
She likes her role as teacher, but some 
colleagues disagree with the way her 
classes are run 
Feels her role as teacher takes all her time 
at school without room for socializing 
She does the same work as other teachers 
in the building but is paid less money 
Feels that her role as parent pervades both 
home life and career 
She feels at odds with her students 
attitudes on moral and social issues 
Must take on full parental role at home 
because of her husband’s work schedule 
Felt overwhelmed when personal tragedy 
prevented her from carrying out her 
teacher role as well as she would have 
liked 
Feels guilty for not trusting in her 
students’ integrity at all times 
As first generation citizens, her two older sisters and brother went to parochial 
schools and went home to at least one parent and a grandmother. Although both parents 
worked, they adjusted their work schedules so that at least one of them was home for 
the children at all times. 
She met her husband while she worked as a paralegal in the same building 
where her future husband was an attorney. It was a three year process from the dating to 
the wedding, but once they decided to marry, the couple planned their family and her 
future career, a career chosen partly for its compatibility to parenting. 
Since her husband was eight years older than she was, they decided to start a 
family immediately after they wed. “It was important that we start a family right 
away.” Their first child came a year after their marriage, and the second three years 
later. 
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After a three month maternity leave, she returned to work after her first child’s 
birth. The law firm for which she worked started to downsize, however, although she 
would not have lost her job. 
I did go in and take a voluntary layoff because we could do it financially. 
I ultimately wanted to be home with my son. It was too difficult. I was 
nursing. I was running home between lunch breaks and trying to pump 
and feed the baby. It was too stressful. 
She ultimately stayed home for two years before her second child. All this time, 
though, she was taking classes, and they eventually made the move to a suburban town 
that abutted the urban community where they both now work. They both wanted to be 
within ten to twenty minutes from their work should it become necessary to return home 
in case of an emergency. 
When Wendy went back to work full time after procuring a job as a teacher, it 
was an adjustment for the family. She credits her husband for helping to make the 
transition easier. 
You have to have a plan, and that took a while to get into a groove, so to 
speak. (My husband) is just so easy, really accommodating and 
supportive. I’m lucky. I’m blessed. If it falls on you, it’s stressful. I 
have friends that 90% of the rearing falls on them. I can’t say that. It 
really is a 50/50 proposition in our house. 
Wendy feels that her parenting role permeates her life. 
As a parent, my first priority is my kids at home. I can’t be an effective 
teacher or an effective wife if my kids are not where they should be. If I 
don’t have peace of mind with wherever they are supposed to be - until 
they are on their own, that’s my main priority. 
Background and Path to Teaching. Wendy started out as a paralegal in a large 
law firm, but when she planned to marry and start a family, she consulted with her 
future husband, and together they decided that of all her interests, teaching would be the 
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most suitable for their family plans. She started courses shortly thereafter, and after she 
finished her master’s degree, she commenced her teaching career at an alternative 
school, a position she truly enjoyed. 
I had been subbing there for a couple of years anyway. When the position 
opened up, it just so happened coincidentally that my son was six months 
old. It was time for me to get my foot in the door if I was going to go into 
education. 
It was in this position that she became certified for teaching high school. 
Unfortunately, even though the medical and insurance benefits were good, the 
retirement benefits left a lot to be desired, so a relative informed her that there was an 
opening at the vocational school in the same city that her husband worked. It took a full 
year to actually procure the position, but she thoroughly enjoys it. “I really enjoy what 
I’m doing. I really feel like the last two or three years have come together 
professionally for me. It was a great choice.” 
In spite of the fact that her students are in a nontraditional environment, she 
feels compelled to be as exacting with them as she is with her two sons. 
I discipline my students very much like I would discipline my own 
children, with an iron fist but a velvet glove at the same time. I really do 
enjoy my students. I think that comes through in the classroom. They 
usually self correct and apologize immediately. 
She feels a strong connection between her students and her own background 
despite the fact that she is of a different culture and social background than her 
primarily minority student body. 
This particular age group and this particular student body, I really mesh 
with because I understand their thinking and why they’re thinking this. 
I’m a huge proponent of vocational education. They want to be able to do 
something quickly that will give them job security or economic security. I 
was that kind of student; I was impatient. I can see a lot of myself in these 
kids. 
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She also feels, however, that the present system gives them too many chances, and as a 
result, sometimes their behavior and attitude does not change. She also feels powerless 
to change these attitudes by herself 
Wendy also says that she takes her professional development very seriously. 
“But I feel maybe I should be doing more. I always feel like I could do more or should 
do more.” 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Wendy’s supportive husband seems to cut down 
on the amount of strain she could feel at home although the initial period of adjustment 
to her full time teaching job at her present school was rough. 
I was taking my last class toward my master’s degree and certification and 
working full time at a new job, in a new school, and preparing for three 
times as many students as I ever had before. The first ten weeks I did a lot 
of crying on my way home from school. 
Wendy’s social life right now is also wrapped up in family commitments. This 
has sometimes become a source of role strain. Her spare time is spent attending her 
sons’ sporting events and attending extended family functions. Although this leaves her 
little time for herself, the strain is minimized by her desire to bring her sons up to know 
and enjoy their family. She also mentions that if she has a school commitment, “I’ll 
incorporate my sons into that. I pick them up, and I’ll bring them with me.” She 
doesn’t feel that she has time to herself that she can take without guilt. 
She sometimes struggles with the question of her expectations for her students. 
Sometimes I think I’m more difficult on my own kids at home than I 
would be on these kids. I don’t know if I am making excuses for their 
lack of a consistent family life or for their bad behavior. Then other times 
I feel I’m tougher on the kids at school, for as many times as I might say 
something, it doesn’t seem to be sinking in with certain groups. It really 
depends on the mix of students I have. 
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Table 13. Wendy’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Although she claims not to mind her busy 
schedule of attending to sports and family 
functions during the school year, she 
admits that it can be exhausting 
She gets very upset at the apathy of some 
of her students when she wants better for 
them 
Feels she may need to play parent, mentor, 
sister, social worker, all the things they are 
not getting at home 
She feels there may be too many safety 
nets for students in the system, inhibiting 
their growth as individuals 
Feels she should be a “little more 
together” in spite of busy schedule 
Feels she cannot “undo” student attitudes 
Sometimes has to act the teacher with her 
sons (homework, etc.) 
Sometimes feels pressure from outsiders 
to teach in a suburban community 
Feels guilty for even joining a book club 
and leaving children home 
Carla 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Carla was bom in China, the daughter of a 
professional man and an elementary school teacher. Her mother eventually had to quit 
work to take care of her four children, three girls and a boy, a necessity that she seemed 
to resent. Her father had always wished that he could have gone farther in school, and 
so he encouraged his children, especially Carla, to continue their educations. 
I remember when I was very little, my father would say, ‘Yes, my 
daughter is going to college. She is going to learn a foreign language. 
She is going to be a translator’ because that’s what he wanted to do. 
Going to college at that time, fifteen years ago, is like you are doing 
Doctorate degree or higher. 
After she graduated from high school, she had to work. “Everybody at that 
time, still in the great revolution, everybody (who) graduated from high school, college, 
whatever, had to go to the Communist side to work.” As a result, she did not go to 
college until she was twenty-four. 
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She met her future husband when he was an assistant professor at a college, and 
she was a student at another college. They were introduced by a mutual friend. “She 
knew I was already twenty-six years old and didn’t have a boyfriend. In China at that 
time, by twenty-six years old, you should be married.” It was two years before they 
made the commitment to marry. “You decide to marry someone, you are going to think 
this is a life-long thing. You’ve got to really get to know somebody.” 
They married and an opportunity came to go to the United States when a former 
professor of her husband’s learned that he had gotten into one of the best graduate 
schools in China for his master’s degree. She encouraged him to go to the USA to earn 
a doctorate since very few schools in China offered such a program, and those that did, 
offered it to only a few people. The professor made the arrangements and he left for 
school while Carla remained behind, teaching and living in the dorm at the college. 
Eventually she joined her spouse, and after settling into a routine of teaching at 
the local college to pay her way to a higher degree at the same college, she eventually 
had a child, who is presently in the third grade. She continued to work through her 
pregnancy, taking a one month break after her son was bom. 
Now the primary care of their son fall to Carla since her husband is a 
businessman, who spends his work week in the big city, returning to their suburban 
home on the weekends. When he is home, however, he helps with running the 
household. “My husband cooks, and he helps clean the house. He does whatever he 
can do.” 
Carla is very particular about how her son spends his time. She has a live-in 
student who gets him off to school in the morning since she leaves early for her present 
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job teaching Chinese and computers in a vocational school. She herself picks him up at 
the bus stop after school and personally supervises his homework and his piano and 
cello practices. If he watches TV at all, it is usually for no more than half an hour. He 
is also involved in sports. 
He plays soccer, he plays basketball, he plays baseball, different seasons. 
That’s the family recreation. We both went together to see him playing. 
So we got time to talk a little bit, then go shopping together. That’s about 
it. We don’t have much other entertainment. 
She definitely sees herself as a teacher and a friend to her son. Although she 
speaks to her son mostly in Chinese to keep the cultural tradition, she admits, “His 
English is definitely better.” She also feels that she learns almost as much from her son 
as he learns from her. 
Background and Path to Teaching. Although her father wished for her to 
become a translator, Carla found herself on a path to teaching. “You really don’t have a 
choice in China. Like fifteen years ago, in that time if you wanted to go to school at all, 
higher than high school, then you take a national exam and then they are going to tell 
you what school you are going to be going to according to your grade, the scores you 
got. Once you are put in a normal school, or a teacher’s university, then you are there.” 
She admits, though, that the system has its advantages. “You don’t have to pay. I 
didn’t pay a dime. Actually, they paid me to go to school.” 
She was invited to stay at her undergraduate college to teach. “They choose the 
best students from college to stay in the college and teach. At that time I was one of the 
few at the top of the whole class. I stayed in the college to teach.” After she got 
married, she still worked at this career for years until she finally joined her husband in 
the United States. 
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She decided that this time, after her US arrival, would be a good time to 
continue her education, and she taught Chinese at a local college in exchange for 
tuition. About four years ago a friend told her of a position at a vocational high school 
in a nearby city. She decided that it would be good experience for her even though she 
really wanted to teach on the college level. She thought, 
If I have a doctorate degree, I might be able to work in a college. I don’t 
want to work in a high school. I don’t want to work in an elementary 
school. My area would be teacher education, and they need K-12 
experience because you are going to train teachers. If you yourself didn’t 
have the experience with that, what are you doing talking about it? 
Teaching might not have been the career she chose for herself, but she is 
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presently still engaged in it. “Being a teacher, I wish I did something else, but it is okay 
to be a teacher.” She feels that she now has professional security and is very 
comfortable with her work day although she sometimes wonders why her limited 
attempts at volunteering have been ignored. 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Carla’s account of her day seems to indicate that 
she has found a comfortable balance in her schedule as she carries out her dual roles of 
teacher and mother although she has had to enlist the help of a live-in student to do so. 
Because she leaves so early, she has found that writing morning notes to her son is the 
best way to keep contact in the morning. “I write a note of anything I can think of. I get 
up in the morning and see the weather. I will leave a note to say, ‘Put on your jacket,’ 
or ‘Don’t put on your jacket; it is going to be hot today.’” 
In spite of the fact that her husband is not around during the week and the 
majority of week days parenting falls to her, she feels that his helpful presence during 
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the weekends more than makes up for it. The weekends also provide her only social 
activity, and that is usually family oriented. 
She regrets the fact that she does not have many lasting friendships in the area, 
but she tries not to let that bother her. If the fact that her family is her focus gets in the 
way of possible social relationships, she is prepared to make the sacrifice. 
The lengthy ride from her suburban town to the inner city school in which she 
works gives her some transition time to prepare her for the day ahead, and her arrival at 
school begins a hectic day. Although she feels she relates well with her students, there 
is a conflict of ideology that she finds frustrating. Her most upsetting conflict comes 
from her attempt to make students, whose priorities often do not include school, 
understand the importance of education. This is something that began the instant she 
started teaching, but she is trying to tackle the problem on an individual basis by 
isolating them and talking to them. “When I got here, I didn’t understand why people 
don’t want to learn. Quite a few of them, when you sit them down, they have other 
choices, because now there is exclusive attention.” 
She also comes into some conflict with other faculty members not understanding 
that when she allows students to become friendly, she is not crossing a student-teacher 
line. Contrary to the businesslike atmosphere in which she taught in her native China, 
she welcomes the more casual relationship she has with her present students. 
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Table 14. Carla’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Her role as mother requires very close 
supervision of all activities involving her 
son 
High school teaching is not her first 
choice, preferring college teaching 
Her roles as teacher and mother take up all 
of her time, excluding possible socializing 
Her emphasis on the significance of 
education often clashes with apathetic 
student attitudes 
Her husband’s job takes him away, 
leaving her with the majority of parenting 
Other faculty member misunderstand what 
they consider a “too friendly” relationship 
with her students 
She teaches at a college at night and takes 
courses for an advanced degree while 
teaching high school during the day 
Feels that her high school job gives her 
security even though it is not her first 
choice 
Has volunteered for some “extra” 
activities at school, but has never been 
asked to perform them 
Sometimes she feels that she is more 
demanding of her own son than she is with 
her students 
Allison 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Allison, a Spanish teacher at a vocational 
high school, is the daughter of highly educated parents; her mother and father had both 
attended prestigious colleges, and her father was a teacher and later a headmaster in 
private schools. She and her three siblings, a brother and two sisters, traveled when the 
father accepted positions in various states and once in Italy. Her mother worked while 
they were growing up, teaching a class here and there in the schools where her husband 
taught, but her main focus was tending to the needs of her four children who were all 
bom within a five year time period. 
Her siblings were high achievers. “I always felt kind of like the dumb one 
because I was littlest and just kind of always trying to keep up. It was a very 
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intellectually high powered family. I felt, as the youngest, that I couldn’t possibly live 
up to what they did intellectually or academically.” She was, however, more social and 
athletic than the members of her family, and it was in these two areas that she found her 
niche. “I was happy in my role, the easy-going one, the one that got along with 
everybody, the cute one.” 
Although she claims that her childhood had a “rosy” quality to it, she admits that 
she was probably a bit oblivious to anything negative that might have happened in her 
household. “I was kind of in a little Fantasy Land.” 
Allison did not have a definite plan when she entered college, but there was a 
vague tendency to want to be a teacher since the profession was already in the family, 
but she was definitely leaning toward being a wife and mother. “I was in la-la land. I 
didn’t do a lot of thinking about planning, kind of concrete, intentional planning. I 
always figured that I would be married and have a family; that was part of my picture.” 
While she was in college, she met the man who would be her husband. Both of 
them were college athletes, and they started a conversation during pre-game ankle 
taping procedures. It was a while, however, before they actually married since the 
young man took a year away from college to explore life options before returning to 
school and continuing his studies. They both graduated the same year and worked in 
private schools as teachers. Three years into their careers, they wed. 
Eventually they moved north since her husband was encouraged to join his 
father’s business. He decided to give the opportunity a chance, and he eventually 
became president of the company. It was soon after their arrival that they had their first 
son and bought a house. Their second son arrived sixteen months after the first. 
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Eventually, Allison and her husband divorced and he remarried, but they still co¬ 
parent. She feels somewhat competitive with her ex-husband, of what he can offer the 
boys, but she feels strongly that both a mother and a father should be active in the lives 
of their children whenever possible. “I know that for them as young men, it’s important 
that they have a father.” 
She is also introspective enough to realize that their time with their father at 
seventeen and eighteen years of age will prepare her for the time that they both leave to 
go to college. She feels the adjustment will be difficult, but she is determined to look 
forward. “I feel as though I really need to redefine myself or rediscover.” 
Even though the boys are older now, she still views her role as parent as the 
focus of her life. Although she is a devout churchgoer, and she keeps in touch with her 
siblings and friends as well, her sons are her number one priority. “I recognize for the 
past eighteen plus years, that’s been my driving force and what has kind of dictated how 
I spend my time and where I go and what I do.” 
Background and Path to Teaching. Immediately after college, Allison started 
teaching in a boarding school further south, becoming a dorm mother as well. “In 
hindsight it was just absurd because these girls had sisters older than I was. There I was 
trying to be in that role. It was ridiculous.” She did enjoy the experience, however. 
In that first year you are kind of teaching as if you were in college. I think 
I was probably awful at it. I didn’t have a clue what I was doing, but I did 
it. People think, ‘Oh, private schools are so superior.’ They pick some 
really green people, right out of college. I know that was a kind of whole 
learning process. 
After one year there, she moved to another private school which had “upper 
echelon” male students. She switched schools one more time before becoming pregnant 
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with her first child and moving north although she did keep her hand in teaching. Even 
when her sons were relatively young, she tutored children in schools. It was through 
these jobs that she earned her official teaching certificate. 
Eventually she took a half time job at another private school, which she thought 
was ideal because it allowed her time to be a mother most of the day. When her 
younger child was in school lull time, she took on a full time position at the same 
school at which she had been working. 
When she became single again, her paycheck was an issue, and so she accepted 
a full time position at the public school in which she presently teaches. 
From one academic year to the next, my salary went up by $15,000, with 
about half the work, half the time. As a single woman it made a 
difference. I thought, ‘This a whole new spectrum for me in teaching.’ I 
think it has rounded me out. I also remember thinking, ‘I have never in 
my life been anywhere where I’ve been in the racial minority. That’s an 
experience that would be good for me.’ 
There was a huge adjustment when she changed from a private school to an 
urban vocational high school, but she managed to become comfortable with the 
situation, bringing in the “mother” role that is so familiar to her. “I haven’t regretted it. 
It hasn’t been a bad thing, because whatever the case, these are children just like any 
other school I’ve ever taught. They’re all children.” 
She considers teaching a good profession from her experiences. She believes 
the summers off are ideal for a parent. “I think as a mother, another perk of teaching is 
that I do stay grounded in what’s going on in their age group, whether it be the music, 
the styles, or the perils. Another perk for me is that I love the language, Spanish.” She 
also feels that her colleagues are a pleasure to work with. “I think that maybe teachers 
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are especially good people. I think you really have to love teaching to do it. It has to be 
for you. It’s the perfect job for a parent.” 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Allison feels some strain in her teaching position 
because she feels that she is often forced to address the issue of teaching manners and 
social skills to her students. She tries also to introduce another perspective on parenting 
and adult authority figures to students who ask such questions as “You don’t beat your 
kids?” 
As both a parent and a teacher she is constantly in the role of enforcing socially 
acceptable manners. “‘Don’t use that language. No eating in the classroom.’ Certain 
little key phrases I just say every single day. I know that it’s reducing the effectiveness 
of it every time I say it. People turn a deaf ear.” 
There is also, she feels, a resistance to learning from some of the student body, 
which makes teaching a challenge. She has countered this attitude by breaking down 
some of her own control issues. 
I have zero inhibitions as a teacher now. When I was younger, I wanted to 
look as though I had all the answers. Now, whatever it takes. If they 
think I look stupid or foolish or goofy, that’s all right. I don’t worry about 
what they’re thinking about me. (I am) now more compassionate and less 
inhibited. 
Some things are just harder to teach in the vocational setting. She thinks because of the 
intermittent nature of the schedule, with academics trading off regularly with the shop 
classes. 
There is also some frustration when she sees that the entire faculty is not 
enforcing the rules in the same way and that the faculty numbers are being reduced 
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because of budget cuts. She feels a conflict in long term goals when these things 
happen, that the effectiveness of education is compromised. 
Table 15. Allison’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Feels that it is especially overwhelming to 
enact the dual role when her children are 
the same age as her students 
Tries to enforce her values on students 
who do not always understand socially 
acceptable modes of behavior 
She often must teach the same lessons 
over because of the break the students 
have for their shop classes 
Sometimes feels at odds with “slacker” 
teachers 
Must share parenting role with ex-husband Disagrees with the change in schedule to 
“one week on, one week off’ for shops 
and academics 
Believes she is required to use any method 
possible to get material across to students 
Sometimes she feels that her teaching of 
social skills detracts from her time on the 
subject 
Often feels like a “mother” to her students 
Nora 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Nora, the daughter of two teachers, grew 
up with her two sisters in a suburban community. She was the middle child, but there 
was enough chronological distance between her older and younger sister and her that 
she claims she did not feel the “middle child syndrome.” Her mother was originally a 
remedial reading teacher. “She decided being a teacher and being a mother was too 
much. She didn’t have the patience for us and the bookkeeping and stuff at home. She 
decided to become a librarian.” Her father was a history teacher in the same high 
school she herself attended. “He retired two years ago. I actually had him as a 
teacher.” 
She met her husband through mutual friends when she was teaching at a college 
in Spain. Since he was not on a career path in his native Spain, he decided it would not 
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be too much of a sacrifice to accompany her back to the United States when she 
returned to complete a doctoral degree. Since it is easier to marry first and then enter 
the USA, they had a wedding before they came. 
Their intention was initially to return to Spain after she received her degree. 
“We thought we would. We haven’t had the opportunity to make it happen. He likes it 
a lot in this country. We just kept staying longer. We had our daughter; then it was 
more complicated to just pick up and leave. We are still here.” Her husband’s parents 
were disappointed, but both Nora and her husband feel that their future is in the United 
States, where he finally found a career niche. He is presently taking courses to obtain a 
degree in education. 
After living in another state while studying for her doctorate, Nora returned 
home with her daughter and husband to live with her parents. They stayed there for a 
year and a half until she started teaching in that same community, and they eventually 
bought their own home in a nearby city. They also had another child, a boy. 
After that, the main interest in their lives was their children. Having children 
changed their lives dramatically. 
We got on a different schedule. I started doing a lot of work late at night 
and sleeping more during the day, which was strange to me. We really 
wanted kids. It was something we really looked forward to. We actually 
tried to plan the dates. 
Since her husband is still a student, he can often provide daily supervision for 
their pre-school son a few days a week, and the other days he is in a daycare situation. 
This is convenient, but his status as a student also means that Nora is the financial 
provider for the family at present. She does not feel that this is a burden since they are 
working together for a common goal. 
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Ironically, Nora and her husband live in an urban environment while she teaches 
Spanish in the now affluent town in which she grew up. They are taking advantage, 
however, of the opportunity her teaching contract provides to educate their children in 
the school system that employs her even though they cannot now afford to actually live 
in that community. 
They are a close family, and they try to do as much as possible together, and 
Nora feels that she has a close bond with her children. 
My daughter tells me everything, good, bad, ugly, from school. I always 
did that with my mother. My mother and I are still close. Before I make 
any important decision, I talk with her about it more so than my husband. 
I’d like to think we would have that relationship later or throughout (our 
daughter’s) childhood. 
Most of their social life includes their son and daughter. 
She remembers that her mother and father always had a lot of time with her and 
her sisters when they were growing up, and she believes that is one of the advantages 
she now has with being a teacher, to be there for her children. She, like many other 
teachers, played school as a child, so it seemed inevitable that she would follow in her 
parents’ footsteps. 
My daughter now does the same thing. She asked for a grade book for 
Christmas. She has a plan book and plays school with her brother. She has 
all these tests and quizzes she makes up for us, and we are supposed to 
take them and (she) gives us all A-pluses and stickers. 
Background and Path to Teaching. Nora grew up seeing the advantages of 
having teachers in the family, and so it came as no surprise that she chose education as a 
career. She even viewed being her father’s student as a benefit. “It was nice. When I 
wasn’t feeling well in the high school, I could just go down to my dad’s room and say, 
‘Can I go home?’ That was really nice.” 
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She realized that she loved language, and she chose Spanish as her major when 
she entered college. As part of her junior year program, she spent a semester in Spain 
to immerse herself in the language. She was supposed to spend the second semester in 
China, but she became so enamored of Spain that she decided to stay her full junior 
year. Immediately after graduation, she looked for programs that would allow her to 
return to Spain. Through a university master’s program, she returned to take classes 
there. Right after she attained her degree, she received an opportunity to teach at a 
college, and so she remained for another two years. 
The college administration was urging teachers in her position to acquire a 
doctorate, however, and so returned to the United States to do that, taking with her, her 
new husband. Before she had a chance to return to Spain, she became pregnant with her 
first child, and she accepted a position teaching Spanish in a middle school. 
She aspires to a position in administration in the future, but right now she is 
content with helping her students become proficient in the language that she loves. Her 
decision about when or even whether she would accept such a post will depend greatly 
on her family situation when the occasion arises. 
She finds her colleagues help to make the day pleasant at school. “I think it is 
partially because it is such a small school. Part of it is because some of the people have 
been there forever, and there is a real sense of stability.” Even though she is very 
friendly with her colleagues at school, she seldom sees them away from the workplace 
because she is so busy with family. 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Nora experienced some role strain when she 
began to tutor students after school, an activity she eventually downsized because it 
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seemed overwhelming. “It wasn’t something I wanted to spend a lot of time with after 
school because I was doing it all day, and then I (would have) to do it after school as 
well. It took a lot away from the kids because I didn’t want people coming here. I was 
out of the house a lot more.” In addition to instructing students, she also served as a 
mentor to her English language learner husband. 
One of the reasons that she does not meet her tutoring students at home is that 
she wishes to keep that private space as sacrosanct, away from her school life. 
Although she enjoys her students in the school atmosphere, she feels sometimes 
overwhelmed by them and strives to use home as a “get-away” from her role as teacher 
in spite of the fact that she feels a need to instruct her own children. 
She also feels that sometimes people take advantage of a social situation to 
inquire about their children’s progress at school. As a result, she admits that she might 
go to the extreme in not asking about her own child who is presently in the same school 
system. 
As a teacher/mother she also finds it difficult not to preach to her students as if 
she were one of their parents. She also believes that they really don’t want to hear what 
she has to say, especially if she is trying to instill habits that she deems beneficial. “If is 
not fun then and there, it doesn’t matter to them.” This attitude she finds quite 
frustrating. 
Nora feels that she has a good rapport with her students for the most part, but 
she feels some conflict with the mind-set of some of the students. 
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The only thing that disappoints me recently is the attitude of students - 
that they are entitled to an education versus it’s an opportunity for them. 
That we should be working harder than they should because we get paid. 
A lot of them are very wealthy and their parents think that way - a lot of 
them. They pay our salary, so we better do our job. 
She says that she has seen some “aggressive and abrasive” parents. 
Table 16. Nora’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
As a teacher, she has often served as tutor 
to her husband, who did not speak English 
when he came to this country 
Has aspirations to administration, but does 
not want to sacrifice time with her family 
to accomplish this 
Does do tutoring of students on the side to 
enhance income although she has cut 
down on this activity 
Sometimes feels that she needs to “get 
away” from students who might intrude on 
her non-teaching time 
Feels herself going into parent approach in 
school 
Feels that some parents take advantage of 
social situations to inquire about her 
students 
Has to be the principal breadwinner in her 
family since her husband is a full time 
student 
In reaction to aggressive parents, she 
sometimes feels she is not aggressive 
enough in keeping in touch with her 
daughter’s teacher 
Hannah 
Background and Path to Parenthood. Hannah, a vocational school physical 
education and health teacher, grew up in a family that included eight children. She was 
the eldest daughter with one brother who was older. Her father and mother were both in 
education. Her mother, however, because of the responsibilities of raising eight 
children only worked as a teacher for two years. Her father was a principal and then an 
assistant superintendent. 
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She often felt a little lost in such a big family and did not like the fact that she 
had little time to herself. She also felt that the burdens of caring for the younger 
children diverted her parents from the needs of the older children. 
It was so much work with the younger kids, with babysitting, getting the 
food prepared, just for the meals. We had a garden. We raised chickens. 
There was very little time (for our parents) to spend with the older kids. It 
was horrible. We never slept (in). 
Hannah’s family was very devout in their religion, attending services twice 
every Sunday, and the children were only allowed to socialize with the youth from their 
church. As a result, Hannah felt no connection with the other students in the public 
high school she attended. Her parents did not pay for college, but they offered a 
financial incentive if she would attend a religious college, an opportunity she could not 
afford to pass up. She did not return home to live after graduation. 
She met her future husband while she was teaching and in a relationship with 
someone else. She was attending a teachers’ party, and he was at the same facility with 
family. He was also a teacher. They started to date shortly thereafter, and he pushed 
for a commitment since he was going to attend law school soon and would be moving 
out of the area. They married and moved to New England where she procured a job at 
the college he attended in order to get a tuition break. She soon applied for a teaching 
and coaching job and was hired. 
Their two children were not bom until after Hannah’s husband graduated from 
law school. It was a difficult task to accomplish since she had medical problems that 
required surgery in order to enable her to carry a child to term. She did not hesitate to 
undergo the procedure, and within the year they had a son. Their second child arrived 
two years later, a girl. 
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The first few years of parenthood were hectic. 
I always worked. I haven’t skipped a beat. My maternity leave wasn’t 
even four weeks because I was coaching. I think my hardest thing was 
juggling, working full time, coaching sports -1 traveled a lot. What I had 
to do was set up a babysitting schedule. I had a network of students. We 
don’t have any relatives at all in this state. We have no family support. 
Eventually, she had to switch from winter sport coaching to spring and fall because the 
seasons were shorter. The decision was based on the necessity of being an effective 
parent. 
I realized the winter months were the worst. I’d get back to school at 
eleven o’clock or midnight, have to come home, get up in the night with 
the kids, do the same thing all over again the next day. I realized I 
couldn’t keep up with that pace. My husband and I didn’t sleep for five 
years. 
Eventually they also moved from the house that was almost across the street 
from the college campus where she worked because she wanted a more stable school 
system than the urban area in which they lived had to offer. They were at that time 
sending children to various parts of the city, and she wanted the chance for her children 
to go to neighborhood schools and stay with their friends throughout their academic 
years. They moved to a suburban environment although it was still not far from her 
place of employment. It was shortly after that she took a job in a public high school. 
Her husband set up practice, but it is Hannah who must carry the medical 
insurance since her husband is self-employed. Her job also provides security and a 
steady income for her children who are now teenagers. It also allows one parent to be 
available when the children are home. 
Hannah, due to the nature of her husband’s career, must do the majority of 
parenting. She was the one to pick up the children after school from their activities and 
. 
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make dinner for them since her husband did not get home until later in the evening. 
Even though her children are now self sufficient, she is still the one who is available for 
decisions and supervision, even to the point of making sure they have balanced meals. 
She feels that having children is definitely worth the effort. “You’re proud of 
your children. It completes you as a person. You feel that you’re doing what God 
wanted us to do. I think if you raise your kids up like that, you’ve done the right thing.” 
Background and Path to Teaching. Hannah always knew she would make a 
career of one of three professions. 
« 
I knew when I was in high school. I wanted to be an interpreter in the 
United Nations, I wanted to be an archeologist, or I was going to be a 
teacher in athletics. What I really decided is that I knew in high school 
that I wanted to be married some day and have children. That is what 
truly decided it. That’s why I picked going into teaching. 
She started teaching in a high school in the state in which she grew up, but her 
marriage took her to another venue, and she worked as a teacher and coach on the 
college level. “I actually had a bachelor’s plus thirty hours. Back then, it didn’t even 
matter.” She stayed there until after her children were bom, but a change in the college 
forced her to consider other options. Ironically, in order to afford a new athletic facility, 
the college downsized its faculty, including the athletic department. She worked a full 
year at a half time position. 
One of the members of the staff mentioned that a local high school was looking 
for a teacher in her field, and she immediately applied, especially since she no longer 
had benefits such as health insurance in the half time slot. She applied and was 
accepted in the vocational school in the city where she had purchased her first home. 
“It was about $15,000 more than what I was making, even when I was full time.” 
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Although her students are not always highly motivated, she feels that physical 
education and health classes are a great opportunity to see students on a level that is 
more relaxed than that of an academic class. “It’s an atmosphere where kids are more 
approachable. It’s not like you’re making them write papers.” 
She also had the chance to be a class advisor, and this allowed her to see 
students on an even closer plane, and she also feels that the older she gets, the more she 
mellows and wants to help students who are disadvantaged. She understands that many 
of her students did not have the same advantages as her own children. 
Even though she does not have the same challenges as some of her students, she 
has tried to help them even by giving personal support. 
He (a former student) just finished college, and I went to his graduation. 
He said that because there were a few teachers that kept pushing him to 
continue, he stayed in school. I know it was because we were like mothers 
to him. It was very rewarding. 
She feels very strongly that motherhood helps her to relate to the teenagers with whom 
she interacts although she regrets that such support does not come from their own 
families. 
Role Strain and Role Conflict. Hannah no longer coaches, but when she did, it 
was exhilarating, but exhausting as she tried to balance the three roles of teacher, coach, 
and mother. When she then added the role of primary parent, there were times that the 
combination of roles was almost overwhelming. Even now, with her children almost in 
adulthood, her schedule is difficult. “Friday night. I’m exhausted. Friday, I don’t go 
out. I don’t book anything, and I’m not happy if we have to do something on a Friday. 
I’m tired by the end of the week.” Part of that exhaustion comes from also playing the 
role of “peacemaker” in her department. If conflicts arise among the members of the 
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physical education faculty, she must resolve them, adding conflict to her own role. 
Also adding conflict is her perception that not all of her colleagues are enforcing the 
school rules, making it difficult for those who do. 
As a physical education and health teacher, she finds that she can approach 
students on a different level, and when she coached, she would get personally involved, 
having before game dinners at her house. It was “fun”, but it added another dimension 
of responsibility to her existing roles, and sometimes her role as parent suffered when 
she could not perform all her tasks at home with proficiency. 
Hannah’s main conflict comes in the fact that she teaches in an urban school 
where the students do not all value education. She sees students who are themselves 
parents receiving government hinds to set up their own households while much needed 
programs are being slashed. She is beginning to wonder if the people who make the 
decisions about staffing and budget cuts always have the best interests of the schools at 
heart. Teachers’ salaries have been frozen, and after teaching eleven years in her 
school, and becoming department chair, she has been reassigned to another school 
teaching only health. 
She also feels that being a mother takes precedence over that of teacher and if 
she brings home work, it doesn’t always get done, “I’ve learned that once I left school, I 
needed to begin my second life as a mother.” 
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Table 17. Hannah’s Profile 
Role Strain Role Conflict 
Must do majority of parenting since her 
husband’s hours at work are so long 
The ‘mother” in her regrets that the 
students do not get the support they need 
from families 
Sometimes must act as “peacemaker” even 
among those in her own department 
While tending to the needs of her students 
and children, housework frequently got 
put aside 
Feels it necessary to approach students on 
hygiene even though it is not part of the 
curriculum 
Feels that government funds are quick to 
put up parenting students in apartments, 
but they are cutting education-she is a part 
of the system, but is upset with the 
priorities 
Feels emotionally drained by the end of 
the day before going home to her own 
children 
Puts a lot of effort into a system that has 
not given a pay raise in three years 
Realizes she cannot always be on top of 
things as a parent 
Her value system is different than many of 
her students (especially in their attitude 
toward education) 
Feels it necessary to make full meals for 
her seventeen and eighteen year old 
children because she does not believe they 
would have a balanced meal otherwise. 
Does not always believe all her colleagues 
abide by the same rules 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS: CROSS CASE ANALYSIS THROUGH ROLE THEORY 
In this chapter I will discuss the roles that were represented by the sixteen 
participants in this study. The roles that they directly and indirectly perceived 
themselves enacting as they went about their professional and personal lives will be 
identified and discussed. Also investigated will be whether or not the data suggest that 
role strain is present as a result of taking on the dual roles of teacher and mother. This 
will especially be discussed in conjunction with the theories of Goode (1960) 
concerning the strategies people use to offset instances of role strain. Specific examples 
of role conflict will also be approached in regard to the lives of the participants, using 
the categories of role conflict that were identified by Grace (1972). 
Granting that role strain and role conflict did appear to be perceived by the 
participants, a look at the strategies used to manage these occurrences is a reasonable 
progression. This will be done especially using the conjectures of Marks (1997) who 
believed that time management is always possible for those roles that the role occupant 
deems necessary or pleasurable. Concluding this chapter will an exploration of what 
the participants expressed as the positive and negative aspects of their concurrent roles 
as teachers and mothers. The positive features of being both a teacher and a mother will 
be seen through the beliefs of Seiber (1974) who identified five definite means of 
receiving something positive from a given role (See Appendix B). 
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What Roles are Represented bv the Experience of the Participants? 
Mother Role 
All participants put the role of mother as their first and foremost priority. This 
attitude seems to be summed up in Jenny’s statement, “My feeling is that my children 
come first in everything.” There were times, some thought, that the role of teacher took 
over during a crunch time (ex. final exam time, report card grading), but only for a very 
limited time period. One participant said that when this happens, her child can become 
quite adamant about reminding her that family comes first. “That’s enough. Mom. You 
need to spend time with me,” Nora is reminded. Some of the participants saw that the 
other roles could not be done well if the mother role was not put first, as Wendy 
claimed, “As a parent, my first priority is my kids at home. I can’t be an effective 
teacher or an effective wife if my kids are not where they should be. If I don’t have 
peace of mind with wherever they are supposed to be, until they are on their own, that’s 
my main priority.” None of the participants believed that the mother role could be 
usurped on a long term basis by any of the other roles they had accumulated. “My 
family comes first before school matters. Other people can step in for me (at school), 
but no one can step in for you when your children are young” (Connie). 
Several of the participants stated that when they spoke about having a family 
with their husbands, it was implicit that parenthood would be a priority. “It was 
understood on both our parts that when they (children) came along, that they were going 
to be the most important thing for a good portion of the first ten or twelve years. That 
was going to be all we focused on,” affirmed Nora. The “family first” type of attitude. 
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especially as it referred to their children, was pervasive with these participants. “Being 
a parent is your number one responsibility.” (Hannah) 
Teacher Role 
The teacher role, for most of the participants, came second although there were 
those who disclosed that the spouse role was next. “I would probably have to put 
mother first, then teacher, wife, daughter,” Nora stated. A few said that the spouse and 
teacher roles vied for second place on a shifting basis, depending on what was going on 
at school. For example, if the term was ending and grades had to be processed or if a 
science fair needed the teacher’s attention beyond the normal school day, then the 
teacher role took over for the limited time that these events were at the fore. Some 
mentioned that there were school trips or, like Hannah, coaching duties during a sports 
season that might distract from the spouse role. 
Within this teacher role, many of the teachers saw themselves functioning as a 
mother as well as other subsidiary roles as social worker, counselor, and, on occasion 
friend to the students. “I feel like a social worker in many ways, rather than an 
academic teacher.” (Allison) This sentiment, that the teacher takes up the role of 
counselor or friend, is sometimes taken on reluctantly, but it is assumed. “It’s not my 
job to be the adjustment counselor or the guidance counselor, but I have an open door 
policy.” (Wendy) Only two of the participants expressed a rule of staying clear of the 
counselor/friend role. “When you come to school, you gather for a reason. If you’re 
talking about your sixth month anniversary with your boyfriend or you’re talking 
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constantly and not concentrating on what you’re doing, you are violating the reason 
you’re here,” stated Colleen. Emma was also adamant. 
I’ve never really taken that approach (friend/counselor). I know a lot of 
people become chummy with them (students) and try to talk the same as 
them. It has just never been my take on the whole thing. 
The teacher role was a second in priority for the most part, but the participants 
also saw that many other roles came under the “teacher” umbrella, such as counselor, 
friend, advisor, nurse (handing out band-aids, etc), parent substitute. Some of the 
participants chose to indulge in these roles more than others, usually depending on their 
personal view of what their role s teacher entailed. 
Spouse or Partner Role 
For most of the participants, the role of spouse or partner was overshadowed by 
the teacher role while school is in session. “My husband has always understood that he 
comes third during the school year.” (Melissa) Teaching involves interacting on a daily 
basis with a large number of personalities, and participants felt that required a great deal 
of energy from them. As a result it was difficult to have time left over for the role of 
spouse or partner. Connie, for example, worried that her partner might feel neglected 
since she was so involved in parenting and teaching. It was also a concern for Lindsay, 
that she and her husband did not spend enough time together. “One thing that I think 
my husband and I have not done is take time for ourselves.” For the most part, though, 
this did not seem to create a consistent problem. 
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Two of the participants were single mothers, and so the spouse role did not 
factor into the set of roles that they claimed. The situation, however, led to the mother 
role being a double priority. 
There was a lot of soul-searching and there was a lot of discussion, a lot of 
decisions that I felt that—right now I can look back and say to my son, 
‘Your father didn’t want to be with us. I picked up the ball and I did what 
needed to be done. I finished my education. I got my certification. I 
finished my master’s. I did it with the support of my family, and I did it 
for you.’ (Brenda) 
In contrast, Allison feels that, even though she does not engage in the spouse 
role, as a mother, she feels it is important that her sons be in contact with their father. “I 
know that because they are boys, it’s really important for them to have a relationship 
with their father, even though I have my own issues and struggle and all that.” 
A similar circumstance of having to shoulder the bulk of the parenting was 
documented with three of the married participants whose husbands had careers which 
required them to be absent from the home during the week. “Really, the parenting is 
my job because he’s never home.” (Janet) Carla sees her husband on weekends and that 
is the sole opportunity to interact as a family. The time is usually spent with their son. 
“We both went together to see him (son) playing (sports), so we got time to talk a little 
bit and then after that go shopping together. That’s about it. We don’t have much of 
other entertainment.” She has to employ a college student to help her to supervise her 
child during the week. 
These last two participants saw the spouse role as naturally falling into third 
place because of their husbands’ absenteeism, but the others with husbands saw that it 
was still third because of their mother and teacher obligations. These seemed 
overwhelming while school was in session, and apparently the spouse role seemed 
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taken for granted. Only Connie appeared to be concerned about being derelict in the 
spouse/partner role to any great degree. 
Daughter and Sibling Roles 
Two other roles that were identified as being significant in several of these 
teacher/mothers’ live were those of daughter and sibling. Most of the women had social 
obligations with family, but a few had needy family members who required their 
attention. One woman, for example, had her terminally ill mother living with her while 
she was teaching and parenting, a situation that complicated the ability to perform her 
other roles as efficiently as she would have liked. 
I was taking care of my mother and my daughter at the same time. It was 
very difficult for me. She stayed with me, and it was easier for me taking 
care of her though we had busy years but still we were handling the 
situation. I tried not to think at work about my personal life. Only until I 
finished work, it was there. (Antonia) 
Another participant was the sole driver for most of her family, so that in addition 
to her career and parenting, she had the responsibility of transporting her parents, her in¬ 
laws, and her sister to where they needed to go although once she had children, these 
tasks seemed minor. “Sister, student, mother - so many roles. I think when you have 
your first child, you feel like you have this huge job in front of you, and then everything 
else becomes a part time job.” (Louise) Amanda has a sibling who often required much 
of her time in giving emotional support, and she spends hours on the phone giving 
comfort and encouragement. 
While the daughter and sibling roles did factor into the mix as important roles, 
the participants did not usually consider them to have a place in the first two slots of 
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priority. They expressed concern that these roles need to be addressed, but not in the 
same critical categories as mother and teacher. 
Advisor and Coach 
Another role identified by eight of the participants was that of advisor or coach. 
The activities represented were yearbook advisor (2), coach to athletic teams (1), and 
advisor to clubs or student organizations (5). These roles in most instances served to 
give the participants a chance to interact with students on a closer, more personal level 
although it often presented problems on the home front as Hannah, the sole coach of the 
participants, found out. 
I think my hardest thing was juggling—we have to get my daughter at 
5:00.1 think the hardest thing was working full-time, coaching sports—I 
traveled a lot. What I had to do is set up a babysitting schedule. I had 
college girls come into my home and cover the hours. 
Another role recognized by the participants was that of volunteer. Most 
volunteer work, however, was spoken of in the past or future. Those who had 
volunteered time to organizations before taking on the dual roles of teaching and 
parenting were forced to put such activities on hold for the present because they no 
longer had luxury time to give to such pursuits, and some mentioned that they would 
like to indulge in volunteer work, but they would wait until their children were no 
longer as much of a responsibility. “There were a lot of things I really did like doing. I 
have given that a back seat,” says Emily of the things she used to do voluntarily and for 
pleasure. “I’m thinking of giving up the student council,” regretted Colleen because of 
all the stress it added to her complicated life. 
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Only one participant was fully active as a volunteer while teaching and 
parenting. “Though he never lived with me, I was truly a part of this child’s life. I was 
on his Alternative Sentencing Team with his probation officer,” said Louise of one of 
the students she volunteered to assist on an individual basis, something she seemed to 
associate with her teaching role. 
While advising and coaching were notable and valuable activities for the 
participants, these women were on occasion forced to relinquish them if they became 
too overwhelmed. They admitted to enjoying the roles, but if something had to be 
eliminated from their schedules, these two were likely candidates. The role of volunteer 
was important enough to one participant to keep engaged in it, but most did not mention 
this as even a possibility. 
Church Member. Friend, and Advocate Roles 
Four of the participants mentioned church member as a role they felt was 
important. One of them expressed regret that she could not contribute more to this role, 
but her involvement with her children and school did not allow her to do so. “I was 
more active in the church before I had my three kids. It’s hard (now) playing that active 
part.” (Antonia) Others mentioned strong ties with their churches, but did not mention 
activities over and above attending services. “I have a strong faith,” stated Hannah, for 
example. 
Yet another role that came up in interviews was that of friend. Although several 
of the women stated that their present active friendships revolved around the parents of 
their children’s friends, most of the participants expressed that they maintained what 
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they considered close friendships although they may not actually socialize with these 
friends very often because of time constraints. For example, Nora stated that she 
sometimes does not even have time for a friend who is particularly needy. “It is hard 
sometimes to continue. I have to back up from the relationship sometimes because she 
takes time when I don’t have it.” Two of the women actually lamented the fact that their 
busy lifestyle did not support occasions for close friendships to develop. “I have a lot 
of friends, and at the time we are together, it seems we are in very good terms, but 
sometimes I don’t get to keep (them). I am bothered by this,” said Carla of the 
difficulties of supporting friendships while engaged in such a busy life. 
Two of the participants also spoke of the role of advocate for their children. 
Both of these women had children with special needs, and their situations often required 
them to make choices between being a teacher and going along with what colleagues 
suggested and being a parent pushing for further support as they attempted to procure 
what their children needed in educational assistance. “With my own daughter I 
constantly question am I fighting hard enough?” Amanda said. Antonia, who has one 
special needs child as opposed to Amanda’s three, still has to find ways to 
accommodate the necessities of her child’s learning patterns. “He is autistic, so we 
must send him to a special school.” 
While religion seemed an essential component of some of the participants’ lives, 
it was more a spiritual than a physical participation other than the required attendance at 
services because of their busy schedules, and friendship seemed equally difficult to 
sustain beyond the basic level for many in the study. The role of advocate, however, 
seemed in some ways to be perceived as a part of the mother role. 
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Role Model Role 
All of the participants seemed to view themselves also as role models for their 
students. The Latina teacher especially felt it was important to have a positive example 
for those students from her own culture, and she found satisfaction in showing students 
that she, as a teacher and Latina, contributed to her students’ learning. “It made me feel 
so happy because I was transmitting my knowledge.” Since so many of the teachers 
were Caucasian, she felt that having a role model from their own culture would 
motivate Latino students to aspire to achieve advanced educations. The lesbian 
teacher/mother also felt it was especially important to students to have a role model 
since so many teens are struggling with their gender orientation. She was not overt in 
her approach, but she gave an understated support by being herself and not trying to 
conceal her identity. “I feel that I want to make the environment a little more 
comfortable for gays around here,” declared Connie. 
Thirteen mentioned being a role model was part of their two major roles of 
mother and teacher. “If they choose to just be lazy or be rebellious or something. I’m 
not going to go force the issue. I do it as a role model,” said Allison of trying to set as 
simple of an example as saluting the flag during morning exercises. Melissa feels also 
that it’s important to keep the role model obligation in mind constantly. “It’s the simple 
things. I was always told that we teach by example.” 
Role modeling was actually mentioned by all of the participants, even though 
they understood it to be an essential ingredient in both the mother and teacher roles. 
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Student Role 
Many of the participants were also engulfed in the role of student at some point 
in their careers. Most of the participants had acquired a master’s degree or beyond while 
they were teaching, parenting, or involved in both roles. Brenda, the youngest 
participant had finished her master’s more recently than the others. State-wide 
regulations require teachers to continually renew their certifications, and so many of the 
participants were taking or giving courses, even if they already possessed advanced 
degrees, to meet these requirements. Brenda mentioned, “Right now I have my 
Master’s. I just finished my Master’s in Education because I have to.” Nora, who has a 
doctorate, not only takes professional development courses, but teaches them within her 
school community. “I’ve taught several different courses in that capacity, which I’ve 
loved. It lets me stay on top of the research.” Louise felt that studying beyond her 
master’s degree is next to impossible with both teaching and parenting. “That’s why I 
never went to get anything beyond - because I had so many responsibilities.” The role 
of student, though essential for continuing in a teaching career for those without 
master’s degrees, is sometimes too intense for the participants who have young 
children. 
The role of student was experienced by all of the participants at one time or 
another, but the timing varied greatly. How this role presented itself in their present 
lives often depended on the ages of their own children. 
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Roles Observed bv Researcher 
There were at least three other roles that, after viewing the transcripts, were 
apparent to me as the researcher. Taken as a whole, the experiences of the participants 
seemed to include the role of supervisor in many instances, even though they may not 
have mentioned it. They feel an obligation to oversee their own children’s and then- 
students’ work beyond the classroom, and that supervision on occasion sometimes 
extended to the work of younger teachers. They did not specifically identify these roles, 
but rather implied that they exist. “It’s a good idea to help the new teachers. They will 
eventually replace us,” mused Melissa. 
Several spoke of organizing their young children’s sport and social lives in the 
context of the mother role, but some of the participants seemed almost consumed with 
the task of making certain that their children had enough activity, but too much. One 
such children’s activities coordinator was Emma, whose children became overwhelmed 
with such appointments. “We told her that she would have to choose only two per 
season,” she finally decided. Wendy managed to arrange most of her children’s social 
life around family, thus strengthening family ties in the process, as she stated, “That’s a 
choice that we make, because we want our children to know their cousins and then- 
aunts and uncles and extended family.” 
While most of the participants saw the role of mediator only as part of the 
mother and teacher roles, there seemed to be a tendency to want to “settle” things in the 
lives of their children and students. If conflict arose in or out of the classroom, they felt 
the urge to try to resolve the problem before taking it to a higher authority or issuing a 
consequence. “When there is a disruption between students, I try to talk them down 
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before it becomes explosive. I can’t help doing that even when I see kids on the street 
having an argument,” related Melissa. 
Conclusion 
Most of the participants did recognize many of the same roles (see Appendix G). 
I did, however, see some sub-roles that were not mentioned. These were the roles of 
supervisor, activities coordinator, and mediator (see Appendix H). This does not mean 
that the teacher/mothers did not acknowledge them, but perhaps that they identified 
them as part of their two primary roles as teacher and mother. 
The roles they did openly articulate were important to the participants, and they 
were quite definite about the places these roles held. Without much variation the two 
roles that were given priority were those of mother first, teacher second, with spouse or 
partner third. Most of the other roles came after these except under extraordinary 
circumstances. 
How is Role Strain Evident in the Experience of the Participants? 
Goode’s Role Strain Theories 
Goode (1960) addresses role strain by telling us that it cannot be avoided in our 
daily lives. “Role strain - difficulty in meeting role demands- is normal. In general, the 
individual’s total role obligations are over-demanding.” He believes that role 
occupants encounter role strain because of four primary reasons. First, most roles 
require one to enact the role at specified times and places even though the duties are not 
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necessarily unpleasant. The specific nature of the time and place can cause strain. 
Most of the teachers, for example, were the first ones to leave the house in the morning, 
preventing them from supervising any last minute crisis that might arise at home. Most 
mirrored Wendy’s routine. “Generally, I like to make breakfast for the kids or at least 
get them situated with clothes and whatnot. Just a couple of chores that they have to do. 
I give them reminders.” Then teacher/mothers are off to be at school on time. 
Goode’s second reason for role strain is that individuals have a number of role 
relationships which may interfere with performance of a particular role. Some 
teacher/mothers, for example, felt that vice principals or principals did not necessarily 
defend the school code as closely as they should, making it difficult to hold students to 
the rules. “How much are they enforcing from the top down? How much do they expect 
us to enforce from the bottom up?” Wendy wondered. Colleen had much the same 
concerns when she stated that, “I don’t feel safe in this school.” They found it difficult 
to perform their roles when they felt that others in the chain of command were not 
performing theirs effectively. 
Third, each role relationship undertaken often exacts more than one activity or 
response, sometimes resulting in inconsistencies. Louise, for example was a teacher 
who had relationships with her students outside of the classroom because they were her 
children’s friends or her friends’ children. Her responses to the needs of these students 
might differ depending on the environment. “I’m Louise at home, but Mrs. S here at 
school,” she reminds these students. 
Fourth, even if we consider one role in which a person is engaged, this often 
leads to role relationships with several individuals as the role occupant carries out his or 
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her duties, and that too, tends to complicate the life of the role occupant. Teachers and 
mothers do not perform their duties in an isolated environment. Besides students, the 
participants had to interact with parents, other teachers, and administration in the 
regular course of a day. Teacher/mothers occupy at least two primary roles, both of 
which demand that they interact with others in the performance of these roles. Teachers 
of middle school or high school can interrelate with over a hundred students and a 
goodly number of faculty members daily before going home to the role of parent in 
which they must tend to the needs of their offspring and sometimes to the requests and 
desires of a spouse or partner. All of this can lead to an overload of role enactment, 
thus causing role strain as in the case of Emma. “I left a screaming kid as I am running 
out the door. I have my full day of teaching. Sometimes I get a little panicky in the 
morning.” This is also an example of role conflict. 
Many of the participants also accumulated other roles, often connected with the 
primary roles, which added a more complex dimension to their regular duties and 
obligations. These included the jobs of advisor, coach, and volunteer. Sometimes these 
roles received financial compensation, but some did not. Of the latter, the roles were 
often acquired out of a sense of duty or because teacher/mothers felt they might gain 
something intangible, such as a sense of “helping others” or contributing to the 
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workplace or community. “I am on a very tight schedule, but I just feel I need to 
contribute something other than just teaching,” claimed Carla. Louise went a little 
further and volunteered to take in some troubled teens. It was something she felt she 
needed to do. “Yeah, I’ve taken some kids home a few times. I visited; I have a boy that 
I was very close to for a long time. He was a member of a gang.” 
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Because he accepts role strain as part of all roles, Goode also proposes the 
means to cope with its existence. He cites five principal means of doing this: 
delegation, compartmentalization, elimination of role relationships, extensions, and 
building obstacles against the indefinite expansion of a role. 
Goode’s Strategies to Thwart Role Strain as Recognized bv Participants 
Some of the strategies that Goode identified as means to counteract the 
occasions of role strain were discussed by the participants. Perhaps one of the most 
common was that of delegation. Sometimes after attempting to meet all of the 
obligations they associated with their various roles, they finally asked or demanded that 
others share some of the responsibilities. For many of the married women, this meant 
that they would ask their spouses to “baby-sit” while they took time for themselves or 
tried to complete tasks for one of their other roles. Sometimes they asked for help with 
the laundry or the meals. “Sometimes I ask them, ‘Can you buy lunch today? Just give 
Mom a break,’” Lindsay asked her children. 
“My husband helps with the cooking and cleaning. Depending on the type of 
schoolwork they have, he might help (the children),” stated Amanda. This seemed 
typical of the husbands who were home with regularity on school afternoons and 
evenings. Seven of the participants expressed that their husbands or partner regularly 
helped with household chores and childcare. 
Participants also spoke of having to overcome a spouse’s notion that in the 
summer the teacher/mother was always available for family business. It was difficult to 
delegate when one’s spouse considers that a teacher has a lot of extra time off and 
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should therefore be at the beck and call of the rest of the family. One participant’s 
husband would even volunteer her for driving his own family members places without 
first consulting her, for after all, she had the “summers off.” Emily revealed. 
Sometimes my husband has said to me in the past that he doesn’t think it is fair that I 
only work nine months out of the year. I have always said to him that I give my job 
every ounce of what I can possibly give during the nine months.” Some spouses were 
not quite so verbal, but the subtle attitude was there even if they had stopped being 
overt in their resentment of the time off that is part of the “teaching package.” Louise 
said, 
My husband used to say that I work half a day and half a year. I think 
deep down inside he doesn’t like it that I’m home and he’s not. There 
were years he would give me a list of things to do. He doesn’t do that 
anymore. He knows now that I do everything. 
Sometimes the delegation would entail asking for help from the children, 
especially as they grew older. Those with young children automatically viewed it as 
their duty to provide for all the needs of their children, and then they continued to do so 
as they grew older because it had become habit. It was usually some role strain crisis 
that finally led to asking the older children to take responsibility for some of their own 
needs. “I blew up at my family. I told them I was not going to do housework for two 
weeks” (Connie). 
At least nine of the participants mentioned that they indulged in the elimination 
of role relationships by associating only with people within their primary roles. This 
would come under Goode’s two categories of “eliminating hindering role relationships” 
and “constructing barriers or boundaries.” They simply did not have the time to 
develop and nurture friendships or connections to people whom they did not come 
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frequently into contact with as they performed either their mother or teacher roles. “I 
don t have time and they don’t have time” states Carla about why she does not pursue 
more friendships with more people. 
Some teacher/mothers took it one step further and used “compartmentalization,” 
keeping their school relationships separate from those they incurred as a mother. Those 
participants who discouraged possible relationships usually did so because 
accumulating too many required more maintenance than they could manage. “I choose 
not to eat in the school cafeteria,” affirmed Janet when she explained that she did not 
elect to cultivate close relationships with her colleagues because she simply could not 
handle the gossip and other conversation required to be a part of that group. This was a 
sentiment echoed by Lindsay, who also preferred to stay away from close school 
relationships. “I just don’t go there (to lunch with colleagues).” They felt it to be self 
preservation. 
Six of the participants spoke very specifically about the difference between a 
“school” friend and a “social” friend. A school was a sometimes close relationship that 
lasted the duration of the school day. It did not go beyond the last bell at the end of the 
work day. “My colleagues at school, I would say they are my friends while we are at 
school. We never see each other over the summer,” stated Nora. A social friend 
encompassed those with whom they might meet for social and entertainment purposes. 
Those participants with younger children drew the most definitive line between the two 
and used the distinction to relegate the school friend to a limited role relationship, 
preserving the effort needed for such relationships. 
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Although the participants did not mention all of Goode’s strategies, 
compartmentalization, delegation, and the elimination of role relationships were 
decidedly among their personal tactics in coping with the dual roles. 
How is Role Conflict Represented and Articulated Among the Participants? 
Types of Role Conflict 
Role conflict develops as part of role strain. Zurcher (1983), for example, 
viewed role conflict in terms of incompatibility between the duties of one’s roles and 
personal preferences. Merton (1968) points out that people have multiple roles in which 
they interact with others, and when these roles become contradictory, unsuitable, or 
incongruous, role conflict develops. 
The participants spoke about many of the ways in which the mother and teacher 
roles conflict, but also the ways in which their backgrounds, personal beliefs, or cultures 
conflicted with the manner in which they had to carry out their primary roles. Perhaps 
the easiest way to sort out such conflicts would be to use the categories recognized by 
Grace (1972). The four categories are role/culture conflict, role/community conflict, 
role/role set conflict, and self or person/role conflict. 
Role/Culture Conflict 
Both the African American and the Latina participants were very strict in their 
parenting, expressing that it was their culture that brought them to the approaches they 
used in their homes. Antonia and Janet also felt some frustration with the fact that they 
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could not hold to the same approach in their classrooms. Both worked in urban schools 
where many of their students exhibited a reluctance to learn, and they felt that an 
authoritarian style of teaching would not get through to their students. “I recognize that 
these are other people s kids. If it happened to be my kid, I probably would have said, 
‘Sit your butt down now,” explained Janet. Carla was in a bit of a culture shock as well 
when her students did not fit the mold of students she encountered in her native Asia. 
Her own child was also brought up in a firm schedule of study and artistic pursuit. The 
realized quickly that the firm approach would not be successful in her vocational school 
environment. Antonia, Janet and Carla were going against their cultural instincts to 
apply more relaxed methods to motivate and encourage scholarship because they felt 
that was necessary and the accepted way of the school. 
Melissa came across a particular situation that was both a culture/role conflict 
and a role set/role conflict when she reported to a case worker that a student had 
disclosed that she was sexually abused by her stepfather. As a mandated reporter, she 
did what she was legally bound to do and as a parent, what she felt was right for the 
welfare of the child: “The social worker called me up and told me I just didn’t 
understand (the Latino) idea of touching and feeling.” This participant felt very 
discouraged by the different view that this social worker had since they shared the same 
role in trying to protect the child involved. Conflict with a double impact such as this 
one can be considered twice as frustrating. 
It would seem then, that those teacher/mothers whose cultures have definitive 
ideas about behavior modification that differ from that of the school in which they 
teach, express more conflict in dealing with disciplinary issues than others. Others may 
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experience it, but perhaps not as intensely as expressed by the three minority 
teacher/mothers in this study. 
Communitv/Role Conflict 
A majority of the participants felt that the school system in which they worked 
did not value them as educators, an instance of community/role conflict. If the 
community did not respect them, the teacher/mothers felt this had an impact on how the 
students viewed as authority figures and on how effectively they could teach. Those in 
urban communities especially seemed to take exception to the manner in which the 
cities handle decisions concerning schools and teachers. While the interviews were in 
progress, most of the school systems involved were undergoing budget cuts that the 
participants believed compromised the effectiveness of the educational system. “There 
must be a way to balance the budget without gouging the futures of our children. 
Money is important, but people’s lives are a priority. Surely there is another way” 
(Melissa). One of the teacher/mothers had actually been reassigned because of a 
reduction in staff Most participants expressed apprehension about how the cuts would 
directly impact the students. 
Sometimes the conflict is further complicated when the students themselves see 
their school work as not as important as the teacher does. “It becomes a struggle with 
your professional conscience to follow the rules as the city mandates or as the school 
mandates, and at the same time try to recognize that that for some of the students, 
(Subject matter) isn’t the real world and never will be,” Carla asserted. 
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Several participants who taught in urban and vocational schools also believed 
that the parents in the community did not fully support their efforts to educate their 
children. They felt that parents did not always do their part in helping students better 
themselves. They were troubled about the number of absentee or apathetic parents. 
Their own set of parental philosophies was in direct conflict with some of the parents 
and guardians of their students. They felt that this made it difficult to try to instill what 
they considered responsible values for the students to assume for their own fixture roles 
as parents. As parents themselves, these teacher/mothers felt it their obligation to make 
such an effort as a role model, a role that can be frustrating according to Colleen: “You 
pick up the newspapers and adults are doing the same (inappropriate acts), so that’s the 
role model that they see. That’s what they’re seeing. It’s not my value system. I’d like 
to make their lives better, but I think I’ve finally come to a point where I realize I 
can t. 
One of the suburban participants felt that many parents were involved in their 
children’s school activities, but she also observed that the community’s parents were 
sometimes condescending to the teachers. “I think there is a large portion of them that 
think we are social servants and not as educated as they are as doctors and lawyers,” 
Nora speculated. Although there was a certain connection with parents because of her 
own motherhood, she felt that a number of the parents did not value the teachers. This 
was, however, for different reasons than the urban parents who some of the participants 
thought were lacking interest in the educational system. She sensed that the parents felt 
a certain entitlement for their children, and it was up to the teachers, the public servants, 
to deliver. 
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There was also a general feeling that community members, whether or not they 
were involved with education did not respect teachers and their work. As Janet stated, 
Teaching is an honorable profession; it really is. Everybody needs to 
respect teachers. They don’t always get respect. It’s not fair because it’s a 
difficult job. People don’t respect it because ‘Oh, you know, they have all 
the summers off. They get all those vacations, ’ but I would challenge 
anybody who says that to come in here and do what I do, for one day. 
Nora believes that there is disappointment because “You work so hard at something that 
is so important and get very little back in terms of validation from society or 
financially.” 
Role Set/ Role Conflict 
Sometimes the execution of a role is shared by others who work in the same 
capacity. There were times when the participants felt that they were in conflict with 
those people in their role set. Allegedly, all teachers work toward a common goal, the 
education of those students in their care, but some of the participants divulged that not 
all teachers put forth the same effort, or sometimes they disagreed with the manner in 
which their colleagues performed their roles. 
For example three of the teachers said they were discouraged by their co¬ 
workers who did not follow the rules. They saw this as a situation that made it difficult 
for other teachers to maintain credibility with the students as they attempted to enforce 
the same rules. One participant even railed against administrators who did not enforce 
the punishments equally, which also detracted from the overall authority of the faculty. 
Colleen commented, “At this point, in this building, I don’t think it’s clear what a 
teacher’s role is anymore.” Like others in her situation, she felt limited in what she 
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could accomplish if the roles were not clearly defined and everyone did not work 
toward a common goal. 
The same problem arose when participants’ roles as mothers were questioned 
when compared with the practices of other parents. The urban and vocational teachers 
felt they had to explain their approach to parenthood to their students who seemed to 
find it incomprehensible that they did not use physical force to keep their children in 
line. Ironically, it was in acting in the “parent” role that they had to clarify then- 
positions as mothers to the potential parents in front of them in the classroom. These 
participants often ran across students who, because of their own experiences, would ask 
questions such as, “You really don’t beat your children?” Three participants had this 
question asked of them. 
Sometimes the teacher mindset is manifested when dealing with the teachers of 
their own children. They shared the same role as their children’s teacher, but several of 
the participants did not always agree with the way their child was being taught. This 
seemed to happen more often with the teacher/mothers whose children were still in 
elementary or middle school, but in the case of Connie, her niece, whom she was 
parenting, felt caught in the middle of the debate. “She hates bringing her science 
homework home because we teach it differently than the way they do (at her school). I 
had a real teacher attitude about what she’s doing in school.” In Connie’s case, it 
seemed that her teacher role forced itself on her “mother” role and that brought her into 
some conflict with a colleague in another system. The same was true of Melissa who 
had to assert herself strongly with her son’s teacher to get him extra help for a learning 
disability. 
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Sometimes the role of mother and the social connections made in conjunction 
with that role lead to a conflict in the teacher role. Such was the case for Louise, whose 
friends asked her to keep a watchful eye on their children because she taught in the 
same school. This led to a quandary for Louise who was not quite certain about how 
much she should reveal to the parents making the request. As a fellow parent she felt a 
loyalty to the friend, but as a teacher, there was a certain confidentiality that should be 
respected. She finally put the problem in the lap of the other parent by saying, “You 
know, you’re really putting undue pressure on me. Either you want to know everything 
or you want to know nothing because I cannot make the decision for what you think is 
big or what I think is big.” 
Person/Role Conflict 
The self or person/role conflict come to the fore mostly as participants discussed 
the struggle to keep their priorities consistent. Since all of them claimed that 
motherhood was first in priority, they often had an internal conflict when their teacher 
role pushed to the number one spot. If they had excessive homework to address or if 
meetings and extra school duties required them to take time away from the mother role, 
they became distressed. Some participants also became agitated with themselves when 
they found it difficult to cope with the home situation after a difficult school day. 
“When you come in and you’re frustrated from school and then have to come in and 
listen to more of it, it wears on you,” Wendy explained. Several of the participants, such 
as Connie and Lindsay, also mentioned that it was often a struggle to keep their spouse 
or partner as a priority. They often took a spouse or partner for granted if he or she was 
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readily available, and that fostered a certain amount of guilt. Other participants, 
however, like Nora and Wendy, said that their spouses realized when they took on the 
dual role of teaching and parenting that this was the way it would be until the children 
were more self-sufficient. 
Conclusion 
The participants in the study verbalized instances of all of the types of role 
conflict as proposed by Grace (1972). The community/role conflict and the role set/role 
conflicts tended to be more external while the culture/role conflict and person/role 
conflict were more internal. The external conflicts were internalized, however, as the 
participants conveyed the outrage, irritation, and frustration they experienced as part of 
these conflicts (e.g.,, The disappointment in the actions of their colleagues who did not 
share their ideas of classroom management and the anger at the community that did not 
respect their efforts). 
What Coping Strategies do the Participants Discuss 
in Relation to Perceived Role Strain and Role Conflict? 
Theory of Meeting Role Demands 
All of the women interviewed articulated that they experienced role strain and 
role conflict as they carried out their roles of teacher and mother. Some tended to 
minimize the occurrences by saying that everything tended to balance out, but the 
majority claimed some tension, distress, and difficulty in trying to do both well. Other 
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roles tended to make the execution of their primary roles more challenging. Time and 
energy were the two factors that seemed to be of most concern to the teacher/mothers. 
Marks (1997) believed that one’s energy expands to meet the demands of those 
roles people deem as important. He wrote that sometimes a person will minimize one 
role to be able to increase the capacity of another. All of the women talked about trying 
to get as much school work done in school as they could, so that they would have a 
minimum of work related tasks to perform when they returned home, a form of 
compartmentalization. This gave them the ability to concentrate their energies on their 
families. “Every free moment I have. I’m working here. I usually work through lunch, 
get my papers corrected, or look at what I have to do the next day. I use my time here 
because I know that at home there are too many other things,” Louise said, and these 
sentiments were expressed by all of the teachers in the study. Of course, they said that 
this was not always possible, especially when grades were due or a special event was 
taking place in which they were involved at school, but they tried to keep these 
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situations to a minimum. 
When the need to do schoolwork while supervising their children did arise, 
some of the mother/teachers found ways of combining the two. For example, Carla was 
able to correct papers and still focus on her son’s music practice. “Sometimes when he 
plays the piano, I sit. He is playing, and I sit on the side and check my work. 
Occasionally, I will stop and say, ‘This piece is really nice,’ and then go on (with my 
work).” 
Four of the participants, (Brenda, Wendy, Connie, Colleen) mentioned that at 
times they solved the conflict between attending a school event and spending time with 
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their children by bringing their young children with them. It did occur on occasion that 
the children did not care to attend, but this was not usually a problem since it tended to 
take away some of the mystery about what their mother did when she was away from 
them. As their children grew older and had the choice of accompanying their mothers 
to school events, they usually opted not to do so since they had their own school events. 
Two of the mothers, Colleen and Wendy, discussed particular times when they were 
forced to make a conscious choice between attending an event at their own school and 
one at their child’s school. Both chose to go with their child. They made decisions to 
expand their parental role while diminishing their school role. Colleen, for example 
chose to be with her son chose to be at her son’s open house rather than her own. 
I know there’s probably some parents that are disappointed and probably 
don’t agree—that I probably should have been here. I did get some—from 
a guidance counselor, ‘Well, I didn’t realize that was an option.’ I’m sorry, 
my family comes first. 
Recognition of Coping Strategies Not Previously Addressed 
Goode’s (1960) identified strategies for coping with multiple roles give a solid 
foundation for examining how the participants in this study managed to maneuver 
through the duties and obligations attached to the numerous roles they assumed, in 
particular the demanding priority roles of teacher and mother. There were, however, 
tactics that were not mentioned in his research. I noticed several emerging strategies 
that I have labeled: integration, sublimation, the quality time dynamic, the personal time 
guilt trip, the “macho mom” syndrome, and the temporary leave or transitory de- 
prioritizing. (See Appendix B) 
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Integration 
Some of the women in this study recognized that they could not perform their 
roles of teacher and mother well in isolation. They had to design techniques to merge 
the two roles so that they did not have to take too much away from one role in order to 
satisfy the other. They found means to carry one role with them as they performed the 
other. For example, Brenda would take her son to her school when she had to stay after 
for an advisorship. Wendy also found it more convenient to have her sons accompany 
her to school sporting events than to leave them at home and be away from them for a 
length of time that she felt should be allocated to her family. 
Those who did integrate the two roles seemed to find that they felt less remorse 
about spending some of their family time involved in school events. They also seemed 
to find the integration a benefit to their children since their sons and daughters became 
aware of the environments in which their mothers worked. They seemed to be 
comfortable also with their students glimpsing a portion of their personal lives. 
Sublimation 
All of the participants expressed some frustration with attempting to balance 
their professional and personal lives, and they found many of the conflicts associated 
with their roles difficult to tolerate on a daily basis. Some of the teacher/mothers 
discussed the fact that they pushed their dissatisfactions and aggravations aside and 
buried themselves in the philosophy that their feelings were not as important as simply 
carrying out the important tasks of teaching and mothering. In the mother role alone, 
author Judith Warner claims that some of the mothers she encountered in her study of 
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modern motherhood “appeared to have lost nearly all sense of themselves as adult 
women.” (2005, p. 44) They expressed great exasperation at some of the situations that 
arose from conflicts with their role set, with parents, administration, or spouses and 
partners, but they often did nothing about these circumstances. They decided to vent in 
private and go about their business in public, surrendering their feelings for the greater 
good of whatever harmony they could muster. Amanda, for example, did not complain 
at home about her daily routine that required so much patience in order to administer to 
the special needs children she taught. Since she had children at home with their own 
special needs, she did not feel she should introduce more stress into her household. 
The Quality Time Dynamic 
“Quality time” has been a buzz phrase for many years with the advent of so 
many women in the work force. Many of the participants mentioned in passing or as a 
major element in their interviews that even though they did not spend as much time as 
they wanted with their children, there was an implied “quality” time attached to the time 
they had. Nora, for example, spent considerable time relating how she invites her 
children into bed each night and that they remain until they fall asleep, at which time 
her husband transports them to their own beds. Melissa discussed the substantial time 
she spent at her daughter’s dance rehearsals. The philosophy that time with their 
children should not be measured as much in duration as durability seemed to take the 
onus off whatever guilt they might have felt. 
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The Personal Time Guilt Trip 
Several of the participants expressed some feelings of regret that they did not 
have time to themselves when they were consumed with the workload and time 
commitment involved in maintaining their two priority roles. When they did indulge in 
such desired activities as reading a book or attending a class, they felt a certain amount 
of guilt that they were squandering the time that should be reserved for family or 
teaching duties such as correcting papers. A couple of the teacher/mothers, seemed to 
circumvent the situation by giving themselves permission to cosset themselves with a 
novel or exercise session as long as they felt embarrassed or guilt-ridden. Jenny, for 
example, would read her book, all the while chastising herself for doing so. Ironically, 
admonishing themselves for their alleged selfishness allowed them to pursue their guilty 
pleasures. 
The “Macho77 Mom - Can Do It All Attitude 
A few of the women in the study mentioned that they did feel overwhelmed on 
occasion, and they did indeed feel the strain of the two priority roles as they converged 
and diverged, but they felt the need to state that they could always contain and control 
any problems that might surface. This was true, for instance, of Lindsay, who kept 
reassuring me and herself that most of the time there was not really a “problem” as long 
as she stayed on top of things. There seemed to be an attitude of, “I am stressed. I am 
conflicted, but I can handle it.” 
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The Temporary Leave or Transitory De-prioritizing 
Some of the participants also believed that they coped with the pressures and 
anxieties of attempting to enact the two primary roles by taking a temporary “leave of 
absence from some of the roles that they had once enjoyed. Hannah decided to switch 
the type of coaching she did to get longer hours at home while her children were still in 
school, and Antonia put her church involvement on hold to make more time for her 
family. They reasoned that when their lives were not so hectic, they could go back to 
these activities and take pleasure in them once more. Nora stated that she can tolerate 
her life being interrupted at the moment because she knows that the children will grow 
up, but right now they need her. Keeping in mind that the situation will someday 
change allowed these mother/teachers to cope with their frenzied attempts and 
sometimes failures to attain domestic and professional harmony. 
Time Found for Priority Roles 
All of the participants seemed to concur with the theory of Marks (1997) that 
time will be found for priority roles. All of the women conversed about the frenzied 
nature of the school year as they juggled both the teacher and mother roles. Their lives 
seemed a flurry of planning lessons, teaching, tutoring, sometimes coaching and 
advising, parenting and performing domestic chores. They might have had to use short 
term tactics for coping with the fatigue that resulted from such busy lives, such as take a 
nap (Wendy), isolate themselves and read a book (Melissa), attend a social affair 
(Emma), or, as Connie did, go on strike. Most of them felt, though, that somehow, they 
found the energy and the will to participate in the roles they felt were priorities. 
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Most of the participants expressed the need to be organized in their approach in 
order to better find the energy. “Thank God I leave things ready before I leave in the 
afternoon, said Janet. By getting lesson plans and classroom strategies ready in 
advance, they seem to be able to devote more energy to their families when they get 
home. I would tell future teachers that you have to be super organized. Anticipate, 
anticipate, anticipate,” advised Emma. 
In spite of friends, family, and members of the general public who expressed 
their opinions that teaching was a job with a lot of time off, all of the participants 
viewed their summer hiatus and the two to three one-week vacations during the school 
year as necessary in order to recuperate from the pandemonium of teaching and 
parenting. They did indeed find the energy for these roles, but they also needed the off- 
time. When the children were still young, the “break” still meant that they had full-time 
responsibility for their own offspring, so that they felt they were never truly “off.” 
They mentioned that it is difficult to turn off the roles under most circumstances. “The 
parent/teacher in me is all over the place, everywhere I go,” said Allison. 
Conclusion 
The participants, though harried in their endeavors to manage both the teacher 
and mother roles, did, as Marks claimed, muster the time and energy to deal with the 
majority of predicaments and quandaries that were associated with their two primary 
roles. Often they did so by using maneuvers such as delegation or 
compartmentalization to accomplish this. Other strategies, beyond those identified by 
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Goode, were also used, such as integration, sublimation, the “quality time dynamic,” the 
“personal time guilt trip,” the “can do it all” attitude, and the temporary leave. 
Although there were times in which they did have to sacrifice time spent on one 
of the primary roles in order to meet the challenges of the other, most of the time it was 
a secondary role that was forfeited, and if both primary roles were challenging, they 
sought ways to temporarily merge the two. 
What did Participants Verbalize as the Positive Aspects of the 
Dual Roles of Teacher and Mother? 
Seiber and the Benefits of Multiple Roles 
Seiber (1974) stated that there are certain features of acquiring multiple roles 
that often made the effort of accumulating them worthwhile. He referred to such 
aspects as role privilege, status security, status enhancement, personality enrichment, 
and ego gratification. 
Role Privilege. While all of the participants agreed that their role as teacher 
provided a certain role privilege, they usually saw this in relation to their role as a 
mother. What they saw and experienced on a day to day basis and what their students 
revealed about their lives, they felt made them more knowledgeable parents. They 
knew what was in fashion, what the current style of music was that appealed to teens, 
and especially they became aware of what they might expect from their own children 
when they reached the age of their students. 
“Forewarned is forearmed” seemed to be the philosophy of the mothers of 
elementary and middle school students. “I think teaching a group that is older than my 
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child, I can kind of anticipate some of the things that might be happening when he gets 
older” (Brenda). Those who had children in the same general age bracket as their 
students were quite cautious of what they let their own teens do because of what they 
knew from their lives at school. They also felt they knew more about what went on in 
school because of information revealed by their own children. For example, Louise had 
a child in the same school. “I definitely have an insight with my son in the building. I 
know what’s going on much better.” 
They saw the extra time with their own families as a privilege of their career. 
While they might have to take a certain amount of criticism from the public about their 
daily and yearly work schedule, they feel that the time away from school affords them 
to be better parents. The fact that their work schedule coincides with that of their 
children seems especially attractive to mothers of younger children. When their 
children mature, they are still very much available to them. Lindsay summed up the 
sentiment by saying, “I think teaching offers that great opportunity to carry on both 
roles because the flexibility is there. Basically, you can work and still be home with 
your children in the afternoon and summers.” Louise expressed similar thoughts when 
she pointed out, “When school’s out, you’re home with them. That is a bonus.” 
Status Enhancement. All of the participants also agreed that being a parent gave 
them a certain status or credibility as a teacher. Knowing that their teacher was actively 
parenting seemed to result in an interest in their teachers’ lives and the teacher/mothers 
believed they earned a certain respect even if that respect did not prevent pupils from 
disregarding homework assignments or from not paying attention in class. The parents 
who were involved in their student’s school life were observed by the participants as 
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recognizing a certain connection with a teacher who could say, “Yes, I know what you 
are going through.” Unfortunately, as Emma pointed out, the students who were 
themselves parenting seemed to express an interest in their teacher’s pregnancy and 
motherhood although this teacher did not encourage the interest. 
Conversely, being a teacher did not seem to necessarily give them more 
credibility as a parent, but most of the participants believed that their level of 
involvement as educators did set a good work ethic example for their children both in 
school and out. One participant even felt that embracing her own career and giving the 
example of liking teaching gave both the job itself and her some credibility. “I feel 
sorry for people who get up every morning and say, ‘Oh, I’ve got to go to work. Or on 
Sundays say, ‘Oh, tomorrow’s Monday.’ I don’t feel that way about my job. I think 
my kids have been aware of that” (Allison). 
Personality Enrichment and Ego Gratification. Those participants who were 
advisors or coaches felt that these roles brought them closer to students. “Sometimes 
the kids in the yearbook class - it’s more individual. I get to know those kids much 
better” (Brenda). This same thought was expressed by the teacher who had coached 
several teams and by the other participants who supervised an activity that went beyond 
the classroom. Hannah, a coach and advisor, took some of her urban students on a ski 
trip. “There was a little perk there. It was really fun to watch a lot of inner-city kids, 
who have never been on skis or snow boards. Their faces would be lit up, so it was 
worth it.” These teachers viewed the more personal contact as a chance to better 
understand the teenaged intellect and attitude. 
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Although a few of the participants felt that their status in the community was not 
necessarily enhanced by their role as a teacher, most declared that it was still a good 
profession. There was an honor and nobility to the task of teaching young men and 
women. They felt that any motivation to teach must come from within, and so it was 
the personality enrichment which allowed them to stay in the profession with dignity. 
I think I make a difference with some of my students,” Brenda surmised when she 
became reflective about why she stayed in teaching. 
Personality enrichment and ego gratification were the principal positives in the 
mother role as well. Participants felt that parenthood fulfilled them in some way, that 
their children expanded on their existence. There was as much pride in the endeavors of 
their children as there was in their own accomplishments. “It feels exciting. It feels 
creative. It’s the same feeling with (your) children as it is with students, the feeling that 
it’s all worthwhile whether they appreciate it or not. It’s my contribution to the world” 
(Connie). The same was true, but in a lesser degree, of the undertakings of their 
students. Teachers spoke with great gratification about even the small steps that some 
of their students made in attempting to better themselves. This was not always in the 
area of subject matter, especially if they felt the students might need them in the 
capacity of another role. As Wendy divulged, “I really am the role model, the parent, 
the mentor, the sister, the father, and social worker, all of those things they may not be 
getting at home. Then I become a teacher second.” 
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Conclusion 
While status security and status enhancement were not stated as the major 
advantages of assuming the two primary roles, the participants did seem to derive a 
good deal of personality enrichment and ego gratification from them. They also seemed 
to see the main privilege of being a teacher the fact that they could spend more time 
with their role as mother because of the length of the school year and the hours of the 
school day. It seems rather ironic that the main advantage of one role is the ability to be 
free to practice the other. This might be why so many of them thought of the two roles 
as a remarkably good match. 
Integration of Theorists: Conflicts and Complements 
While the four theorists work from different aspects of the role strain and role 
conflict issues, it does not mean that they are not integrated in their ideas. In fact, it 
would seem that they have much in common when addressing the topics. Goode (1960) 
and Grace (1972) both seem to commence with the idea of the pre-existence of role 
strain and role conflict. Goode states that we cannot always meet the demands of the 
roles we assume, and so we must begin a series of strategies that allow us to manipulate 
the structure of the roles we undertake while Grace presumes that our accumulation of 
roles must naturally lead to role conflict, and so he categorized the common conflicts in 
people’s lives. While we might take these two to task about the pessimistic nature of 
their views, it would seem that the participants of this study substantiate their claims 
with their observations of their own experiences. 
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Marks (1997), while not denying the presence of role strain or role conflict, 
affirms that there will always be energy for roles we consider a priority, even if we 
must withhold energy from one role in order to liberate it for another. Even if we take 
the two previous researchers’ ideas as a given, Marks does not necessarily contradict 
their suppositions, but merely interjects that it is possible to acquire whatever is needed 
in order to take part in a priority role. 
Seiber (1974) does not challenge any of the deductions of the other theorists, but 
merely imposes the idea that whatever else the accumulation of a role entails, there are 
advantages attached as well. Because there is a positive attached to role accumulation, 
it does not discount the presence of any negatives. We might also ask if there must be a 
positive affixed to a role in order for a person to accrue it. All of the participants chose 
the roles they did for a reason. These reasons are most likely linked to what they can 
acquire or achieve by taking on a role. There was a “pay off’ of some kind, no matter 
how minor, to all the roles that the participants saw fit to occupy. (See Appendix I) 
Analysis of Participant Priority Roles According to Theory 
All four theorists’ hypotheses can be complementary in analyzing the results of 
the interviews. The participants identified the mother role as taking precedence over all 
others except when the teacher role came to the front during significant times during the 
school year (See Appendix I). The role of spouse or partner usually came third during 
the academic year. With each of these top three priority roles came conflicts, already 
categorized by Grace (1972), with which teacher/mothers must cope. Imbedded in the 
mother role were role/role set conflicts (e g., coming into clashes with other parents 
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with different parenting perspectives) and person/role conflicts (e.g., allowing children 
to do things you do not necessarily agree with), while represented in the teacher role 
were role/culture conflicts (e.g.,, teacher comes into resistance with students whose 
ideas reflect a culture different from her own), community/role conflict (e.g.,, teacher 
in dispute over contract issues), role/role set conflict (e.g.,, teacher and colleagues 
differ in approach to discipline issues), and person/role conflicts (e.g.,, a teacher going 
against a personal code in order to meet the needs of a student). 
Recognizing these conflicts in the lives of the participants, we can then look at 
how they negotiated and manipulated their role configurations to manage these conflicts 
and pressures. As mothers, they used integration (e.g.,, Wendy taking her sons to 
school functions), compartmentalization (e.g.,, Emma keeping her home life out of her 
association with her students), delegation (e.g.,, Antonia’s husband helping with the 
children’s care), elimination of role relationships (e.g.,, Janet pulling away from 
colleagues and church members to concentrate on family), personal time guilt trip (e.g., 
, Jenny stealing away to a college class, but feeling the tug of guilt), sublimation (e.g.,, 
Amanda submerging her frustrations to meet the needs of her special education students 
and her children), “macho” can do it all attitude (e.g.,, Lindsay expressing that she may 
get discouraged with all her roles, but she can always handle them), and the quality time 
dynamic (e.g.,, Carla spending all her free time with her son). 
As teachers the participants dealt with the time and energy required of this role 
by integration (e.g.,, Brenda taking her child to after school activities with her), 
compartmentalization (e.g.,, Melissa tries to do as much of her school work at school 
so she does not have to bring it home), sublimation (e.g., Janet is dissatisfied with the 
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way her colleagues handle student issues, but she does not complain outwardly to 
administration), macho - can do it all attitude (e.g., Louise takes on extra duties, such 
as “watching out” for the children of friends and volunteer work without worrying 
about the time constraints), elimination of role relationships (e.g., Nora does not 
socialize with her colleagues outside of school -also a form of compartmentalization - 
in fulfilling both teacher and mother duties). 
Other Identified Roles in Reference to Theory 
Other roles that yield some types of perks for the participants were the daughter 
and sibling roles as well as those of volunteer, role model, church member, advocate, 
advisor/coach, friend and student (See Appendix I). While these roles were seen to 
bring personality enrichment (daughter/sibling, volunteer, church member, friend, 
student), ego gratification (volunteer, advisor/coach), role privilege (advocate), status 
enhancement (advisor/coach, student), or status security (student), they were roles that 
were considered somewhat of a luxury because of the time constraints imposed by the 
demands of the three major roles of mother, teacher, and spouse. 
The advocate role might be the one role in the secondary group that was 
considered absolutely essential according to the two participants who felt it necessary to 
become activists for the recognition and addressing of their own children’s disabilities 
(Melissa and Amanda). It was a role that did not actually dominate their daily routines, 
but when it became necessary to enact the advocate role on behalf of their son and 
daughters respectively, it was considered crucial. Even though Amanda, for example, 
does not really advise the parents of her students to be present at their children’s 
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educational plan meetings, she felt compelled to be present at those that pertained to her 
learning-disabled daughters because of the role privilege afforded them by their teacher 
roles. They, as teachers, knew something of the sinner workings of the school system 
and were better able to judge the wisdom of decisions made during these conferences. 
The role privilege worked the other way as well since they could gain credibility 
in the eyes of parents and students with learning disabilities who might look to them for 
guidance. 
Conclusion 
The participants identified the three roles of mother, teacher, and spouse/partner 
respectively as the most critical roles in their lives. Each of these roles produced a series 
of conflicts that were addressed through strategies that allowed them to cope with the 
stress levels that these conflicts produced. 
Other roles that the participants isolated as significant were daughter/sibling, 
volunteer, role model, church member, advocate, advisor/coach, friend and student. 
The participants used similar strategies to cope with these secondary roles to those 
employed with the major roles. They selected a tactic which would allow them to 
concentrate more of their time on the roles of mother, teacher and spouse. They also 
defended the existence of these roles by acknowledging the benefits they imparted, such 
as ego gratification or role privilege. 
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What did Participants Articulate as the Negative Aspects. Other than 
Previously Specified Conflicts, to the Dual Roles of Teacher and Mother? 
While participants discussed many positive aspects of maintaining the duals 
roles, they did mention negative features as well. These were fewer in number, 
however. One such aspect was the fact that after a day of teaching, it is sometimes 
difficult to muster the energy for the mother role. “I’m emotionally drained by the end 
of the day. I’m alert, but emotionally drained,” Hannah stated, and this appeared to be a 
common problem. There were two teachers, however, who seemed to defend Marks’ 
theory that you find the strength you need for primary roles. “It is very different than 
the way I started off. I don’t really feel I have any less energy. I really feel I have more 
because I have to,” said Emma. 
How did the participants view the combination of the teacher role and mother 
role specifically as negatively impacting their work and home lives? Some of the 
participants felt that the mother role sometimes thwarted their efforts to be as good a 
teacher as possible. Jenny, for example, is busy with her two children during the 
afternoons and evenings, so she often does not get a chance to address school tasks until 
after all their activities are completed: “The kids have to be in bed by nine o’clock 
because that’s when I have to do my work.” Saturdays and Sundays are also times that 
are used to catch up on school issues. Louise said, “As far as schoolwork goes, any 
schoolwork I do is on the weekends.” This, of course, can cut into the weekend time 
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designated for family. 
Several of the participants felt that they are apt to spend some of their tolerance 
on their students, and that may be a commodity that that runs short when they get home. 
Wendy lamented, “I don’t have as much patience with my own kids as I would with a 
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stranger’s. Sometimes I am so burnt out at the end of the day.” Sometimes they felt 
that the predicament was just that they are going from one similar environment to 
another. It makes it hard if you’re with kids all day and you’re with them all night,” 
Amanda said. Many expressed the attitude of Jenny, who stated, “Sometimes I feel like 
I’m at school at home.” 
Even though Emily’s children are young, she mentioned, “It’s stressful to be 
surrounded by teenagers all day.” This idea seemed to have resonance with all of the 
teachers in the study except that some did find some positive points in this area as well. 
“They (the students) make me laugh,” said Allison, whose own children were high 
school age, but saw humor in many of the stressful times. 
Finding a Balance 
Being both a teacher and a mother does have conflicts and other negativity, but 
most of the participants did not see these aspects as impossible impediments to carrying 
out both roles. Somehow they did find a way to do it all. Perhaps there were times 
when one or both roles were not performed as well as they would have liked, but most 
felt that the two roles were a good match. Emma’s words were typical of the responses 
to the participants’ reactions to how they live with the dual role: “I don’t know how it 
all fits in my head. When I get home, it is so crazy also. At the end of the day, I feel 
both things are on my mind, the things I do for my family and the things I have to do for 
school. It is sort of like a constant mate.” 
If we were to judge the situation of the teacher /mother in today’s secondary 
schools by the experiences of the participants in this study, we would have to conclude 
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that the dual role agrees with the majority. Only one of the participants said that she 
would do something else if she had the chance. Lindsay said that, if given the chance to 
begin again, I d start my own business,” although she alleged that she enjoyed working 
with her students. Even she felt that she was doing well in her two roles as teacher and 
mother. 
The participants who were teachers before they became mothers did seem to 
believe that becoming a parent gave them a new perspective when they came in contact 
with their students. “I don’t think of them as kids anymore. I think of them as 
somebody’s kid. All of a sudden, I don’t see them as much as I see the parent” (Emily). 
If they did not already have a sense of the person beyond the body in the classroom, 
motherhood seemed to help them see that aspect. It seemed to help put the student into 
more of a context, and in some cases, it gave the teacher a reference point since they 
saw some of the same situations in school as they did at home. “I think I became a 
more reflective teacher because I knew the troubles (my own son) was having. I think I 
became a more understanding teacher, one who picked her battles more carefully, and 
ironically, that made me a better disciplinarian” (Melissa). None of the participants 
implied that their parental status made them better teachers, just perhaps more aware of 
aspects of the student-teacher relationship that had perhaps eluded them before. 
Those participants who were mothers before they went into teaching often chose 
teaching because of the compatibility with their role as a parent. “I don’t know that I’d 
be doing this if I didn’t have a family,” mused Wendy. She definitely saw her role as a 
teacher complementing her role as mother since she would be available to her children 
during weekends and school vacations. The one complaint she lodged, along with 
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several of the other participants, was that, “The pay isn’t there.” Somehow, though, the 
extended time spent with their families was well worth the lower pay. 
Conclusion 
The lens of role theory, especially the works of Goode (1960), Grace (1972), 
Marks (1997), and Seiber (1974) allowed me to look at the experiences of the 
participants with a more focused perspective than would have been possible merely by 
recording the participants’ words and observing their reactions to the inquiries. This 
theoretical framework honed in on the particulars of their teaching practice and 
parenting with an emphasis on the significance that their experience implies. Role 
theory better told the story of what their teaching and parenting means to them, what it 
requires of them, what it takes from them, what it awards them and what opportunities it 
affords them. It is my opinion that the theoretical framework augmented the 
exploration by allowing me a chance to look more closely at the individual patterns that 
became clearer as the study progressed. 
Teaching and parenting simultaneously is a difficult task, but apparently one that 
can be accomplished successfully. This is a concept that needs to be circulated among 
educators so that those undertaking the dual roles will not be daunted by the prospect of 
attempting to merge the two. While difficult, the undertaking can be as rewarding as it 
is complex. Many are doing it, and it need not be an isolating experience. 
In a review of this study, several noteworthy patterns reveal the nature of the 
experience of teacher/mothers. We can make six substantial inferences based on the 
data in this study: 
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• Although participants saw themselves as performing numerous roles 
throughout the course of their days, the mother role was unanimously given 
priority, with the roles of teacher and spouse vying for second place. (See 
Appendix I and Appendix J) 
• Role strain, as addressed by Goode (1960) was evident as participants spoke 
of integrating the two primary roles of teacher and mother. 
• The most common strategies of the participants to lesson occurrences of role 
strain were delegation, limiting role relationships, and compartmentalization. 
• New strategies not already delineated by prior theorists were integration, 
sublimation, the quality time dynamic, the personal time guilt trip, the 
“macho” attitude, and the temporary leave or transitory de-prioritizing. 
• The participants related instances of role conflict as identified by Grace 
(1972), in particular role/culture conflict, community/role conflict, role 
set/role conflict, and person/role conflict. 
• All of the participants, while expressing distress in attempting to meet the 
demands of all of the roles they occupied, did manage to find the time and 
energy to accomplish what they needed in their two primary roles of teacher 
and mother. 
• While there were negative aspects to simultaneously teaching and parenting, 
all of the participants agreed that the struggle was well worth the effort 
because of the payoffs, particularly in the areas of role privilege, ego 
gratification, and personality enrichment. 
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• Most of the participants felt that the two roles of teacher and mother 
complemented one another. “I’m a lucky woman,” said Melissa. “I’m a 
mother and I’m a teacher. I have the two best jobs in the world.” 
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION 
Significance to the Researcher 
This study has been both an academic, professional, and personal expedition. It 
was necessary to explore my own perspectives of the dual roles of teacher and mother 
that I had been occupying for the last twenty-nine years. I have empathized with the 
sentiments of many of the participants and the conflicts they encountered in these roles. 
I struggled with role priorities as did Wendy when she disclosed, “Sometimes I get the 
sense that career should be first, especially when you’re teaching. I treat the students in 
school the way I would treat my own children, so they are my one and only priority 
when I am in school.” I have also felt the joy when it seems to all come together as it 
does for Lindsay: “It’s really been rewarding as far as relating, being a teacher and 
bringing it home to my family and helping my kids out, understanding the growth of my 
children and relating it to the kids at school.” 
I set out to explore an experience that I had lived, and so it was a constant 
struggle to remain objective, to listen without prejudice to the stories the participants 
had to relate. I still, however, felt my own experience pushing into the data I was 
recording. I found myself nodding in the affirmative as Connie said, 
It hits me very strongly that everything I do is a prayer. I’m taking care of 
my kids or my niece or my mother or my students. All of it is sort of 
putting out the best of myself for people who can hopefully use it for the 
future. That makes everything I do valid. 
I had always sensed that engaging in the dual roles of teacher and mother 
fostered a connection between these two roles that all of the participants recognized. 
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Melissa, for example, stated, “This is who I am. I am a teacher, and I am a mother. I 
am a success story because success is measured by meeting your goals and how happy 
you are. I’m happy.” Perhaps Nora summed up the situation adequately when she 
declared, 
I love it. I think you have to love teaching. You have to want to do it. It 
is emotionally exhausting interfacing with all those kids every day. You 
have to love doing it. The kids see, ‘Mom’s a teacher, and she’s happy 
being a teacher. She feels good about what she does, even if society 
doesn’t. I’m proud when I say to somebody, ‘I’m a teacher.’ 
Overview of the Study 
Sixteen secondary school teachers who were also mothers to at least one school 
aged child were interviewed in a three interview set that concentrated on their paths to 
teaching and parenthood, their present experiences in the roles of teacher and mother, 
and the significance they attached to the teacher and mother roles as well as the 
peripheral roles they occupied. The interviews were audio-taped and transcribed into 
hard copies of the conversations. These were then read and analyzed using the 
theoretical framework of role theory. 
The participants were Caucasian, African-American, Latina, and Chinese, and 
they were employed in several different school systems. These schools were located in 
both urban and suburban communities, and they included both academic and vocational 
facilities. 
The guiding questions were 
1. How do women perceive their multiple roles when they are both teacher and 
mother? 
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2. What strategies do women employ to address their multiple roles? 
3. How do teacher/mothers cope with role strain or role conflict as a result of 
their multiple roles? 
How Does This Study Add to Existing Role Theory? 
This study brought to light a number of issues which teacher/mothers encounter 
on a daily basis as they carry out their two primary roles. It served to investigate more 
closely the role theorists’ ideas as they apply to a particular segment of role occupants. 
It is much like examining one particular scene in an extremely large and intricate 
tapestry. 
The lives of the participants illustrated the concept of strain as the stories of 
distress and anxiety in combining the roles of teacher and mother were discussed, and 
role conflict, one of the centers of the role strain theory became quite apparent. 
Reinforcing Existing Theory 
The four most prominent theorists who formed the basis of the theoretical 
framework used in this study were Grace (1972), Marks (1997), Goode (1960), and 
Seiber (1974). Much evidence gathered in the course of this study supported their work 
and so re-established the validity of their previous research. The types of role conflict 
that Grace identified, for example, were articulated by the participants in this study. As 
teachers, they mentioned situations that could clearly be categorized as conflicts of 
role/culture (e.g.,, The African-American participant who went against her culture 
base’s strictness to cope with an unruly class), community/role (e.g.,, The teacher who 
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feels the community did not value her as an educator), and role set/role (e.g.,, Teachers 
who do not feel their colleagues support the rules as much as they do), and as mothers, 
their stories evidenced conflicts of role/culture (e.g.,, The Chinese mother speaks 
Chinese to her son almost exclusively in her home, but must revert to English to explain 
school-related concepts to him), person/role (e.g.,, The mothers who must give up 
social activities to spend non-school time with their own children), and role set/role 
(e.g.,, Other mothers who express different views about parenting to the participants, 
making them feel as if they are being criticized for their own practices). Multiple roles 
often produce multiple conflicts, and the types of conflict recognized by Grace (1972) 
imposed a more specific framework for identifying the conflict that the participants 
voiced. Some of these conflicts were spoken of more precisely when referring to one 
role than the other, and some of the conflicts participants articulated were relevant to 
both roles, such as the role set/role conflict. Having a guideline in previously 
categorized conflicts made analyzing such conflict less complicated. 
The participants also confirmed Marks’ (1997) theories that time and energy can 
always be found for priority roles. In this study, the participants constantly verified that 
the roles of mother and teacher were indeed their priorities, and they often, as Marks 
conjectured, were forced to “diminish one role to expand on another.” The participants 
in this study identified their mother role as the most important to them. In spite of the 
fact that some came into contact with more than one hundred students a day, the 
children they had at home took precedence. The teacher role usually came in second. 
These were the priority roles and the theory of Marks (1997) that a role occupant 
always found time for these roles seems significant. No matter what other roles nudged 
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into their daily lives, the teacher/mothers usually addressed the demands of these roles 
first. Perhaps the idea of the mother role always being number one might also be true of 
other professions, but it appears especially noteworthy when the mother attends to the 
nurturing and educating of other children away from home as well. 
It might seem that Grace (1972) and Marks (1997) are in conflict themselves as 
their theories spar concerning the assumption that conflict is a natural part of role 
occupancy and the declaration that there is always time for priority roles. Perhaps 
these two researchers were not so much at adds as complementary in their beliefs. 
Grace presumes that we cannot escape conflict, so we should categorize it as he did. 
Marks does not deny that such conflict exists, only asserts that somehow people rise to 
the occasion when it is necessary and mine their energy resources to find what they 
need in order to accommodate priority roles. 
Participants also reinforced Goode’s (1960) work on strategies for coping with 
role strain when they revealed situations in which they primarily used “delegation” and 
“limiting role relationships” as means to lower their stress levels. Many of the 
participants mentioned that they had to delegate at home more than at school because 
the domestic tasks, such as laundry and cleaning, were more easily assumed by another 
party. Although some of the strategies revealed in this study might not have been a neat 
fit into Goode’s identified tactics, such as when some relationships waned because of 
unintended neglect, they provide a strong base on which a researcher can build and 
augment. 
Seiber’s (1974) idea that people take on roles because they “get” something out 
of it is as universal as Marks’s theory. Perhaps people are not always aware of what the 
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benefits will be until they are firmly entrenched in a role. For several of the participants 
it came as a surprise that the teacher and mother roles complemented each other by both 
giving an insight into the other. Seiber’s suppositions were also validated in this study 
as “role privilege,” “personality enrichment,” “ego gratification,” and “status 
enhancement” were revealed by the participants as either motivations to carrying out 
their roles or perceived at least as pay-offs to occupying the two primary roles 
addressed. The role privilege, for example was an advantage especially as the 
participants assimilated knowledge of teenagers from both roles, using the information 
garnered from one role for use in the other. 
While the participants felt that occupying both roles gave them more depth and 
breadth as personalities, allowing them to become multi-faceted individuals, they did 
not see as much of status enhancement in their lives. They did spoke of their status in 
the community as questionable, their status as authority figures with students somewhat 
diminished in a society that did not value teachers as influential people. They did 
receive, however, a bit more credibility as teachers in the eyes of their students’ parents 
when it was learned that they, too, were parenting. 
Perhaps the principal feature for choosing teaching and parenting was the ego 
gratification that came with both roles. There was something satisfying in being able to 
create, nurture, and mold children to the participants. They did, after all, identify 
motherhood as their primary role. These women spoke with great delight about the 
children that they had engendered much as one would talk of a work of art that retained 
its aesthetic value year after year. The narratives concerning what they enjoyed about 
their offspring matched and exceeded the accounts of frustration and conflict that went 
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with them. The same was tme of teaching. After participants railed against school 
systems that did not always support their teachers and students who did not always 
cooperate, they still spoke of the pride and pleasure they derived from education 
teenagers. They spoke of their students’ successes as reflections of their own 
accomplishments. 
New Dimensions to Existing Theory 
While this research serves to sustain the ideas of previous studies, it also adds a 
few new layers to what we already know. First, it takes a closer look at the specific 
union of the teaching profession and motherhood from the viewpoints of educators 
specifically in secondary schools. Second, it addresses the internal and external 
conflicts specific to teacher/mothers as they perform their roles at home and at school. 
Third, this research applies role theory exclusively to the field of education and 
scrutinizes all the roles that these teacher/mothers identify. 
The secondary education teacher is working with students who are in their teen- 
aged, and in the case of middle school teachers, pre-teen years. This is a very precise 
category under scrutiny, and the study encompasses how the mother role influences and 
intrudes on the teacher role, as well as vice versa, as the participants try to meet the 
emotional and scholarly needs of “almost” adults in the classroom. It also considers 
how the convergence of the teacher and mother roles affect the participants in both 
positive and negative ways. 
The stories and comments of the participants in this research focus on both 
internal and external discord as the teacher/mothers navigated the tasks they had to 
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execute on a daily basis. These data gave a broader view of a very distinct group of 
people in operation, and so this study adds to what we previously understood about role 
conflict. We now see Grace’s (1972) types of role conflict as they specifically apply to 
these educators. We also see the speculations of Goode (1960), Marks (1997), and 
Seiber (1974) expanded and utilized to examine mothers in secondary education. 
The data also thrust teacher/mothers into the spotlight as unique role occupants 
in that they must educate and nurture in both their professional and domestic lives, a 
situation that causes role strain and role conflict in very definite ways. Secondary 
teacher/mothers are confronted each year with large groups of children who will remain 
within the same age category, while their own children continuously change in age. 
Since the participants in the study had children of all ages, their experiences expand on 
how role conflicts can change in nature as their offspring alter chronologically. This 
study made note of the shifting in focus of the teacher and mother roles as the growth 
process occurs for their own children and those in their classrooms. Participants were 
able to take more active roles in their profession as their own children became more 
independent. 
Perhaps one of the most enlightening results of this research was that in 100% of 
the participants, the role of mother came first. The only exceptions came on a 
temporary basis when some pressing matter, such as grade reporting time, took on a 
sense of immediacy at school. In a time when more and more women are pursuing 
careers, it might seem significant that the family still comes first with them, at least in 
the field of education. As we have seen in the historical perspective, women originally 
gravitated toward teaching because it was considered a natural training ground for their 
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future roles as mothers, a role to which they were assumed naturally suited. Even now, 
it would seem, the mother role takes priority. 
While solid role theories are in place, there is always room for expansion, and 
this research about teachers who are also mothers adds to the breadth of knowledge 
already accumulated. It opens the door further for role research as it applies to 
educational practitioners. 
Personal Agency 
Personal agency, a concept which took shape primarily in early twentieth 
century existentialism, addresses the idea that everyone has the capability of initiating 
or terminating an action (Psybox.com 2005). In spite of the fact that most of the 
participants acknowledged some type of role strain and/or role conflict, it was a 
personal choice to pursue the domestic and career paths that they did. Several of them 
(e.g.,, Wendy) deliberately selected teaching because of its compatibility with 
parenthood. It would seem that strain and conflict aside, they opted to be both teachers 
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and mothers. Perhaps they did not completely anticipate the monumental mission that 
managing both the nurturing and education of their own and other people’s children 
would entail, such as Amanda’s observation that she could be a better parent if she were 
not teaching and that her teaching would be more concentrated if she did not have her 
own children. It soon became apparent when they struggled with performing both jobs. 
All of the participants mentioned “playing school” when they were children, 
perhaps a precursor to their desire to enter education. It seems clear that even in their 
youth they had an interest in instruction, albeit their siblings and friends served as the 
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students. Perhaps there was a predisposition to education as a career in their very 
natures. Of course, the older participants revealed that there was not much of a career 
menu when they were first thinking of a profession, and perhaps the absence of choice 
was a deciding factor for these women. There still remains the other component of 
personal agency, however, the ability to end what they were doing in favor of another 
occupation. None of them chose to do this, so we must conclude that something within 
them prevented them from leaving teaching. 
We could possibly infer that for them it was still the best choice, no matter what 
the consequences they felt were part and parcel of the dual roles. Whether the 
motivation was the compatibility of the teaching and mothering or that their natures 
gravitated to the classroom, they preferred to remain teachers while they were 
parenting. 
I focus here on teaching as the sacrificial role simply because when a woman 
chooses to parent, it is usually seen as a moral and legal obligation to remain as that role 
occupant as long as the children are dependent. A profession, however, imposes no 
such commitment beyond the guidelines of the school system’s contract. It is much 
easier to choose not to teach than to choose not to parent once the roles are assumed. 
All of the participants communicated a passion for their profession. For some it 
was weakened by the various conflicts they encountered (e.g., role/community conflict 
over salary, role/role set conflict over disciplinary procedures), but there were still the 
flickers of fervor for what they did, and so it was a professional decision to teach and a 
personal choice to remain in the classroom. 
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Implications for Practice 
After examination of the experiences of teachers who are concurrently 
practicing in the roles of both teacher and mother, the data imply that there are groups 
for which the information in this study would be useful. Teachers who are considering 
parenting and mothers who are contemplating teaching as a career may well be able to 
see what the dual roles will require of them. The sixteen participants who represent 
four different ethnic groups and four diverse school environments (urban, suburban, 
parochial, and vocational) were all parenting at least one child of school age and were 
currently teaching. These women had much insight into what the two roles, practiced 
simultaneously, truly entail. Potential teacher/mothers, therefore, would be able to 
examine the roles as performed by the participants and view a portrait of what then- 
lives might become if they follow that particular path. 
Administrators and supervisors might also find the results of this study helpful 
in attempting to understand the experience of those teacher/mothers under their 
supervision. Perhaps a better comprehension of the challenges of those who are 
engaged in the dual teaching and parenting roles would result in an improved 
relationship between administrator and teacher. 
Teacher education might also glean insight by examining the experiences of the 
participants in this study, especially if the course includes an investigation into the lives 
and careers of teachers. The study of pedagogy, classroom management, and 
philosophies in educational practice are necessary and realistic areas for exploration 
when teaching about education, but the study of those who actually are living the 
experience is also beneficial, not only for the education teacher, but also for the 
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preservice teachers in their classrooms. The latter might be alerted to some of the 
challenges of the profession, particularly if they are preparing to both teach and parent. 
Teaching can be an isolating profession. Those who teach high school and 
middle school are surrounded by young people all day, but they do not always get the 
chance to speak to their colleagues at length during the day because they are usually 
blocked into teaching periods. This does not afford too many opportunities for 
discussion or seeking help or advice from those who are involved in the same set of 
responsibilities five days a week. The numerous commitments and the time it takes to 
be parent can also detach a person from social activities they previously enjoyed. This 
study could also provide a chance for those already in the teaching profession while 
they are actively parenting to realize they are not alone in the challenges of their days, 
nor in the satisfactions that teaching and parenting can also provide. This study also 
presents some strategies for coping with the dual role used by those who already occupy 
both roles. There are also possibilities for formulating the reader’s own strategies based 
on what the participants have communicated. 
Areas for Further Research 
Although this study delved fairly deeply into the experience of the teacher who 
is also a mother, there is a great amount of potential for additional research to 
complement this inquiry. Research into the lives of teachers who are also fathers, for 
example, would be an interesting project to pursue. It would perhaps be beneficial to 
observe the teacher/fathers in their roles to compare and contrast these perspectives with 
those of the teacher/mothers. 
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Another valuable investigation might be the situation of the teacher/parents as 
viewed by their children. How do the sons and daughters of teachers feel that having a 
teaching parent affects them? Do their opinions of the situation alter as they grow 
older? What of the child whose parent teaches in the same building? Even more 
particularly, what are the reactions of the child who has his or her parent for a teacher? 
Does he or she feel any role conflict during class, interacting with peers, or when 
confronting other teachers who are colleagues of the parent? Such a study might allow 
the researcher to acquire an entirely different point of view of the dual role situation. 
I also believe that there is merit in pursuing a more pronounced probe into the 
role conflicts that might attach themselves to teacher/mothers who are instructors in 
urban and vocational schools and live in suburban or rural communities. It would be a 
rather intense task to study this particular situation, but this aspect came up several 
times while talking to the participants. There are indications that there are issues 
particular to this situation that could use exploration. 
There are also other avenues to follow, such as what is the situation like for a 
woman who suspends her teaching career while her own children are young, and then 
resumes it? Does the break in service affect her perspective on either teaching or 
parenting? This takes the present research to an even more specific level. 
A few other special situation research possibilities also come to mind, such as 
using role theory to further scrutinize the circumstances of Latina, African-American, 
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Asian, and lesbian teacher/mothers and to study experiences of special education 
teachers who have children of their own with special needs. Glimpses of these 
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situations were manifested during the course of this study, but certainly a closer look is 
warranted. 
There is also room for a study of couples who are both parenting and teaching, 
administrators who are also parenting, instructors on the college level who are teachers 
and parents, and teachers who have never parented. All of these could lead to further 
understanding of those who are practicing educators. 
In Closing 
The investigation into the situation of the teachers who are also mothers must be 
ongoing. If it is not, there is the danger of not acknowledging and taking into 
consideration the strain and struggles that continue to plague and enhance the assuming 
of these two roles simultaneously. These two roles should not be undertaken without 
the knowledge of what doing so might entail. 
Teaching is a critical profession, and those who enter the career must be 
prepared for the challenges that are its core. It is a complex and intricate task to teach 
pre-teens and teenagers what they need to know in order to pass state tests, meet the 
demands of college entry requirements, prepare for the work world, and become 
responsible citizens. The undertaking is rendered more difficult when teachers also 
must accomplish the same feats with their own children after the school day comes to a 
close. There is the constant struggle to address the same issues with other people’s 
children and their own. The roles of teacher and mother are similar, but the intensity of 
investment can change depending on time and circumstance. The level of challenge can 
also shift with individual situations. 
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Most of the women in this research still feel obligated to shoulder the bulk of 
domestic responsibility, and so perhaps the requirements of teaching, added to the 
existing accountability, multiply the role strain and role conflict experienced by the 
participants in this study. We must never lose sight of the uniqueness involved in the 
combined roles of these teacher/mothers. Their physical, emotional, and intellectual 
welfare affect so many who are touched by the roles they occupy, and so we should 
constantly monitor, by research, the effect these two primary roles have on them. It is 
my hope that this study provided some insight into this situation. 
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APPENDIX A 
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 
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Participant Consent Form 
My name is Melva Michaelian. I am an English teacher at Holyoke High School 
and a doctoral student at the University of Massachusetts. I am currently preparing for 
my dissertation by exploring the issues surrounding the dual role of teacher and mother 
as seen through the lens of role theory. I find the numerous aspects of this topic 
intriguing for both professional and personal reasons. 
I would very much appreciate your participation in my dissertation study 
regarding this topic. With your permission I would like to interview you, using audio 
tape, for three ninety-minute sessions. I will be inquiring into your career and personal 
backgrounds (Interview One), the influences your personal life has had on your chosen 
profession and what your life is like now as a teacher/mother (Interview Two), and the 
relevance that you attach to your experiences (Interview Three). 
You have the right not to participate in this research. If you agree to participate 
in this project, you have the right to withdraw at any time without prejudice. You have 
the right to use either your own name or a pseudonym. You have the right to limit the 
use of the tape or any information resulting from the interviews. You have the right to 
request that any part of the interview be kept in the strictest confidence, and you have 
the right to a copy of the tape and/or any written materials based on the information you 
give. If you should decide after the interviews that you do not wish them to be used for 
the purposes specified in this form, you may notify me within fifteen days of the last 
interview session. 
The results of the interviews will be incorporated into a dissertation presented to 
a committee consisting of University of Massachusetts faculty and will be used for 
fulfilling degree requirements. They may also provide portions of later published texts 
or professional presentations. 
It is my hope that your participation in this research will shed light on the 
aforementioned topic, and I thank you in advance for your cooperation and time. 
I have read the above, and I agree to participate in this research under the 
conditions specified in this form. 
Participant Signature Date 
Researcher Signature Date 
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THEORISTS GUIDING ROLE THEORY LENS 
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PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Participant Questionnaire 
To be used on initial contact: 
1. How long have you been a practicing teacher? _ 
2. What subject do you teach? _ 
3. In what category of school system are you employed? a. Urban b. Suburban 
c. Rural 
4. What is your age? a. 25-30 b. 31-35 c. 36-40 d. 41-45 e. 46-50 f. over 50 
5. What is your marital status? a. single (never married) b. married c. divorced or 
separated d. same sex partnership 
6. What is your ethnic or cultural affiliation?_ 
7. If married, how long have you been married?_ 
8. For how long have you been a parent? _ 
9. How many children do you have?  
10. How many children are you still actively parenting (residing in the same 
household)? _ 
11. What are the ages of your children? _ 
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ROLE RAINBOW 
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APPENDIX E 
GRID FOR EXAMPLES OF ROLE STRAIN AND ROLE CONFLICT 
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Examples of role strain or role conflict in experiences of the participants: 
Participant Role Strain Role Conflict 
• 
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APPENDIX F 
GRID FOR STRATEGIES EMPLOYED BY PARTICIPANTS 
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Strategies employed by participants in coping with the dual roles of teacher and mother: 
Participant Identified strategies for coping with teacher/ mother roles 
♦ 
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APPENDIX G 
ROLES IDENTIFIED BY INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANTS 
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Roles Identified by Individual Participants 
Connie 
Mother 
Teacher 
Partner 
Sibling 
Aunt 
Role model 
Advisor 
Emma 
Mother 
Teacher 
Wife 
Daughter 
friend 
Brenda 
Mother 
Daughter 
Sibling 
Advisor 
Student 
Role model 
Counselor/Social 
worker 
Carla 
Mother 
Teacher 
Wife 
Friend 
Student 
Role model 
Amanda Lindsay Colleen Allison 
Mother Mother Mother Mother 
Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher 
Wife Wife Wife Friend 
Sibling Counselor Sibling Church member 
Role model Friend Advisor Role model 
advocate Advisor Role model 
Counselor/Social 
worker 
Counselor/Social 
worker 
Antonia Louise Janet Nora 
Mother Mother Mother Mother 
Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher 
Wife Wife Wife Wife 
Daughter Daughter Daughter Daughter 
Sibling Sibling Sibling Sibling 
Student Friend Church member Friend 
Church member Advisor Role model Role model 
Role model Role model Counselor/Social 
Advocate Counselor/Social 
worker 
worker 
Jenny Melissa Wendy Hannah 
Mother Mother Mother Mother 
Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher 
Wife Wife Wife Wife 
Daughter Sibling Daughter Friend 
Sibling Friend Sibling Coach 
Advisor Advisor Student Church member 
Role model Role model Role model 
Counselor/Social Counselor/Social Counselor/Social 
worker worker worker 
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APPENDIX H 
ROLES IDENTIFIED BY BODY OF PARTICIPANTS AND RESEARCHER 
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Roles Identified Roles Identified by Researcher 
by Participants From Interviews and 
Transcripts 
Mother Mother 
Teacher Teacher 
Spouse Spouse 
Daughter Daughter 
Sibling Sibling 
Friend Friend 
Advisor Advisor 
Student Student 
Coach Coach 
Church member Church member 
Role model Role model 
Counselor/”Social worker” Counselor/” Social worker” 
Advocate Advocate 
Aunt Aunt 
Supervisor 
• 
Activities coordinator 
Mediator 
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APPENDIX I 
ROLES IN PRIORITY AS ARTICULATED BY PARTICIPANTS 
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